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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms of airway smooth muscle (ASM) contraction from the

biochemical and biophysical points of view have not been adequately described.

The role of ASM in airway hyperresponsiveness such as asthma needs to be

established as well. The objectives of this study were (1) to describe the

biophysical changes of smooth muscle function in airway hyperresponsiveness; (2)

to determine the cellular events underlying these changes to account for the

hyperresponsiveness seen in such muscle. I-ength-tension and force-velocity

relationships were thus studied in canine tracheal smooth muscle and bronchial

smooth muscle (TSM; BSM); in the latter all cartiiage plaques were carefully

removed. The BSM from central airways was selected as it is these generations

of airways that are active during the so called early asthmatic response. The latter

being the site of asthmatic attack occurs. BSM without cartilage showed greater

maximum shortening capacity (al-,n,,) and velocity (V.) than, but similar

maximum stress (P") to, that with cartilage, indicating that cartilage removal

provides a valid mecahnical preparation. Po normalized to the cross-sectional areas

of strip, muscle tissue, and myosin content showed that normalization of force

with respect to cross-section area of muscle tissue was adequate provided the

myosin contents of the tissues compared were the same. Ragweed pollen

sensitization resulted in an elevated al.n,* and V" at early contraction (2 sec)

whereas Po and Vo in late phase remained unchanged. Isotonic relaxation evaluated

by half relaxation time, an index independent of load and contractile element

length, was prolonged in SBSM. These results suggest that the abnormalities may

be in early normally cycling crossbridges instead of latch bridges and justify the

use of isotonic parameter over isometric. They also explain the excessive airway

narrowing of asthma and maintained bronchoconstriction of asthma. The higher



myosin ATPase activity found in STSM and SBSM may result in higher Vo.

Myosin light chain (MLC) phosphorylation level was also higher in STSM and

SBSM, and this was due to primarily an increased amount of myosin light chain

kinase (MLCK) rather than any changes in the intrinsic properties of MLCK. In

conclusion, higher aL",* and Vo may play key roles in smooth muscle

hyperresponsiveness. An increased quantity of MLCK in SASM, which results in

increased MLC phosphorylation and myosin ATPase activity, may be the primary

alteration in the development of airway hyperresponsiveness.



INTRODUCTION

Airway smooth muscle plays a central role in airway hyperresponsiveness

of the type seen in the acute asthmatic attack(Hocc le8e), where increased smooth

muscle contraction or failure of relaxation could account primarily for the

excessive narrowing of airways and increase of resistance to ventilation(s'"ph"n' 1e8?).

Airway hyperresponsiveness is defined as the increased airway smooth muscle

reactivity as well as sensitivity. Investigations of mechanisms underlying the

pathogenesis of asthma or other airway hyperresponsive disease states have greatly

increased probably because of the alarming observation that though heretofore the

incidence of asthma was not high, it is now increasing(s'"" 1e86; slv le86i Barnes et al 1e88).

The concomitant increase in mortality is also cause for concern. In addition, the

role of airway smooth muscle in regulating ventilatory resistance remains unclear.

The mechanisms underlying airway hyperresponsiveness are also poorly

understood despite of the intensive research effort.

Our goals of ¡esearch are: 1) to understand the physiology and

biochemistry of airway smooth muscle; and 2) the role of smooth muscle in the

development and maintenance of airway hyperresponsiveness such as asthma. It

has been shown that ragweed pollen sensitized canine airway smooth muscle is a

gOod model for studying airway hyperresponsiveness(Anronissen er al le?e; Becl(er er ar 1e8e).

The objectives of present study were to 1) identify the mechanical abnormalities

in airway hyperresponsiveness using biophysical approaches; 2) delineate the

mechanisms underlying these changes; and 3) establish a working hypothesis of

airway hyperresponsiveness for further investigation at cellular and molecular

levels.



I. Bronchial Smooth Muscle Preparation

a, Development of canine model of allergic bronchoconstrtcfion

Because human airway tissue is difficult to obtain, animal models have

been employed consisting of airway smooth muscle; this is generally tracheal

smooth muscle from small animals such as rats(Holnìe and Piechuta 1e8r), mice, guinea

pig5@hillon and noac* lesl), fg¡¡gltcorurn 1e8a), and rabbits@oreno €r al le87). With respect to

studies of asthma, in most of these models the allergic state is IgG based and this

does not match human allergy, which is IgE based. However, canine models

developed by Kepron et afle??) are eminently satisfactory. The airways of these

animals are not defined to specific antigen challenge in vivo. In viîo antigeî

challenge demonstrated increased sensitivity and reactivity. The allergy is IgE

based.

b, Development of bronchial smooth muscle preparation

Our objective has been to determine the primary cause of asthma and for

this reason we have worked with tissues from animals that have only been antigen

sensitized but never challenged. Neither smooth muscle hypertrophy and/or

hyperplasia, nor inflammatory response such as infiltration with inflammatory cells

was found in the airways suggesting that any changes detected in our model are

unlikely to be influenced by these secondary disease changes. Thus the airway

smooth muscle from the canine model may best serve the purpose of determining

what is the primary cause in the pathogenesis of asthma. First of all, the

mechanical properties of airway smooth muscle from such model should be

examined to identify its functional abnormality of such muscle.

In this context, trachealis muscle has been used in mechanical and

pharmacological sh¡dies purely because of the convenience(Aizawa et al 1988; Anlonissen er âl



1979; Mirchell and stephens 1983; stephens er al le6e). It WaS intended then tO mOdel the fOle Of

bronchial smooth muscle in the mechanisms underlying asthma. Unfortunately,

such studies were not carried out directly on muscle from 3rd-5th order bronchi

which are the chief site of airway resistance during normal ventilatioíPedlev etål le70),

and of the bronchospasm of the acute asthmatic attack(Epsteit er al le48: Dulrano and Hewerson

Ieóó), It has also been shown that striking bronchial smooth muscle hypertrophy

occu¡s in bronchi from chronic asthmatics(Hub"'-d Koesder 1e22; Dunnill et ul te6e), suggesting

the involvement of bronchial smooth muscle in chronic disease. It is likely that

early disease would stem from these cells also. As a matter of fact one of our

hypothesis is that in early disease changes occur in mechanical function of the

bronchial smooth muscle that precede any evidence of inflammation, hypertrophy

or hyperplasia. The properties of bronchial smooth muscle and its role in the

pathogenesis of airway hyperresponsiveness were not adequately investigated prior

to the current study. In addition, there was no clear evidence to support the notion

that tracheal smooth muscle would completeiy resemble its bronchial counterparts.

In fact, heterogeneity exists with respect to pharmacological characteristics and

neural control of smooth muscle along the tracheobronchial tree(stephens 
and Hoppìn le86).

The difficulty in studying bronchial smooth muscle is that it contains

considerable amount of connective tissues and the more troublesome cartilage

plaques, which prevent us from describing the true mechanical properties of the

smooth muscle itself. Initially the cartilage plaques were thought to be anchored

to the smooth muscle directly, rendering the removal of the plaques impossible if

the intactness of smooth muscle was of primary concern. However, on carefully

checking the morphological arrangement of ASM vis-a-vis cartilage plaques, and

referring to von Hayeklrem), we have found that the muscle bundles, instead of



fastening directly onto the cartilage plaques, connect with the plaques indirectly

through loose connective tissues. Such an arrangement renders it possible to

dissect away the cartilages without damaging the muscle.

IL Normalization of Smooth Muscle Tension

The importance of correctly normalizing contractile function in airway

smooth muscle has come about because of the impact of asthma research, in which

it has become necessary to compare contractile function of airway smooth muscle

in different locations in the same respiratory tree, at the same location at different

ages, and across animal species. Manifestations of asthma may vary with age as

may the response to therapeutic measures. This has also led to an increase in

resea¡ch relating to the effect of maturation on airway smooth muscle(Russerr le?8r

Armoureral l9S4iShioyae!å1 198?i Mapp er al 1989; Murphy et â1 1989; panirch er ar r9B9). HOWeVef, COnSidefable

ambiguity in the use of normalizing parameters for isometric force is evident in

the litefatUfe(A,tour et al 1984; shioya er al 1987; Mapp €t al 1989), WhiCh COUId lead tO errOneOUS

conclusions. As the smooth muscle length-tension relationship shows, the force

generated by smooth muscle behaves in the same way as skeletal muscle does, i.e.

there is an optimal length, at which the muscle produces maximum force(stephens 
€t

ar re6e). The accuracy of measurement of length and the determination of the

optimal length is then crucial, which unfortunately, had been neglected in studies,

where smooth muscle strips were simply stretched to certain lengths with selected

loads. The maximum active isometric tension is a measure of muscle strength. It

is also a variable predominantly used by investigators, chiefly because it is

technically the easiest to measure. It is worthwhile to point out that the ¡elevance

of force to regulation of resistance of airway is rnoot, as its contribution is



relatively minor. Furthermore, Murphy's group has suggested that the late slow

cycling or non-cycling crossbridges (latch bridges) may be responsible for force

generation or maintenance in smooth muscle contraction@irron et ar resl). Shjdies of

maximum active isometric tension, therefore, only depict the ptoperties of latch

bridge, and the force is a poor index of activation in smooth muscle because of

the very nonlinear dependence of force on crossbridge phosphorylation. So the

claim that isometric studies can shed light on muscle shortening is not easy to

defend. In any case, in understanding the subcellular process of smooth muscle

conÍâction, the conversion of raw fo¡ce developed to stress units is the first step.

This is particularly important where contractile forces have to be compared.

Comparing the force developed by a single crossbridge under physiological and

pathophysiological conditions is what is really needed. This is not yet possible for

smooth muscle. However, the mean content of myosin in the cross section of

smooth muscle can serve as an indirect index of the numbers of crossbridges that

may be present, The proportion of bronchial tissue cross sectional area occupied

by muscle tissue could serve as a normalizing denominator only if the compared

muscle tissues have the same concentration of contractile proteins. In order to

evaluate force with above factors in mind, force generated by tracheal and

bronchial smooth muscle strips is normalized as with respect to the cross-sectional

areas of strip, muscle, and myosin heavy chain content.

IIL Smooth Muscle Contraction

Although the pathophysiological changes leading to asthma are not yet well

known, increased airway responsiveness to an importânt aspect of the

disease(cockcron etalleiT). Sensitized canine tracheal smooth muscle has been shown



to undergo nonspecific alterations in mechanical properties(Ànronhsen et at leTe; Antonissen

et al 1980; Boùshev er al 1980i sÈphens et al tsee), phich, along with the observation of Cockcroft

et al(cockcrorr et al re??), suggests that the essential defect in allergic bronchial

hyperresponsiveness might be at muscle cell level. The role of airway smooth

muscle as the effector in allergic bronchial hyperresponsiveness has been

considerably investigated(s'"or"ns er ar 1e85). Sflrdies in our laboratory have focused on

the mechanical properties of tracheal smooth muscle, which we believe to be a

mechanical model for airways down to those generations of bronchi where allergic

bronchial hyperresponsiveness occu¡s. However, the tracheal smooth muscle is not

a perfect model for bronchial smooth muscle, because we have shown that

although the bronchial smooth muscle possesses the same qualitative mechanical

properties as the trachealis, there are qualitative differences, as well as differences

in pharmacology(si:urdsson " "l lem). Therefore it was necessary to employ the

bronchial smooth muscle preparatio risnc et ar 1e5Ð) itself for mechanical study if

elucidation of the pathogenesis of asthma was to be successful. This had not been

attempted in the past because of the belief that attempts to remove cartilaginous

plaques, a sine qua non if isotonic studies were to be undettaken, would seriously

damage the attached smooth muscle. However, in an examination of histological

slides of the bronchi, we noted that the muscle was not attâched directly to

cartilage at any point. Attachment was via connective tissue. We demonstrated that

removal of the cartilage and provision of an intact muscle was feasible(ri-c., ul lem).

The present study was undertaken to determine whether the mechanical properties

of bronchial smooth muscle from dogs are altered after ragweed pollen

sensitization.



lV. Smooth Muscle Relaxation

Study of the process of smooth muscle relaxation has been largely

neglected, which is surprising if one considers that impairment of relaxation may

contribute significantly to the increase in resistance during bronchospasm or

hypertension. Previous studies of relaxation related only to isometric

felaxatioíJoh*,,on and Mellând€r l97s; shibara a¡d chens l9?7; whire er at 1988), WhiCh, by theif natUre,

mostly provide information about the temporal diminution of stiffness of the

airway wail, This may affect changes in resistance of airways by modifying

airway reactance properties, but only to a very small extent. The major component

of the resistance decrease during bronchodilation is controlled by isotonic or

auxotonic relaxation of airway smooth muscle. Therefore, it is these parameters

that must be studied in virro. With one exception(Packe' ând stephens 1e85), neither in

smooth muscle nor in skeletal has this been carried out ln vitto.In striated muscle

only the isometric phase ofrelaxation was studied, even though isotonic relaxation

traces were published(Bttt'"'t tt al 1978; Jewell afìd wilkie 1960).

The hypothesis of a decreased ability of airway smooth muscle from

astlùnatics to relax has indirectly arisen from sn¡dies of isotonic relaxation in

hypertensive vascular smooth muscle. Retarded isometric relaxation in the thoracic

aorta of spontaneously hypertensive rats has been reported(cohen a¡d Berkowirz 1e76).

Increased isometric and isotonic relaxation times have also been found in the

caudal artery(P"'ker and stephens less) and small mesenteric arteryeacker and stephen! 1e87) of the

spontaneously hypertensive rats. The failure of relaxation of vascular smooth

muscle has thus been suggested to contribute to the initiation and maintenance of

hypeftenSiO T.iner et al 1975; shibaÞ ând cheng l9?7i Packer a¡d stephens 1985; Påcker and sreph€n! t98?), It iS

possible that this mechanism may be operative in the development and

7



maintenance of bronchoconstriction during an asthmatic attack in which the failure

of smooth muscle relaxation could result in a sustained increase in airwav

resistance.

By shortening or elongating, smooth muscle in hollow organs such as blood

vessels and airways tegulates the calibre of the lumen and thus the tesistance to

flow through these vessels. Isometric force development, however, changes wall

stiffness and contributes to the control of luminal resistance only minimally. It is

significant that we have found that only the isotonic shortening capacity and

maximum shortening velocity of ragweed pollen sensitized airway smooth muscle

were increased, whereas isometric force remains unchanged(sr€phens et al le88; Jiâns et al

1ee2a), making the delineation of isotonic shortening and relaxing properties of

smooth muscle more relevant than that of the isometric in elucidation of the

pathogenesis of diseases such as asthma or hypertension. A problem in the study

of isotonic relaxation of smooth muscle is the lack of a valid index which should

be independent of the load on the muscle and independent of the muscle's initial

contractile element length because both the load on, and, the length of the muscle

affect isotonic relaxation. The purposes ofthis project are to: 1) develop a reliable

index for isotonic relaxation; 2) characterize the mechanical properties of airway

smooth during muscle relaxation; 3) and to determine whether changes in

properties of isotonic relaxation exist in ragweed sensitized bronchial smooth

muscle as compared with control.

V. Activities of Myosin ATPase and Myosin Light Chain Kinase in Sensitized

Airway Smooth Muscle

Functional studies on ragweed pollen sensitized dogs have revealed that



tracheal smooth muscle and bronchial smooth muscle possess increased maximum

shortening capacity and elevated early maximum shortening velocity(Antonissen etâl 1e?e;

Jians er al lee2a; Jians ånd sþphens lee2'). These changes in shortening variables may be

responsible for the excessive airway narrowing observed in individuals displaying

allergic airway hyperresponsiveness (rianc et ar 1ee2,). Increase in shortening capacity

of airway smooth muscle could directly account for abnormal bronchoconstriction.

We have also shown that maximum shortening capacity can be influenced by early

shortening velocity due to the fact that smooth muscle strips achieve ß 70 to B0%

of their maximum shortening capacity within the first 2 to 3 s(riânc 
et ar ree2a) of

contraction, contraction time being 10 s. In fact, both the velocity of shortening

and the extent of shortening during the early phase of contraction are significantly

greater in sensitized airway smooth muscles than in control. The early shortening

velocity is critical to maximum shortening as it provides a limitation to the lattet.

It has been suggested thât maximum shortening velocity is an index of actomyosin

ATPase activity in smooth muscle(Báránv le6?; close 1e?2; Dillon et al le81), which determines

the rate of unloaded crossbridge cycling(sobieszek ånd Bremel leTs; Bendal ree). Actomyosin

ATPase activity is increased in smooth muscle from the pulmonary artery of

sensitized dogsßone o a re86). It is important, therefore, to assess bronchial smooth

muscle actomyosin ATPase, which governs the crossbridge cycling rate, maximal

shortening velocity, and thus the extent of shortening, at precisely the site where

acute asthmatic airway narrowing occursGpstein et al le48; Dulrano a¡d Hewel"on 1966). It is

generally accepted that phosphorylation of a serine-19 on the regulatory myosin

light chains (20,000 Da) by myosin light chain kinase is the major rate-limiting

step for the activation of actomyosin ATPaseK* -dstuu rese). Assaying the activities

of actomyosin ATPase and rnyosin light chain kinase in sensitized airway smooth



muscles, therefore, becomes necessary if the cellular mechanisms of airway

hyperresponsiveness are to be elucidated.

VL Biochemical Mechanisms Underlying Smooth Muscle Isotonic Contraction

and Relaxation

The regulatory mechanisms underlying smooth muscle contraction are not

fully understood even though the current concept is that activation of smooth

muscle actomyosin ATPase is mainly brought about by phosphorylation of fhe

20,000 dalton myosin light chain (MLCr0) by Ca2n calmodulin dependent myosin

light chain kinase(M*uon 1e82; Kamm a¡d stulr lese) and relaxation is the result of gradual

MLCro dephosphorylation by myosin phosphatase, which has recently been

suggested to be regulated by protein kinase C(somlvo er al 1e8e; Kiråzâwa et al leel: Kirazawå et al

ree2). Previous studies have revealed a positive correlation between myosin light

chain phosphorylation and tension development in skinned smooth muscle

preparations(Bt'on €t al l97e; HoaÌ et al l9?9i D¡hkÂ et al 1981). Most of the datâ relating to

phosphorylation of MLCro, unfortunately, had been obtained during isometric

tenSiOn deVelOpment and relaXatiOdButler erå11983; charterj€eand Murphy 1983; Dillon eral 1981;Gerthoffer

198?; Kâmm a¡d srull 1985b: Merk€l e! al 1990; Mor€tand er al 1986; Silver ånd stùlt l9B2), WhiCh fepfeSent lil VIUO

function of smooth muscle only partially because the regulatory function of smooth

muscle is chiefly fulfilled by smooth muscle length change. Studies of smooth

muscle intracellular Ca2* are subject to the same criticism, viz, the data relate

only to isometric contractionGilo er at le6s; Morsan a¡d Morsân le82), Furthermore, isometric

studies cannot always provide insight into isotonic function as the two modes of

contraction could be dissociated. For example we have reported that while the

capacity for isotonic shortening is significantly inc¡eased in sensitized canine

10



airway smooth muscle, isometric force production may be completely normal(r;"nc

et al 1992a\ 
.

Shortening in skeletal(ruvlo' *d Rudel 1e?0), cafdiac(r€well le?a), as well as smooth

muscle(stephens and r'ritchell lesa) results in reduced activation of the muscle. The

mechanisms underlying such desensitization were not entirely understood. In

addition, a correlation between static muscle length and phosphorylation of the 20

kDa myosin light chain has been reported in arterial(Hui reer) and tracheal(ria¡c et ar ree2b)

smooth muscle. But it is not known how myosin light chain phosphorylation is

influenced during smooth muscle shortening, in which the muscle length changes

dynamically. The stoichiometry of mono-phosphorylation of the 20 kDa regulatory

myosin light chain and the change in intraceilular Ca2+ concentration, measured

by Fura-2 fluorescence, were assessed tfuoughout the course of isotonic and

isometric contractions in order to shed light on the cellular mechanisms of smooth

muscle regulation during actual length change.

11



LITERATURE REVIEW

Although interest in studying airway smooth muscle in order to elucidate

the pathogenesis of asthma has resulted in progressive understanding of airway

SmOOth muscle(Slein 1975; Nadel 1980; Hargreave 1980;Jeone a¡d Murphy 1987; Kaline.and Barnes 19881 Barnes et al 1988;

coburn lese' Asrawar and rownlev reeo), the physiological role of airway smooth muscle

remains unclear because most of the mechanics of ventilation can be accounted for

on the premise that airways are passive pipes. Speculations about the role of

airway smooth muscle are: 1) improvement of alveolar ventilation by narrowing

airways i.e. by reducing anatomical dead space. This is useful only if ventilatory

frequency does not increase too greatly as this would limit ventilation by

increasing the airway resistance, 2) regulation of regional ventilation by shunting

air from well-ventilated but poorly perfused areas to normal, 3) improvement of

tracheobronchial clearance of mucus by rhythmically compressing mucous glands

and augmenting flow of mucous on to the lining epithelium. Unfortunately, the

focus has been overwhelmingly on bronchial hyperreactivity with emphasis on

inflammatory changes in the mural tissues. Study of structural characteristics of

airway has been neglected, apart from a few exceptions decades ago(von 
Håvek 1e60; Krahl

l9É'4; Weibel 1963; weibel and comez 1962: Kirkparrick 1975; Sitla ¿nd Ross 1976), MOSt fgcent fgpofts Of

ultrastructure have dealt almost exclusively with the airway smooth muscle and its

innervation.

Nevertheless, it is essential to understand the morphological characteristics

of airway smooth muscle if one wishes to study airway smooth muscle at any

other level.

t2



I. Structure of ,A,irway Smooth Muscle

L 1. Macroscopic Features

Tracheal muscle consists of a narrow thin sheet of smooth muscle running

transversely in the dorsal (membranous) wall of the trachea. The muscle is

arranged into bundles by thin septa of connective tissue carrying blood vessels.

The bundles split and merge repeatedly; thus the muscle maintains its continuity

along the length of the trachea. The bundles are compact and run approximately

parallel to each other; however, at the ends of the muscle cells, they converge and

insert into the ends of cartilage a¡ches, Details of this insertion vary among

species: in the rat the muscle is attached to the tips of the arches, whereas in the

guinea pig the insertion occurs on the concave surface of the cartilages at certain

distance from the tip. The canine trachealis inserts onto the external surface of the

cartilage rings. In bronchi or bronchioli, the musculature is a network of bundles

arranged as geodesic lines within the wall; their relationship with the cartilage was

described some 30 years ago but neglected{""n Havek reó0). The bronchial smooth

muscle forms a layer surrounding the epithelium and attaches to the supeûacent

cartilage plaques via loose connective tissues, which appear to be rather

complianl(r'-e ard steph€ns res) and would allow smooth muscle to shorten to a far

larger extent(st"nhens et ar. leel) (Figure 1) than if they were attached directly to

cartilage. The magnitude of shortening is more than enough to shut the air passage

totally. In the terminal bronchioli smooth muscle is seldom seen(von 
Havek reóo).

13



A

B

Figure l. End-on víew of6th o¡der bronchial segment at rest (A) and during full contraction with

high conc€nhation ofKCl(B). The extemal perimeter ofthe bronchiat ring, which contain cartilage

plates, hardly moved when the lumen was totally closed, indicating that bronchial smooth muscle

is able to shorten even with cartilage intact. This considerable degree of shortening of bronchial

smooth muscle is provided for by the loose connective tissue attachm€nt of the muscle to the

cartilage.



L2, General Miroscopic Charøcteristics

Airway smooth muscle is so called because, like all other smooth muscle,

it does not possess a regularly repeating sarcomere pattern of light and dark

bands. In electron micrographs, while thin actin filaments are clearly seen filling

the entire cytoplasm, the thick myosin filaments (the major components of the

dark bands) are very seldom visualized. The canine tracheal smooth muscle cell

is long and narrow, measuring about 750-1000 ¡rm by 3-5 p6(su.uu " 
ut te76; srephens and

Kro€ger Ie80), Low power electromicrographs (Figure 2) reveal that the cells are

arranged in bundles separated by fairly wide and variable interfascicular spaces.

These spaces contain collagen, elastin (in both amorphous and fibrillar form),

fibroblasts, neural axons, blood vessels, mast cells, macrophages, and

lymphocytes. The muscle cells in canine trachealis represent 75-80% of the

tissue's cross sectional area(ri'nc 't 
ut ter). The cells maintain parallel orientation even

at peak contraction. These features render it a suitable preparation for both

biophysical and biochemical studies and could, with some reservations, serve as

a model for bronchial smooth muscle(rians a¡d stephens les). It must be pointed out that

parallel alignment of the cells is not in itself, a sufficient condition for mechanical

efficiency. The important factor is the orientation of the contractile filaments

within the cell. In the toad stomach muscle these filaments are believed to trave¡se

the cell obliquely(Bacbv re71) whereas in taenia coli they may run parallel to the

longitudinal cellular axis(G"b'rra 1e8r). From a functional point of view the maximum

force and shortening developed by a muscle will be recorded when the measuring

15



device is orientated in the same axis as the force-generating filaments or as the

muscle cells. This may be determined by cutting muscie strips from the tracheal

muscular membrane at a variety of helical angles and noting in which strip

maximum isometric force develops. In trachealis this is seen in the strip whose

longitudinal axis coincides with the long axis ofthe cells, which proves that in this

muscle the force generating cells may not obiiquely oriented.

1.6
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Figure 2 Cross-sectional vierv of tracheal smooth muscle unde¡ electromicroscope (x 2,000). The

muscle cells are ananged in bundles and there are quite wide intelc€llular spac€s.



1.3. Sarcolemma

The cell-membrane or sarcolenma has the classical "tram-line" lipid

bilayer strucnrre of any other cell membrane. Protein and glycoprotein molecules

span this layer and act as ligand receptors, ion channels, and enzymes. Smooth

muscle sarcolemma sho\üs localized electron-dense a¡eas in electron micrographs.

These are called dense bands and may serve as attachment sites for actin filaments

thus resembling the Z-discs of the striated muscle. To complete the analogy,

proteins such as c¿-actinin and desmin which are usually found in the Zline of

skeletal muscle are also identified in these bands. Similar areas are found in the

cytoplasm where they are called dense bodies. Actin filaments insert into these

bodies, those on opposite sides of the bodies show polar reversal(sonrlvo €t 3r re84ì Fâv er

ur1e77) of myosin binding sites. These bodies and the actin filaments, therefore, are

considered as anaiogous to striated muscle sarcomeres. Arcuate cytoskeletal fibres

(desmin) connect adjacent dense bodies and serve to suppott the arrangement of

the filamentous network. While it is likely that these proteins are also present in

airway smooth muscle, no specific studies have yet been conducted. Nevertheless,

the evidence has suggested that in smooth muscle there are sarcomere-like

structures, so-called mini-sarcomeres which serve as the morphological basis for

contraction,

1.4, PinocytoticVesicles

Pinocytotic vesicles, also called caveolae, are flask-shaped small

invaginations of the sarcolemma. Recent work suggests that the small membranous
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structures are specially designed for conducting molecules and fluid into the cell

and are possibly also centres for signal transductionG'u"is ree3). FoÌ example, the

clathrin coated pits play an essential role in receptor-mediated endocytosis, a

process in which the cell carries proteins and other large molecules into the

cytoplasm. In longitudinal sections they seem to be separate from the sarcolemma,

perhaps because of the plane of histological section. Actually they communicate

with the extracellular space as evidenced by their filling with tracers such as

colloidal lanthanum, ferritin, and peroxidase introduced into the extracellular

space. Pinocytotic vesicles are lined with a continuation of the sarcolemma and

the basement membrane is carried into the vesicular lumina. At the neck of the

vesicles the basement shows electron dense particles. Gabella(le7e) has shown that

in the guinea pig taenia coli they are arranged in parallel rows in the longitudinal

axis of the cell; they are interposed between dense bands. He also estimated that

there are approximately 170,000 caveolae in each cell and they may setve to

inc¡ease effective sarcolemmal area by as much as 70%. These caveolae may

contåin safcolernmal Ca2+ pumps(Fuiinìob lee3).

L5. Sørcoplasmíc Reticulum

The amount of sarcoplasmic reticulum present in smooth muscle makes up

aboú 2-5% of the total cell volume. It has been suggested that the amount of

sarcoplasmic reticulum present in smooth muscle is enough to provide Ca2* for

the needs of excitation-contraction coupling@""in" 'r 'l le72). Jn smooth muscle the

amount of sarcoplasmic reticulum seems to depend on the extent to which the
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muscle relies on intracellular calcium for contraction. Multiunit and intermediate

types (trachealis) possess more reticulum than single-unit muscle (taenia coli).

Sarcoplasmic reticulum is the major source and sink fo¡ intracellular calcium(son'rvo

er al le83; Bond et al le84: Kowarsri et al Ie85). Jn the lumen of the SR, low affinity and high

capacity Ca2n binding proteins (calsequestrin and calreticulin) which store large

amounts of Ca2* and help maintain a steep concentration gradient between the SR

lumen and cytoplasm. The SR membranes contain a high affinity Ca2*-ATPase

which serves to maintain the Ca2* gradient and initiate relaxation following an

intracellular Ca2+ transient by pumping Ca2+ back in to the SR lumen, In smooth

muscle the excitation-contraction coupling is not so well defined and structured as

in striated muscle, and while considerable work has been carried out, it is still not

known what the complete smooth-muscle pathway is, in structural terms. It has

been suggested that connections of pinocytotic vesicles, sarcoplasmic reticulum,

and mitochondria can often be found near the sarcolemma(son'lvo le80). Their

proximity to each other suggests they could be acting as an excitation-contraction

coupling apparatus.

1.6. Gap Junctions

Intercellular communications in smooth muscle may serve tfuee functions:

1) as means of electrical communication between cells and facilitating propagation;

2) facilitating chemical communications between cells; 3) enabling transmission

of mechanical force. Multiunit smooth muscle is, as stated before, generally not

spontaneously conffactile, does not fire action potentials and is devoid of a
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myogenic reflex. Several investigatorsG'o"ser a¡d srephens leTs; suzÙki et al le76) have shown

that when it is treated with tetraethylammonium or 4-aminopyridine the muscle

develops typical single unit characteristics: spontaneous rhythmic activity, action

potentials, and a myogenic response. Daniel's group has shown that in such

preparations a large number of gap junctions also develop@-i.'tntt). Gap junctions

are the most important structure for intercellular communication. These are areas

of apposition of sarcolemmal membranes that are closer than those of the

intermediate junctions. The gap is 2-3 nm in width and is composed of arrays of

membrane proteins termed connexons, which provide intercellular channels that

open and close. They a¡e low in electrical resistance and capable of passing

mOleCUleS Up tO 800- 1200 daltOnS(sinpson€rål 1977; Flags-N€wtonånd l¡ewenstein 1979; Flass-Newton 1980).

The electrical conductance at the gap junction can be reduced by a decrease in

pH. In humans(Richardson and Fursùson 1980i Danìel er âl t980; 1986a), gap junctions are found in

high density in trachea and the first and second order bronchi. However, when

smaller (4th to 7th) bronchi are studied, typical gap junctions ¿¡s ¿þss¡1@ânier erar

ts86u). In dogs, the smooth muscle of both locations demonstrated gap junctions of

average size down through the fourth order bronchi@-Èr 1e88). Therefore, canine

airways appeared to be coupled throughout the bronchial tree studied. Bovine

trachea ¡esemble human and canine trachea in possessing numerous gap

junctions(c*"'on 'r 
ur re82), Nevertheless, there is clearly a great vâriation in gap

junction among species, and it seems that gap junctions are not more abundant

when innervation is less dense(Gabellâ 198Ð.
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L7. Int e tm e diaf e J un c tio n s.

Another coÍtmon and readily identified type of junction in smooth muscle

is the intermediate junction, formed by two dense bands, from adjacent

cells(Hendeßon Ie75). The morphological data suggest that intermediate junctions of this

type provide a mechanical link between the cells concerned, and, being linked on

both sides to myofilaments, they may provide a means of coupling mechanically

adjacent muscle cells.

1.8. Mitochondria

The current view about the role of calcium regulation by mitochondria is

not clear. They undoubtedly can take up calcium and in the process uncouple

electron transport from oxidative phosphorylation, but this is only seen when Ca2+

levels are extremely high. Mitochondrial sequestration ofcalcium is therefore only

seen under pathological conditions and plays a minor role under physiological

conditions. The likelihood that the mitochondria are physiological sources of

calcium is very small. It is well recognized, though, that the role of oxidative

phosphorylation in oxidative ATP production is quantitatively less important than

in striated muscle(stephens and wrosemann leo). Nevertheless, because oxidation yields

almost 12 to 18 times as much ATP as that produced by glycolysis, its role in

energy production is not negligible.

1.9. Innemøtion

Extensive work has been carried out on characterizing irxrervation of the

human lung at the level of the light microscope, and the outline of the innervation
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as derived from snrdies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was reviewed by

Larsell and Dow(1e33), and Gaylor(re3a). The general pattern consists of afferent and

efferent pathways. The extensive afferent or sensory innervation originates in the

epithelium of the airways, the interalveolar spaces, the muscle, and the

submucosal layerNacaishi 1e72). The afferent fibres are myelinated and unmyelinated

or nonmyelinated and terminate in the vagal nuclei. Axons occur with a frequency

of 3-10 per muscle cell bundle, and are partially or completely surrounded by

Schwam cell sheaths. The autonomic nerves (parasympathetic and sympathetic)

controlling airway smooth muscle show a pâttern consisting of sensory afferent

nerves. The efferent parasympathetic fibres, which run to the smooth muscle and

the glands, arise from ganglia. The latter are controlled preganglionically from the

vagal nuclei and are part of the parasympathetic nervous system. The ganglia are

situated close to the effector organ and lie extêrnal to the smooth muscle and the

cartilage. The preganglionic fibres of the sympathetic nervous system leave the

spinal cord and synapse with prevertebral ganglia. Postganglionic fibres emerge

from the ganglia and are said to innervate the airway smooth muscle, glands,

and pulmonary vasculature.

The accepted interpretation of this morphology is that the excitation of the

glands and smooth muscle of the airways is under the control of the vagus nerve

and is cholinergic. While the parasympathetic nerves are the major motor control

system for airway smooth muscle, there is no certainty as to whether the

sympathetics are responsible for relaxation. The inhibition of the glands and the
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smooth muscle is presumed to be under control of the adrenergic system. This is

somewhat controversial because though adrenoceptor certainly exist on the muscle

cell membrane, their neural control has not been unequivocally demonstrated. In

recent times nonadrenergic, noncholinergic inhibitory (putative transmitter is

vasoactive intestinal polypeptide IVIP]) and excitatory nerves (putative transmitter

is substance P) have been identified. In humans, perhaps the VIP system is the

major relaxant system.

There is no evidence showing close contacts between nerve endings

(varicosities) and muscle cells in the airway smooth muscles of all species

investigated. It is somewhat difficult to define what constitutes a neuromuscular

junction because of the variability of the width of the gap and the lack of

prominent structural specializations. However, the local control of release of

neurotransmitters from postsynaptic neurons irxrervating end organs can either

result in augmentation or inhibition of the quanta of neurotransmitter released per

action potential.

II. Neuropeptides, Mediators and Other Factors Regulating Airway

Smooth Muscle in Physiological and Pathophysiological Situations

IL l, Neuropeptides

Recently a number of biologically active peptides have been identified,

localized, and characterized by radioimmunoassay, immunofluorescence, and

biochemical and bioassay techniques(suid re82; re84). It is already clear that

neuropeptides have an influence on airway smooth muscle function and that the
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classic descriptions of autonomic and sensory innervation of the lung may have to

be revised to include the "peptidergic". Some peptides, such as VIP, occur in

sympathetic ganglia, as well as in preganglionic and postganglionic

parasympathetic nerve fibres, and in intrapulmonary ganglia(D"v €t ar res l; Lundbers er al

1et8). There are identified neuropeptides (Said 1989) and some are listed below:

) Bombesin, gastrin-releasing pepríde

) cholecystokinin (CCK), gastrin, cerulein

, Neurokinins (tachykinins): neurokinín A, neurokinin B, substance

P

, Neuropeptide Y (NPY), panueatic polypeptide

) Opiod peptides: þ-endorphin, enkephalins, dynorphins

I VIP, seretin, glucagon, peptíde histidine isoleucin, helodermin,

cot'ticotropin- releasíng factor, growth hormone -releasing fact or,

Sauvagine, uroTensin, gastric inhibitoty peptide.

Peptides found in the parasympathetic nervous system include vasoactive

intestinal polypeptide (VIP), peptide hisridine isoleucine (PHI), and galanin, a 29-

amino-acid peptide, whose name derives from glycine and alanine, amino acids

present in galanin. VIP is a potent smooth muscle relaxant and its deficiency could

contribute to the bronchospasm of asthma(s"id reer). At least one peptide,

neuropeptide tyrosine (NPY), has been shown convincingly to be associated with

the sympathetic innervation in many tissues including the respiratory tractGundberc

aar re83). NPY is particularly abundant around the vasculature of the respiratory
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tract. It was, therefore, of interest to see a marked increase of Npy innervation

in smaller blood vessels of children with pulmonary hypertension(Arr.n et ar tese).

Peptides like calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), substance p, and some other

neurokinins exist also in sensory nerves(Ma.rrinc le87; Nawa et 
"l 

1e84). CGRp and the

neurokinins are not very abundant in the human respiratory tract in contrast to the

abundance in animals. CGRP and substance P coexist within the same nerve fibre,

and even within the same neurosecretory granules in the central and peripheral

branches of sensory fibres, including those of the respiratory tract. CGRp is also

present in a subclass of mucosal endocrine cells of the respiratory tract, in

particular of animals. It has been suggested thât the tracheal CGRP innervation

arose principally in the jugular ganglion of the right vagus with that of the lung

arising in the left vagus. In addition, CGRP-containing nerves arise from the

ipsilateral dorsal root ganglia at spinal levels Tl to T6(cadieux er ar re86i springal €t al le87).

Other neuropeptides such as enkephalins which exert actions in airways have been

shown by immunocytochemistry to be present in nerve fibres in guinea pig and rat

lung(shimos€gawa et al 1989).

IL2. Epithelium-ilerìved relaxing factor (EpDRF)

Removal of epithelium causes significant parallel leftward shifts in the

concentration-response curves of airway smooth muscle to acetylcholine,

histamine, and 5-hydroxytryptamine(FI""ut'-.,d re8s). These results were explained by

the possible release from the epithelium of inhibitory substance(s) (the putative

epithelium-derived relaxing factor - EpDRF) which may depress the tone of
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bronchial smooth muscle. The identity of EpDRF remains controversial(Mo'hon ånd

vanhoùtte leer) even though it has been extensively studied. The mechanisms by which

EpDRF regulate airway smooth muscle remain largely unresolved. It may

modulate the neuronal irnervation of the airways. For example, EpDRF in guinea

pig trachea may inhibit the release of acetylcholine from intramural cholinergic

nerve terminals(Murla! re86), leading to a reduction in cholinergic tone. Neonatal

treatment of guinea-pigs with capsaicin, which depletes sensory afferent fibres of

tachykinins, decreases the augmentation of contractions to 5-HT in the absence of

epithelium(F o""d a¡d Mulrer le86). This suggests that EpDRF may interact with

capsaicin-sensitive fibres. Furthermore, the hydrolysis of membrane

phosphoinositides, and the subsequent generation of 1,2-diacyglycerol and inositol

1,4,5-triphophate induced by methacholine or histamine is enhanced by the

removal of the epithelium(Hav et ar re88). This indicates that EpDRF may depress

smooth muscle contraction by inhibiting the rate of hydrolysis of

phosphoinositides. Such effect may be mediated via inhibition of G proteins

involved in the regulation of membrane phospholipase C activity. It is clear,

nonetheless, that the epithelium has an important role to play in the modulation

of airway smooth muscle tone. In asthma the epithelium may be damaged or

dysfunctional and this balanced regulatory process is disrupted and b¡onchial

hyperresponsiveness may develop.

11.3. Leukotrienes

The leukotrienes are a family of acid lipids formed mainly in leukocytes



from arachidonic acid that are implicated in the pathophysiology of inflammatory

and immediate hypersensitivity reactions(sal,uehson le83; samì,elsson et al 1e87). The first step

in the synthesis of these compounds includes the oxygenation at site C-5 of

arachidonic acid to yield 5-hydroperoxy-6,8,11, 14-eicosatetraenoic acid (5-

HPETE), This reaction, and the following transformation of S-HPETE to the

epoxide,5,6-oxido-7,9,11,14-eicosatetraenoic acid (Iæukotriene Ao, LTA*) is

catalyzed by S-lipoxygenase(Rouzer et al le86; shin)izü et at le86: ueda et al teeo, which is calcium

and ATP-dependent(Rouzer ând samuersso¡ less) and recently has been shown that full

activation of 5-lipoxygenase requires translocation of the enzyme from the cytosol

to cellular membrane where it binds to an activating protein, S-lipoxygenase

activating protein (FLAP){Mirrer et ar ree0). LTA. can be subsequently hydrolysed to

LTB4, a reaction catalyzed by LTA4 hydrolase, or conjugated with glutathione to

yield LTC4. This compound and the metabolites LTD4 and LTQ constitute the

slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis. There is now substantial evidence to

suggest that LTs may indeed have a role in asthma and inflammatory lung

diseases.

Iæukotrienes are generated from human lung tissue in vitro by both

immunological and nonimmunological stimuli{conrov and Piler reel) although the exact

source of LTs in lung tissue remains unclear. The biological effects of LTs

suggest that they may contribute to inflammatory changes in the lung, tissue

damage and changes in airway catibre. lVhen given by inhalation, leukotrienes Co,

Do, and Eo are potent bronchoconstrictors in normal man(Ba'nes 
er al 1e84; BarnËs a¡d Piper
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re86). A group of mild asthmatics were more than 4 times more sensitive to LTs

than normals but 11 times more sensitive to histamine(B*n"s er al le85).

læukotriene receptors have been extensively characterized(c,ooke et Âl leel).

LTB. and LTD4 receptors are clearly different, and employ signal transduction

processes that are similar but differ in a number of important regards. The signat

transduction process can be divided into immediate and late phases. Within

seconds after LTD4 interacts 
"vith 

its receptors, they couple to a number of

signalling systems via at ieast two and probably more guanine nucleotide binding

proteins. A rapid transient increase in intracellular calcium derived from both

internal stores and extracellular calcium is induced by mechanisms that include

activation of a receptor-operated calcium charLnel. Inositol phosphate metabolism

'is increased by activation ofboth a PlPr-specific and a PIP¡specific phospholipase

C. Additionally, diacyglycerol is released. The second phase of the signalling

process involves activation of topoisomerase 1 for induction of transcription of at

least one gene for a protein that activates a PC-specific PLA., which has been

called the phospholipase activating protein (PLAP). PLAP increases PLA, activity

either through direct interactions with the enzyme, the substrate or an inhibitor of

metâbolized via the cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase pathways in a variety of

ways, depending on the phenotype of the cell and other factors. If the predominant

metabolites are contractile, e,g., thromboxane Ar, the cells display increased

contractile activity. If the predominant metabolites are relaxant, e.g. , prostacyclin,

the smooth muscle cells may relax.
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IL4. Platelet activøting factur

Platelet activating factor (PAF) is a highly porent lipid mediator which has

been implicated in inflammation and allergy and particularly in allergic

inflammation, including astlmaGraqùet er al1e87;Barnes re88). It is released from sensitized

guinea-pig lung after challenge with antigenlFi¿c€rard e¡ aì le86), and has been shown to

be released from neutrophils, platelets, eosinophils, and macrophages. The

receptors exist on the cell ms1¡þ¡¿¡s(Dentetal lese). Binding appears to be specific and

is inhibited by PAF antagonists. PAF is a potent bronchoconstrictor in guinea pig

ín vivo, yet has little effect on airway smooth muscle in ulrro, suggesting that its

effect is indirectoarcârtic et ar re80). Administration of high doses of pAF by

intratracheal instillation in artificially ventilated cerebral-dead humans causes

b¡onchoconstriction associated with hypoxaemia and a fall in cardiac output(ca'€åu

4"r re84). Nevertheless, the mechanisms by which pAF induces bronchoconstriction

remain unclear.

11.5. Vasoactive intestìnal polypeptide (VIP)

VIP has been shown to relax airway smooth muscle both in vitro and in

yivo. It relaxes isolated tracheal or b¡onchial segments from guinea-pigs, ¡abbits,

dogs, and humans and prevents or attenuates their contraction by a variety of

constrictors, including histamine, PGFr", kallikrein, Ieukotriene D4, neurokine

A Of B, and endOthglin J-VII(Boomsma et â1 1990r cameron e! al 1983r Harìa¡âk¡ et ai 1983; I(o and Tak€da 1982;

P¡per et al le70; said er al le74i w¿sse¡m¡¡ er âl le82) This action is long-lasting and is unaffected by

blockade of adrenergic or cholinergic receptors or of cyclooxygenase activity(Al'i*"
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and Diamond re84; said e¡ ur reTa). The principal localization of VIp-containing neurons in the

tracheobronchial tree is in the smooth muscle layer (the surface of muscle bundles

and also within the bundle), around submucosal mucous and serous glands, and

in the walls of pulmonary and bronchial afteries@ev er al l98l; La;rinen e¡ al l98s; uddman et al 1985:

uddna¡ ånd sundrerreTe). Immunoreactive VIP is also present in neuronal cell bodies

forming microganglia that provide a source of intrinsic imervation of pulmonary

stfuctures. In normal mammalian and human lungs and in human tumour cells,

specific receptors for VIP have been identified. There is no direct evidence so far

showing the existence of VIP receptor in airway smooth muscle. It is known,

however, that VIP binding to receptors in all other cells and tissues(A.i'dÌorrand Rosserin

re82), its binding to airway sites is coupled to an adenylate cyclase. The resultant

increase in cAMP levels is believed to mediate the airway relaxation and other

biological effects of the peptide. At the same time, it is now known that the

expression of VIP gene is stimulated by increased cAMP levels, meaning that VIp

may be able to promote its own productioícozes and Br€nnema¡ lese).

VIP has been suggested to be the transmitter of the nonadrenergic,

noncholinergic component of the autonomic nervous system in regulating airway

smooth muscle function because of the following reasons: 1) the existence of rich

innervation of VlP-containing nerve fibres and nerve terminals in the airway

smooth muscle layer;2) the potent ¡elaxant activity of VIP on airway smooth

muscle ¡¿ vitro and in vivo;3) the identification of its specific receptors.

ru. Signal Transduction in Regulating Airway Smooth Muscle Contraction
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Our knowledge about the intracellular signal transduction has developed

into a very detailed picture of chemical reactions and a recent review article by

Berridge(rssr) has summarized in depth the mechanisms for inositol trisphosphate

and calcium as secondary messengers. The majority of these reactions have been

studied in systems other than airway smooth muscle, e.g. liver, neutrophils,

blowfly salivary glands, secretory cells, platelets, iris and vascular smooth muscle.

The early sh,rdies implicating agonist-stimulated inositol phospholipid turnover in

pancreas and brain showed that [3'zP]-P, was incorporated into phosphatidylinositol

(PI) to a very much greater extent than into other tissue phospholipids(Hokin -a uo*in

res3r Hotin ånd Hokin less). This was followed by similar studies in a variety of smooth

muscles: rabbit iris(Abel-Laritr' le?4)' and guinea pig ileum(Jafferji ånd Michell' le?6). Jn

addition, [32P]-Pi was found to be incorporated into the rabbit iris smooth muscle

polyphosphoinositides, phosphatidylinosirol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI-4,5-pr), and

phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (Pl-4-p¡t'tta"t-ratir er ar 1e77) and into toad stomach

smooth muscle phosphatidic acid (PA)tsa'on *d Honevma¡ leTe),

III.I Receptors and G Protein Control of Second Messenger

Receptors linked to guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-proteins) have

been shrdied in a variety of species and types of cells. There is a family of

receptors, which are similar in having seven membrane-spanning domains

cornected by extracellular and intracellular loops (Fig. 3) and related by the fact

that they are coupled to G-proteins. Among the receptors in this category are the

ur,oz-, B1- and pr-adrenergic receptors, muscarinic (M,-MJ receptors, seiotonin
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receptors, histamine, ATP, PAF, TXA', angiotensin II, substance P, bradykinin,

vasopressin, neuropeptide Y, tlu'ombin, endothelin, and the photon receptor

rhodopsiíGil",- e¡ al le85; Ravnìond er Âl leeo; Berrids€ lee3). Acetylcholine released from

cholinergic nerves causes contraction of airway smooth muscle by activation of M,

muscarinic receptors. The density of M receptors dec¡eases as airways become

smaller, so that terminal bronchioles are almost devoid of muscarinic

receptots(B'n*'t "r 
1e83"). Muscarinic receptors can be subclassified into several types

according to their binding and function, It is important to note that, there is no M,

receptor on the post-synaptic smooth muscle membrane. The smooth muscle

muscarinic receptors have been designated as M, receptors, which have been

identified in airway smooth muscle@laber et å1 1985; Mine(e and BaJnes le88).

The G proteins couple agonist-activated receptors to intracellular effectors

presumably by binding the intracellular domains of the receptor. The G proteins

â¡e heterotrimeric, consisting of a, B, and y subunits@imbaumer er al 1e87; Moss ånd vausban

le88ì w€iss erar re88). The c¿ subunits, which determine specificity for each type of G

protein, range in size from 39-52 kDa. They bind and hydrolyse GTP and interact

directly with both receptor and effector(M"" and vausha¡ le88; weiss €r al 1e88). The B subunits

of 35-36 kDa are the products of at least two different highly homologous genes.

Relatively little is known about the structure of the y subunits (about 8 kDa),

which are isolated in a tightly associated complex \'/ith the Ê subunits@¡'n¡.u'.. ", 
ut

1e87). The By subunits are believed to participate in G-protein binding to the cell

membrane, to promote interaction of the c¿ subunit with receptor, and to modulate
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the activity of the c¿ subunit(casev et al rese).

The first step for G protein activation is the binding of agonist to its

specific receptor. The agonist-receptor complex then forms a ternary complex with

G protein. The process is favoured when G protein is in the ctBy form. G protein

may be inactivated when it is the heterotrimeric crBy species with GDp bound.

Association of d(GDP)By with agonist-receptor promotes release of bound GDp

and binding Of GTPGimbaumer er al 1987; Moss ând vaushan 1988i w€;ss er al 1988). G pfOtein With

bound GTP dissociates from receptor, which then has a lower affinity for agonist,

and cr(GDP) dissociates from py. Both of these species participate in the

subsequent steps of signal transduction (Figure 3), A G*(GTP)has been implicated

in the fegUlatiOn Of phOSphOlipaSe activity{8i'nbaurìrer et Âl l98ir Moss a¡d vaushan 1988; w€iss er al

re88). The most important regulatory systems that are regulated by G-proteins are:

the formation of cyclic GMP (for visual transduction)Giebmar teao, the fomation of

cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAl\4p¡(st.Uto"ici e¡ al 1985i cilma¡ et al teaÐ, and the

hydrolysis of PI-4,5-P2(c*k€rori and Gomperts 1e85).
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Figure 3. Scheme for G protein signal transduction. From the unliganded state (a),

receptor binds agonist A (for example, acetylcholine, epinephrine) which

produces a change (b) in receptor-G protein interaction, allowing GTp, in the

presence of Mg2*, to replace GDP on the cr subunit. The activated c¿-GTp

subunit and the BT subunits dissociate and one or both interacts with effectors

(for example, adenylyl cyclase, K+ charurel). Alternatively, free 6y may bind

other c¿ subunits. The intrinsic GTPase activity ofthe c¿ subunit hydrolyses GTp

to GDP, releasing inorganic phosphate (P,), and a-GDp recombines with 6y (c),

ending the activation cycle. Nonhydrolysable analogues of GTp such as

Gpp(HH)p or GTP-7S produce persistent activation of c¿ subunits and persistent

dissociation of c¿ from 6y because activation cannot be reversed by hydrolysis

of these nucleotide analogues to GDP.
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IIL2. Metabolism of Inositol Phospholipid

The activation of receptors by agonist mobilizes the hydrolysis of the

phospholipid PIP, into two moieties, water-soluble inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate

(IPr) and lipid-soluble diacylglycerol (DAG), of which rhe farry acid composition

resembles that of the polyphosphoinositides(co"k*ort er ar re84). The inositol

phospholipid metabolism pathway is shown in Figure 4. Hydrolysis of plp, has

been found to occur in various smooth muscles including airway smooth

muscle(Akhrar and Abdel'Lati* le84; Baron and coburn reBT), in which stimulation by agonist results

in increases in the production of IP, and othe¡ inositol phosphates. The

measurement ofhydrolytic activity of inositol phospholipid-specific phospholipase

C indicates that, when the intracellular calcium level is low (0. i ¡.cM), plp2 and

PIP are preferred substrates(Li,o""h andFain le85; Lüc.ås et ål le85: Melin er ål le86). The simultaneous

increases in IP, and cytosolic [Ca2*] have been found in many systems(srreb etal le83;

Jea¡ and Klee 1986: Poriilla and Mo¡rison 1986) inelUding SmOOth mUSClg(Smiù er al 1984; Nåbika er al 1985).

Although there is no direct demonstration that generâtion of IP, precedes

intracellular Ca2* release, kinetic sfi:dies in vascular smooth muscle(Arexa¡der er al re85)

showed that the rate of elevation of IP, after stimulation by agonist is fast enough

to account for the cytosolic Ca2* increase. Conclusive studies using permeabilized

smooth muscle cells or tissues have shown that addition of IP, to such

permeabilized cells increases fluorescence of the Ca2*-sensitive dyes, quin-2, fura-

2, aS Wgll aS thg gfflUX Of 4scA2+(Suemabu et al 1984; Smiù 1985; Somlyo er al 1985i coldnrar et al 1986)
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Diacylglycerol (DAG), a lipid-soluble producr of PIP, hydrolysis, has been

found to increase rapidly and transiently, as well as sustainablly(R"b*hhi et ar 1e83; Baron

eral 1984; Berridce le85;sekarand Hokin le86). It has been demonstrated to stimulate the activity

of the lipid-activated enzyme protein kinase C (PKC), which is involved in many

cellular mechanisms including the tonic phase of smooth muscle contraction(And,*

Ând wahh 1992).

III.3, þr-receptors and cAMP system

B2-adrenoceptors are present in the smooth muscle membrane of animal

and human âirways(Ba'n"' * ut le82; carsøirs et âi le84; c¡¡sl,irs et al le85). Functional studies have

demonstrated that relaxation of both central and peripheral human airways is

mediated solely via ß2-receptors(z*csma 
er al 1e83; coldie er al le84). 

B2-agonists act as

functional antagonists and inhibit or reverse the contractile response irrespective

of the const¡icting stimulus. This is important in asthma, in which several

spasmogens including leukotriene Do, histamine, and acetylcholine are likely to

be involved.

The intracellular mechanisms for mediating the relaxant effect of pr-

agonists in airway smooth muscle have recently been elucidated (Figure 5¡{B*"*

ree3). pr-Receptor stimulation increases intracellular cyclic adenosine

monophosphate (oAMP) levels (Ànd€ßson et âl le8; Dunc$ er al le80; vån den Brint 1972) which

activate protein kinase A (PKA). PKA in turn phosphorylates serval proteins

resulting in relaxation(Gi"'bvcz a¡d Raeburn reer) (phosphorylation of SR protein, etc.). In

airway smooth muscle PKA may inhibit myosin light chain kinase activity(c"nrone.
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ts86) and pI hydfOlySiS(Hdl o rl 1989; Jones er al 198?; McAree afìd Dawson 1989), prOmotê Na*/Ca2*

exchange(Gun'r ånd stropp re88), thereby lowering intracellular Caz*, and stimulate

Na*/K+ ATPase activity. It has been shown that cholinergic agonists act to inhibit

oAMP productio Hâllârd chiìleß leseì Ho,.vitz lese). 
Br-Agonists also open membrane K+

chamels. Charybdotoxin and iberiotoxin, which are selective blockers of large

conductance Ca2+-activated K+ chamels (maxi-K channels), inhibit the

bronchodilator responses to Br-agonists and other agents which elevate cAMp(r""*

er al leeo; Jones and chareste 1e92). patch clamp studies have confi¡med that elevation of

cAMP opens a maxi-K channel in airway smooth muscleGu eeral rese) probably via

the c{.-subunit of G-protein (G,)6"meerar 1ee2). This suggests that relaxation of airway

smooth muscle may occur independently of a rise in intracellular cAMp, and

explains why there is a discrepancy between the low concentration of B-agonists

needed to relax airway smooth muscle and the relatively high concentrations

needed to elevate cAMP levels. In addition, when no contractile agonists are

present, a rise in cAMP content acts to increase Ca2* influx and increase the free

intracellular Ca2+ concentration without causing an increase in muscle tone(Ferber 1es8;

rakuwa re88), In sum, the relationship between intracellular cAMp and airway smooth

muscle relaxation is still not completely clear.
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Figure 5. Molecular mechanisms involved in the bronchodilator response to B-

agonists. B-adrenoceptor (B-AR) stimulation activates a stimulatory G-protein

(G,) which may couple directly to a large conductance Ca 2+-activated K+

channel, or may activated adenylyl cyclase (AC), leading to an increase in cyclic

adenosine monophosphate (AMP). Cyclic AMp activates protein kinase (MLCK)

and enzymes involved in phospho-inositide (pI) hydrolysis. ATp : adenosine

triphoshate; ATPase : adenosine triphosphatase.



III.4. Protein Kinase C

PKC is a widely distributed protein serine/tfueonine kinase with broad

substrate specificity. It is actually a family of at least eight isoenzymes some of

which are calcium dependent (o, p¡, Bu, and y) and some calcium independent (ô,

e, (, and l). The smooth muscle PKC has a molecular weight of approximately

80 kDa and exists as a monomer under native conditions(D" v.i" 
","1 

lese). Chicken

gizzard PKC activity is strongly dependent on Ca2*, phospholipid, and DAG.

Many studies have described the translocation of PKC from the cytosol to the

plasma membrane on appropriate stimulation of a variety of cell types including

smooth muscle(Ha er er ar rem). The typicat slowly developing, sustained contraction

of smooth muscle induced by phorbol ester has been reported. As alluded to

earlier, the contractile response could result from direct or indirect effects of pKC

at any one or more steps in the excitation-contraction coupling pathway, and

evidence has accumulated indicative of seve¡al possible sites of action of pKC.

Phorbol ester-induced contraction of vascular smooth muscle was accompanied by

an inc¡ease in [Ca2+], with consequent phosphorylation of 20 kDa myosin light

chain at serine 19(Renrbord d Murphv re88). The potential sites of pKC phosphorylation

would be the L-type voltage-dependent sarcolemmal Ca2+ channel, sarcolemmal

receptor-operated Ca2* charnel, and the sarcolemmal and SR Ca2+ pumps and the

sarcolemmal Na+/Ca2* exchanger. One could explain a phorbol ester-induced

increase in [Ca2+]i by PKC-catalyzed phosphorylation causing activation of one or

more of the Ca2+ entry mechanisms or inactivation of one or more of the Ca2*



removal mechanisms. No direct analysis of PKC-catalyzed phosphorylation of

smooth muscle Ca2* channels has been reported; however, the rabbit skeletal

muscle dihydropyridine receptor was phosphorylaled in vitro by Pl(Ç(Nurainczrt o a

le8?). In other instances, phorbol ester-induced contractions of smooth muscle did

not involve a change in cytosolic Ca2* or in myosin light chain phosphorylation

suggesting a site of action bolond Ç¿2+(riane and Morsån le8?; Itoh â¡d Lederh le87). A great deal

of effort has been devoted to identifying the substrate(s) of pKC that is/are

involved in the contractile responses. The weight of evidence is against either

myosin or MLCK being involved(And'." a¡d wårsh ree2). On the other hand, pKC-

catalyzed phosphorylation of proteins responsible for the movement of Ca2+ across

the sarcolemma or SR membrane, resulting in an increase in [Ca2+]i, is probably

of importance, at least in specific smooth muscle cell types. In the phorbol ester-

induced contractions that do not involve [Ca2+], and myosin light chain

phosphorylation, it is necessary to invoke other PKC substrates. For example the

intermediate filament proteins desmin and synemin are phosphorylated in bovine

trachealis muscle treated with carbachol, but the functional significance of these

phosphorylations is unknown, perhaps related to latch bridge formation. The thin

filament-associated proteins caldesmon and calponin have both been implicated in

the regulation of smooth muscle contraction, and both can be phosphorylated by

PKC.

IIL 5, Phatmacomechanícal and Electromechanicøl Coupling in Airway Smooth

Muscle
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Pharmacomechanical coupling mechanisms can be divided into two basic

categories, one that contracts smooth muscle via IP, and one that relaxes smooth

muscle via cAMP or cGMP systems. As discussed above, receptor-activated PIP,

hydrolysis is mediated by G protein inre¡action with phospholipase C (pLC).

There is direct evidence of GTPyS-activation of a membrane-bound pLC in an

airway smooth muscle(Mur¡âv er al lese). IP3 is an established second messenger that

releases Ca2* from nonmitochondrial intracellular organelles, most likely

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), by binding to a Ca2* charurel protein@hrrich ånd wa'ras

1e88), which increases the probability of the oþen state of this charurel with resultant

Ca2n efflux into the cytoplasm. In smooth muscle, IP, has been shown to release

Ca2* from the SR(somrvo etal 1e85). The superficial SR of smooth muscle may obtain

its Ca2* from extracellular space. It is not known if all of the calcium ions

released by IP, originates in the SR, or if IP, can function in smooth muscle to

mediate exchange of Ca2* between different intracellular Ca2+ pools(coldman et al lese).

IP, activates surface membrane Ca2+ channels in mast cells(P.nner er ål re88), and there

may be a similar function in smooth muscle cells. In canine trachealis muscle,

activation of inositol phosphotipid metabolism occurs in two stepsGa¡on ând coburn re8?).

In the first step, which occurs during development of force and before onset of pI

resynthesis, inositol phospholipid metabolism, with resultant p¡oduction of second

messengers, is driven by decreases in inositol phospholipid pool size, The second

step, which occurs during force maintenance, is characterized by nearly constant

total pool size of inositol phospholipids and a state where metabolic flux in inositol
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phospholipids is nearly equal to the rate of PI resynthesis.

Electromechanical coupling includes two basic mechanisms: a) receptor-

mediated events resulting in membrane depolarization and b) voltage-activated

Ca2* channels, which result in increase in free cytosolic [Ca2*] because of the

influx of Ca2+ across the plasma membrane via these channels. Agonist-induced

membrane depolarization involves G-protein activation. It is also graded, does not

evoke action potentials normally, and is associated with decreases in membrane

resistance involving both inward and outward current. Ca2+-activated, outwardly

rectifying, voltage-dependent K+ current have been described in canine bronchial

smooth muscle6isurdsson er âl ree2). Possibilities to explain receptor-activated membrane

depolarization are receptor activation of an inward current through a receptor-

operated channel (ROC) or receptor-mediated inhibition of an outward K+ current.

Such activation seems likely to occur through G proteins. It is also possible

because of the relatively slow onset of depolarization that activation of these

putative channels involves cytoplasmic second messengs¡s(coburn añd Baron 1ee0).

Although there are data that suggest, in vascular smooth muscleGenram and rsi€n ree?),

the presence of non-voltage-operated Ca2* channels that can provide inward

current which may depolarize the surface membrane to tkeshold for activation of

voltage-operated Ca2+ charurels, little evidence has been found to prove the

presence of ROCs in any airway smooth muscle. Inhibition of outward K+ current

induced by agonist has been postulated because of the observation that the M

current, a late K+ current, is inactivated in the presence of Ach(cole and sa¡deß le8e,
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Kotrikoio. So far, this current has not been identified in airway smooth muscle.

III.6. Intracellular Free Calcium Regulation

It is commonly accepted that contrâction of smooth muscle, including

airway smooth muscle, depends upon the level of calcium ions free within the

cytoplasm of the cell ([Cat*]) (Filo er al 1e6s; Bolton le?e; van Breemen and sâida lese). Two

integrated membrane systems that play key roles in the regulation of smooth

muscle [Ca2+], are: (a) the sarcolemma, which is under the control of the

memb¡ane potential and agonists, and (b) the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR),

controlled by second messengers. Both membranes establish a Ca2+ concentration

gradient of about 10,000-fold. Studies using fluorescent Ca2+ indicators, such as

quin-2, fura-2, indo-l, and fluo-3, have shown the sarcoplasmic free Ca2+ in the

resting smooth muscle cell to fall within the range of 120-270 nM and in the

activated smooth muscle to be about 500-700 rìlvlGvirriams ånd Fav re86). The main

sources of Ca2* are now established as the extracellular space and the SRtD*i*.t

ar re72), in each of which the free Ca2+ lies in the millimolar range. The cytosolic

f¡ee Ca2* is therefore controlled by the movement of Ca2+ across the sarcolemmal

and SR membrane. The mechanisms for Ca2+ entry to the sarcoplasm from the

extracellular milieu or the lumen of the SR, and Ca2+ extrusion from the

sarcoplasm across the sarcolemma to the extracellular space or back into the SR

are shown in tr'igure 6. Two major pathways exist at the level of sarcolemma for

the entry of Ca2* in response to appropriate stimuli: voltage-operated Ca2+

channels and receptor-operated Ca2* chamels(Hunvirz resó). Memb¡ane depolarization
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and ligand binding of the receptor result in the opening of these channels, allowing

Ca2* to diffuse into the cell. The permeability of these channels may be modified

in certain pathological situations such as in spontaneous hypertension rats, where

the aortic smooth muscle Ca2+ uptake is increasedsu."da er a] ree2). At the level of the

SR, the IP3 receptor, also a Ca2n release chamel, mediates Ca2+ release into the

sarcoplasm(ch"d*ick et ar ree0). As discussed earlier, Ip, production results from the

binding of ligand to receptors, which leads to the activation of polyphospholipase

C by G-proteins. Plasmalemma bound Ca2+ has been suggested as an additional

Ca2* source(r"ni'et ar re8?). Hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol phosphates during

agonist stimulation can release Ca2* from this source, functioning perhaps to

trigger further SR Ca2+ release. This hypothesis, however, lacks direct evidence.

The SR membranes contain at least two distinct types of Ca2* release

channels: 1. Those that are sensitive to changes in the concentrâtion of

intracellular free Ca2+ (Ehrlhh a'd watrås le88), Mg2+, and ATp on the cls-side, and are

modulated by ryanodine (ryanodine receptor); 2. Those activated by lp3Ghrrich ånd

Watras 1988)
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a. Ca2+ -Induced Ca2+ Release (CICR)

The influx of a small amount of Ca2+ through voltage-gated Ca2+charurels

upon stimulation could release a much greater amount of Ca2+ from the

intracellular store(van Bre€nìen reós). Since insufficient Ca2+ for activation of contraction

appeared to enter smooth muscle cells during action potentials, CICR was

proposed in smooth muscle(Bokon leTe; ltoh €t al lesl; KLìriva,ua et al le82). The use of saponin to

permeabilize the plasmalemma while preserving SR function directly demonstrated

CICR in smooth muscle(saida le8l; ssida re82). The tfueshold for this process was

estimâted to be about 3 þtM C*+, which could be raised by high [Mg2+],. Since

ryanodine also ¡eleases Ca2o in smooth muscie(Hwans and va¡ Bre€n,en le87), it is

conceivable that Ca2+ channels similar to the ones described for skeletal muscle

and associated with the ryanodine-binding junctional foot proteins may also exist

in smooth muscle.

There is evidence showing that the SR may, on the other hand, attenuate

transsarcolemmal Ca2* signalling. Portions of the SR were shown to make close

contacts with specific areas of the surface membrane (gaps < 50 nm) and were

referred to as longitudinal or junctionat SR. Such small gaps between the

sarcolemma and the SR would predict that they could represent sites of restriction

for the diffusion of ions, and more specifically Caz+. lt has been postulated("an

B'eemen le77; casreeh and Droosmarìs test that a fraction of the Ca2+ that crosses the su¡face

membrane of smooth muscle cells during depolarization is not directly available

to bind to calmodulin and initiate contraction, but is instead captured by the
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junctional SR to be preferentially released back toward the plasmalemmal

membrane to be extruded via Na*/Ca2+ exchange and the ATp-driven Ca2+-

ATPase(chen and vân Breenì€n ree3). The SR could serve as a protective mechanism to limit

the amount of Ca2* available for contraction. Evidence in favour of the

"SUpeffiCial bUffef barfief(chen aJìd lan Bre€m€n 1993; stur€k et al 1992: van Bre€nren l9??; van Breeften and saida

rese) indicated temporal dissociation between Ca2* entry into the cell and changes

in [Ca2*], and/or tension, an effect which disappeared after perntrbation of SR

Ca2+ transport with caffeine or ryanodine (active SR Caz* release channels), and

thapsigargin (specific inhibitor of SR Ca2+-ATPase).

b. IP r-Induced Ca2* Release

The discovery of inositol 1,4,5+risphosphate as the second messenger for

Ca2+ release finally provides the links for excitation-function couplingGerrideeanc rrv;ne

re84ì Berr¡dsere3). It was subsequently found that Ip3 activates Ca2* release from

smooth muscle sR(suematsu 
et ar le84). An IP, receptor from mammalian brain has been

purified, cloned, and reconstituted in lipid vesicles(supartapone er al le88;Fe.rheral leseiFuruichi

et al rese; Mi8nerv et âr rese). Jt appears that the Ip, binding site and the Ca2+ release

channel reside in a single protein. More interestingly, increase in [Ca2*], could

trigger lPr-induced Ca2+ release from SRGinch et al leel) The Ip3 receptor contains

typical membrane-spanning domains in the C{erminal region which anchor the

protein in the membrane with four of the subunits combining to form the

functional IP, sensitive calcium chamel (Fig. 6). Upon binding Ipr, the receptor

undergoes a large conformational change which is perhaps related to the coupling
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process leading to channel opening@ìene+ una sudhor reeo). The other major intracellular

calcium channel, the ryanodine receptor (RyR) shows remarkable structural

similarity to that of the IP, receptor. IP, or ryanodine-sensitive calcium stores

coexist in smooth muscle and may interact with each other. The mean opening

time for the IP3 receptor was less than 10 ms and there was evidence of four

conductance states. Meyer et al(ree0) therefore proposed that Ip3 binds sequentially

to the four putative binding sites of the tetrameric receptor (Fig. 6). Each binding

step may cause a pa¡tial opening of the channel. However, it was also suggested

that one molecule of IP. is sufficient to account for charmel opening based on no

evidence of co-operativityovat¡âs et al lel;Finch et al leel). There are two main ways in

which the sensitivity of lPr-induced calcium release might vary. First, Ip,

sensitivity may change depending on the calcium content of the store. It seems that

the sensitivity increases as the store charges up with calcium@i'siaen er al leel; rreseår et

ar leer). The second possibility is that variations in sensitivity may depend upon

receptor heterogeneity arising from the presence of different gene products, from

alternative splicing or from post-translational modifications such as

phosphorylation or autophosphorylation, since the Ip, receptor can function as a

Protein kinaseGerris er âl 1992).

c. Stretch-activated Ca2* channels

Another important Ca2* source for smooth muscle activation is the so-

called stretch activated channel (SAC), which was first identified in skeletal

muscle cell(G"h*av and sachs lesa) and in almost all the tissues ever since sh¡died
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including smooth muscleGirbe' er al re88; Davh et at 1ee2). While the physiological

significance of having such channels is not entirely clear, SAC current have been

shown to be reversible, repeatable, blockable, incremental with applied stretch

(suction), and specific for a single type of channel(Kirber er ar re88; Lansn,an €t ar re8?; sachs rese;

Yang and sachslese). A proposed physiological role for SAC,s in smooth muscle was

given by Kirber et al(re88). Under physiological conditions, inward current flowing

through SAC's would depolarize the cell membrane. Unitary current through

SAC's at the no¡mal resting membrane potential is about 2-2.5 pA (pico

ampere)(Duuh etâl ree2;Kirber te88). Because smooth muscle cells usually have a very high

membrane impedance at rest ( > 1-2 GO), gating of only a small fraction of

channels would significantiy depolarize the membrane. This depolarization could

in turn activate voltage gated calcium chan¡els, which have also been identified

in smooth muscle cellsoi"uudou e¡ar re88). In addition, Ca2* entering the cell directly

through SAC could trigger release ofCa2* from intracellular stores and/or directly

activate the contractile machinery. Although the SAC,s provide a good explanation

for transduction of stretch into an ionic event that initiates myogenic contraction,

they do not necessarily explain the maintenance of contraction following

shortening, which would return SAC's to an unstretched state. Jolxxodtes0)

proposed that a series arrangement between the contractile proteins and an

excitable membrane could provide means for subjecting the membrâne to sustained

deformation. Thus a satisfactory model could include sAC's localized to discrete

membrane regions in close proximity to the points of attachment between
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contractile elements and the membrane. Pathophysiologically, myogenic response

of airway smooth muscle, probably initiated by activation of SAC's, might be

involved in the development of increased airway resistance in astlrna(Marin and woolcoct

rese). It is also worthwhile to point out that Ca2+-activated K+ chamelscirbe. er al 1ee2)

and L-type Ca2* chamels(Larìgton lee3) are known to be sensitive to deformation of

the cell membrane in smooth muscle. The fo¡mer would certainly depolarize the

cell membrane and lead to Ca2* influx.

d. Ca2- extrusion mechanisms

Sarcoplasmic Ca2+ extrusion maintains and restores the low level of [Ca2*]¡

in the resting muscle via the following two mechanisms: (a) Ca2* pump and

Na*/Ca2t exchanger in sarcolemma, (b) Ca2+ pump in the SR membrane(calteers et

ar 1e86). The sarcolemmal Ca2* pump, which is now believed to be localized in

caveolae(Fujimoto lee3), is a Ca2*-ATpase that transports Ca2* out of the cell at the

expense of ATP hydrolysis. The Na+/Ca2+ exchanger is a sarcolemmal protein

which, under physiological circumstances, allows three Na* ions to enter the cell

in exchange for a Ca2* ion and thus, plays a key role in regulating Ca2+

concentratio R"urer leel). The SR membrane of smooth muscle contains a Ca2*-

Mg2*-ATPase (105 kDa) which, pumps Ca2* from the cytosol into the SR at the

expense of ATP. This erøyme differs from the sarcolemmal Ca2* pump in

structural and regulatory properties, e.g., only the SR Ca2+ pump undergoes Ca2+

dependent phosphorylation(sunìida et ar re84) and is regulated through cAMp-mediated

phosphorylation of phospholamball(Revmaekers and rones le86). It has recently been reported
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that the smooth muscle Na+/Ca2* exchanger is largely co-distributed with the

Na+/K+ pump on unique regions of the plasma membrane in register with, and

close to, calsequestrin-sites where contractile filaments attach to the

membrane(Moo'" 't 
ul tee3), suggesting a mechanism for the strong linkage seen in

smooth muscle between Na*/Ca2* exchange and Ca2n release from the SR. This

molecular organization suggests that the plasma membrane is divided into at least

two functional domains, and appear to provide a mechanism for the strong linkage

seen in smooth muscle between Na+/K* pumping and Na+/Ca2* exchange, and

betWeen Na*/Ca2+ eXChange and Ca2+ releaSe fOrm the SR(va¡ 
Bre€men le??;Birderal leeli

Moor€ et al 1993).

IV. Regulatory Mechanisms for Smooth Muscle Contraction

1V.1, Properties of Relaled Proteins

The organization of contractile filaments in smooth muscle is much less

evident than in striated (skeletal and cardiac) muscles. There are th¡ee distinct

types of filaments identified in various kinds of smooth muscle cell: thin

filaments (6-8 nm in diameter) composed mainly of actin monomers, polymerized

into a double-helical strand, and associated filamentous tropomyosin arranged

along the length of the actin filament; intermediate filaments (10 nm in diameter)

composed of desmin and vimentin; and thick filaments (12-18 nm in diameter)

composed of aggregated myosin molecules(sonìrvo re80), Intermediate filaments may

be involved in formation of a cytoskeletal network in association with dense
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bodies, distribution of tension throughout the cell, maintenance of the shape of the

cell, and the strucfural integrity of the so-called mini-sarcomeres of smooth

muscle(somrvo le80). They may also contribute to the elastic recoil of the cell(sreph€ns et

ai 1988).

The contractile filaments may function in a similar way to that in striated

muscle, i.e. , production of contraction by the ¡elative sliding of actin and myosin

filaments. Actin filaments insert into the dense bands much as they do in Z,discs.

Immunohistochemical shrdies with myosin heads have revealed "decoration" of

actin exactly as seen in skeletal muscle. Reversal of polarity of the heads is seen

at either side of the dense body(son'tro re80). The similarity with striated muscle in

thus quite striking. Electronmicrographs show myosin filaments interdigitating

with the actins crossbridges are clearly seen extending from the thick filament to

the thin. These structures, termed "mini-sarcome¡es ", as stâted above, suggest that

remarkable structural similarities exist between striated and smooth muscles.

The major proteins in smooth muscle that relate to conhaction are

contractile, regulatory, and cytoskeletal. The activities of most of them are, to

some extent, regulated by the level of intracellular Ca2+.

Contractile Protein

The thin. actin filaments constitute the bulk of the cytoplasm in electron

micrographs. The orientation of these filaments has not been convincingly

determined. Some report they may run obliquely across the cell(Baebverar reTl), while

others consider they run from one end of the cell to the other(caberra, 1e8r). The actin
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molecule (Mr 42,000), isoforms: o (mainly in vascular smooth muscle), ß (other

smooth muscle and nonmuscle cells) and y (enteric smooth muscle), are highly

conserved in nature and actin from the muscle of a given species can interact with

myosin from another Gane¡allee2). Actomyosin interactions are responsible, not only

for shortening and force generation in muscle, but also for a variety of contractile

events in non muscle cells. The biochemical properties of smooth muscle actin are

quite similar to those of striated except that the ratio of thin-to thick filaments is

13-15 to 1 which differs markedly from that in striated muscle where it is 6 to

l(stephens et al ' ree2a). Three properties of actin are particularly important for its

involvement in contraction: first, the abilify to form long filaments consisting of

two strands of actin monomers wound around each other in a helical arrangement;

second, the ability to bind to myosin and activate the Mg2*-ATpase activity

associated with myosin heads; third, the ability to bind regulatory proteins such

as the troponin complex of striated muscles ând tropomyosin. Actin serves to

determine cell structure, cell motility, and force generation. The crystal structure

of the actin monomer to atomic resolution haS been Solved6"b'"h er ar lee0) and

mOdelled into the actin filamenß(Holn)es er al lee0).

Thick filaments are not normally seen in light- and electron-micrographs

of smooth muscle which is why the smooth muscle is so named. Smooth muscle

myosin isoforms: MHC1, MHCr, and MHC, of 204, 200, and 196 kDa are a

hexameric proteins each consisting of two heavy chains and two pair of light

chains. The heavy chain forms an interesting structure whereby the carboxyl
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terminal 130 KDa forms an elongated, dimeric, coiled-coil tail. The 90 KDa

amino terminal of the heavy chain interacts with the light chain subunits to form

an asymmetric, more globular "head" region which contains the ATp and actin

binding sites. The amount of smooth muscle myosin is one-fifth of that in skeletal

muscle which ¡enders all the more remarkable fact that smooth muscle generates

as much stress (force per unit cross-sectional area) as skeletal. Myosin filaments

can be synthesized f¡om smooth muscle myosin molecules. The length of the

smooth muscle filaments (2 ¡,r) is greater than that of the striated (1.6 ¡i) and the

former does not possesses a central bare area. Recently it has become clear that

the term "myosin" encompasses a large and diverse superfamily of actin based

motor proteins. Nine classes of myosins have been described to date(chenev et ar lee3;

Doberstein €tal Iee3r Bemea( ånd Mooseker lee3). The myosin rnolecule has at least three functional

domains. One of them is a motor domain that by sequence homology with

characterized myosins should be capable of interacting with actin and ATp

(subfragment I). Following the motor domain, there is a ,'neck" domain that is

associated with low molecular weight light chain subunits or calmodulin

(subfragment II). These two subfragments constitute heavy meromyosin (HMM).

Following the neck there is a rodJike tail portion (light meromyosin-LMM) that

anchors the myosin head to the thick filament. The head portion is subdivided, in

the basis of protease activities, into 3 domains, a 25 kDa, a 50 kDa, and a 20

kDa. Recent work by Rayment's group(ree3a; ree3b) has shed considerable light on the

sequence structure and conformational shape of the myosin head (at 2.g A
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resolution) by x-ray diffraction of the crystal obtained after treating the purified

protein so as to convert lysines into methyllysines. These advances-the most

important breâkthroughs in the field in 1993-will help elucidate the ultimate

mechanism of muscle contraction. Undoubtedly fhese mechanisms will apply to

skeletal, cardiac, smooth muscles and nonmuscle contractile systems. Upon

activation of the muscle, myosin undergoes cycling inte¡actions with actin with

relative sliding ofthe thick and thin filaments driven by energy derived from ATp

hydrolysis.

Regulatory Proteins

In smooth muscle the major regulator of activation is the 20 kDa myosin

light chain (MLCr'). A second lighr chain is one with molecular weight of 17

kDa (MLC,'), an alkali light chain whose function is not fully understood although

there is evidence suggesting that the isoform of MLC,, influences the maximal

shortening velocity of smooth muscle(Mârmqvht a¡d Arn., reel). Myosin light chain kinase

(MLCK) whose molecular weight is 105 kDa consists of four domains: calmodulin

binding, pseudosubstrate, constitutive, and ATP binding. MLCK is considered as

a rate-limiting enzyme in the activating cascade for smooth muscle contraction.

Calmodulin (16,500 Da) has four so-called EF hand sequences, each of which

binds one calcium ion. The combination of calcium to calmodulin during

excitation leads to binding of this complex to MLCK with activation of the latter.

The kinase phosphorylates MLCro, which results in actin activation of myosin

Mg2*-ATPase(s"bieszek le?7; Kamm and srùll, rese). The unphosphorylated light chain acts as
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a repressor of the actin-activated MgATPase activity(s" "ß ree3). Furthermore,

phosphorylation of the light chains also has a significant effect on the stability of

the myosin filamentso'Ybu' lel).

Tropomyosin is present in smooth muscle, it is a dimer (Mr 66,000) of

elongated, c¿-helical polypeptides coiled around each other and is iocated in the

grooves between the two strands of the actin double helix. Smooth muscle

tropomyosin exists in two isoforms, a and y. Its function in smooth muscle,

which iacks troponin, is not defined, though in vitro it seems to modify

actomyosin ATPase activity(Mivara arìd châcko le8ó).

Caldesmon is a major smooth muscle protein that interacts with

calmodulin in a Ca2*-dependent manner and with actin, tropomyosin, and myosin

in Ca2+-independent manner(sobr" "r 
al 1e8I; walsh lem). Smooth muscle caldesmon (Mr

120,000 - 150,000) is a higtrly asymmetric monomer. It has been considered as

an important thin-filament associated regulâtory protein. The binding properties

and effects of phosphorylation of caldesmon suggest that the protein is probably

always bound to the thin filament but can undergo reversible interaction with

myosin. Phosphorylation by calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaM kinase II) has

no significant effect on actin affinityNcai and warsh re8?) and phosphorylation by pKC

has only a modest effect on actin affinitycmara er reeo). Thus, rather than being

involved in regulation of contraction, caldesmon may play a structural role in

smooth muscle. Tfuough cross-linking of actin and myosin, caldesmon may

organize the contractile filaments into a three-dimensional network capable of
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force development by crossbridges in response to appropriate stimulißerrick "târ 
reser

Walsh I99l).

Calponin first described as a calmodulin- and F-actin-binding

proteincrurur'*hi er al re86) is another thin filament-associated, potential regulatory

protein in smooth muscle. The protein also: binds F-actin and tropomyosin in a

Ca2+-independent mamer and calmodulin in a Ca2*-dependent marulercrara¡alhier Âr

teao); inhibits the actin-activated Mg2+-ATPase activity of smooth muscle myosin;

is phosphorylated by PKC and CaM kinase II; and loses rhe ability to inhibit the

actomyosin ATPase upon phosphorylation, Therefore, it is postulated that calponin

may play a role in regulating smooth muscle contractionovinder et ar leel).

The specific protein phosphatase responsible for the rapid

dephosphorylation of myosin light chain in vivo has not been clearly established.

There are four general types of serine/threonine protein phosphatases referred to

as types 1, 2A, 28, and 2c(cohen 1e8e). Type 1 protein phosphatase binds to

contractile proteins in striated muscle and dephosphorylates myosin light chain ln

vitro(schlender er al lese). Smooth muscle contains multiple forms of protein

phosphatases, which have broad overlapping substrate specificities. Bovine aortic

smooth muscle myosin light chain phosphatases have been identified as soluble

enzymes that have biochemical characteristics of type 2A phosphatase(cohen rese). A

multisubunit form of the isolated catalytic subunit of aortic phosphatase 2A

dephosphorylates myosin and causes relaxation of skinned fibres from porcine

carotid artery(Bialoja¡ er al le85) and uterine smooth muscle(Haeberle er aI less). Gizzard smooth
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muscle contains four forms or protein phosphatases. In an attempt to identify the

type of phosphatase in smooth muscle, phosphatase inhibitors have been applied.

Calyculin A is more effective than okadaic acid in eliciting a contraction in

smooth muscle fibres(hhihara et ar 1e8e). Calyculin A inhibits type 1 protein phosphatase

more effectively than type 2, suggesting that type i may be the dominant protein

phosphatase that dephosphorylates myosin in smooth muscle. Recent work by

Cohen and Haystead have pretty well identified the smooth muscle myosin light

chain phosphatase.

Cytoskeletal Proteins

The importance of cytoskeletal proteins in vascular smooth muscle was

first recognized by Berber et al(re8r). They found considerable increase in

cytoskeletal filaments in vascular smooth muscle hypertrophy which preceded

changes in thick and thin filaments. The major cytoskeletal proteins in smooth

muscle are desmin, vimentin, c¿-actinin, vinculin, actin, gelsolin, talin, filamin,

the 23 kDa protein, and nonerythrocytic spectrin. Their function is structural,

although it has been suggested that cytoskeletal proteins may be responsible for

force maintenance(Rasmussen er âl 1e87) during contraction.

As pointed out above, evidence from the laboratories of Fay(leaa) un¿

Somlyo(rsa+) suggests that in smooth muscle there are contractile units with a Z-I-

A-I-Z element organization although they are not as well organized as in striated

muscle.

IV. 2. Thick-filament linked re gulation : Cd + -Calmodulin- My osìn Light Chain
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Kinase RegulaÍory Mechanism

Intracellular Ca2* is a primary determinant for myosin light chain

phosphorylation since the cell contents of calmodulin and myosin light chain

kinase (MLCK) are approximately 40 and 4 pM, respectively, which are much

greater than the affinity of Ca2*/calmodulin for MLCK. Binding of four Ca2+ ions

to one calmodulin molecule into a Ca2*-calmodulin complex followed by binding

of the complex to MLCK results in the activation of the latter, which, in nlrn,

phosphorylates the regulatory light chain (20 kDa) on a serine 19 site leading to

an increase in actin-activated myosin Mg2+-ATpase activity and crossbridge

cycling(sturr €t ar reerb). Figure 7 describes the regulatory mechanisms of smooth

muscle contraction and relaxation. It has been proposed that the binding of Ca2+

to calmodulin produces conformational changes in calmodulin that expose

hydrophobic regions on the surface of the molecule, and these regions may act as

active sites for the interaction with target enzymes or calmodulin antagonistscd"

re88). The binding of calmodulin to MLCK causes the removal of pseudosubstrate

from the active site so that MLCK may phosphorylate the true substrate MLCro.

The relaxation of smooth muscle is probably brought about by

resequestration of calcium and dephosphorylation of the regulatory myosin light

chain (20 kDa) by protein phosphatase. Whether or not the activity of protein

phosphatase can be regulated remains controversial. Though originally postulated

to be constifutively active at maximal rate, it is now believed regulation

gxists(Kir¿zåwa et Âl 1991; 1992),
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1V.3, Thin Filament Linked Regulafory Mechønisnt

Although most people agree that the Ca2+-calmodulin-dependent

phosphorylation of myosin is the key event in smooth muscle contraction, a

considerable effort has been made to identify other regulatory mechanisms such

as thin filament associated regulatory mechanism, that modulate the contractile

state of the muscle(Kan)nì and siìrrr rese) by altering interaction between actin and myosin.

Intact and skinned fibres of smooth muscle can maintain their tension during

prolonged stimulation even in the p¡esence of dephosphorylation of myosinlDirron.,

al 1981; Aksoy er ål 1983; Chare¡jeè ard Murphy 1983; R€mbotd and MuQhy 1990). SUCh maintenanCg Of fOfCe

without myosin phosphorylation is felt to be subserved by the so-called latch

bridges which are hypothesized to be noncycling or slowly cycling crossbridges.

More recently, improvements in the methods of quantification of myosin

phosphorylation levels in muscle fibres indicated that low levels of myosin

phoshorylation (significantly above resting level) occur in the latch state@a¡and Murphv

rs88). Thus, the latch bridges may be explained on the basis that dephosphorylation

of an attached crossbridge gives rise to a long-lasting, noncycling latch bridge{H"i

and Murphv 1e88). However, Siegman et al{re8e) showed a nonlinear relationship between

myosin light chain phosphorylation and force production such that maximum force

output occurred wifh 50% phosphorylation. Treatment with okadaic acid resulted

in inhibition of MLC phosphatase but did not affect the force-Mlc2.

phosphorylation relationship. In skinned chicken gizzard fibre bundles, high levels

of tension generated at low levels of MLCro phosphorylation were associated with
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high ATPase activities. This is also inconsistent with the latch bridge hypothesis

that would require low ATPase activities at low MLCro phosphorylation. Thus, it

is possible that the latch bridge may be regulated by other Ca2*-dependent system

unrelated to MLCK-MLC phosphatase. There are a number of studies indicating

regulatory mechanisms other than myosin phosphorylation, which control the

contractile state of the muscle. Smooth muscle relaxation from carbacholcansey er ar

tgm) and K+ induced(Ashizåwa et al 1e8e) contraction was obse¡ved upon addition of

okadaic acid accompanied by a marked decrease in [Ca2*]¡ while MLCro

phosphorylation level remained high. Also, uterine smooth muscle contraction

induced by oxytocin occurs in the Ca2+-free medium without myosin light chain

phosphorylatio oishi €r år reer). High levels of myosin light chain phosphorylation

without any active tension development have been observed(cer¡offer 1e8?).

Alteration in Ca2+ sensitivity of the contractile response might be able to explain

the above data and this will be dealt with later.
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Figure 7. schematic demonstration of the regulatory mechanisms underlie smooth

muscle contraction and relaxation.



IV. 3.1 Role of Calponin

Early evidence suggested that thin filament-linked regulation of smooth

muscle contraction also existed, but gave no clear indication of the regulatory

molecules involved. In support of a possible role of regulatory role for calponin

in smooth muscle, Winder and Walsh(leq) found that isolated calponin inhibited

actin-activated myosin Mg2*-ATPase inthe in vitro reconstituted system composed

of actin, myosin, tropomyosin, calmodulin, and MLCK without any effect on

myosin phosphorylation. Calponin is a substrate in vitro of pKC and CaM kinase

II. Phosphorylation by either kinase cancelled calponin-mediated inhibition of the

myosin ATPase. Phosphorylated calponin retained the ability to bind to

immobilized tropomyosin and calmodulin, but its affinity for F actin was

dramatically reduced, suggesting that calponin inhibits the actin-activated myosin

Mg2* ATPase through its inte¡action with actin. A protein phosphatase that is

capable of dephosphorylating calponin has also been identifiedo¡nder et ar reer). A

model fo¡ thin filament-linked regulatory mechanism involving calponin has been

dg5s¡iþsdovinaer * a teer), which states that at rest, calponin would be in the

dephosphorylated state and therefore bound to the thin filament. An increase in

free cytosolic [Ca2+] would result in binding of Ca2+ to calmodulin and subsequent

activation of CaM kinase II, possibly PKC, phosphorylation of calponin and its

dissociation from the thin filament. Meanwhile, myosin light chain would be

phosphorylated by MLCK and the number of attached cross-bridges and force

development would be maximal. Since myosin and calponin are phosphorylated
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by different Ca2*-dependent kinases that have different Ca2+ sensitivities, myosin

could be fully or partially phosphorylated at intemediate [Ca2+]i, while calponin

was completely or predominantly dephosphorylated and therefore reassociated with

the thin filament. Under these conditions, phosphorylated myosin heads would

have limited access to actin if calponin functions by preventing the binding of

myosin to actin, and therefore the number of attached crossbridges would be low.

Alternatively, if calponin acts to inhibit a step in the ATpase catalytic cycle, the

rate of crossbridge cycling and the velocity of shortening of the muscle would be

reduced. A close correlation between the level of calponin phosphorylation and the

shortening velocity of smooth muscle has also been found(Pohr e¡ al leer).

IV. 3.2 Role of Caldesmon

There is considerable evidence to show that caldesmon also regulates actin-

myosin interactions in several types of in vitro actin-myosin preparatiorÌs(Mårron et

ar 1e88). Three possible functions of caldesmon may need to be considered: (1)

regulation of actin filament structure. Sobue et al(1e85) suggested that

unphysiologically high ratios of caldesmon to actin are required for bundling of

actin filaments in viTro, Therefore this may not account for inhibition of actomyosin

ATPase activity by caldesmon; (2) formation of the "latch" state whereby force

developed in a smooth muscle cell as a result of myosin phosphorylation is

maintained while myosin is dephosphorylated. Latch state was postulated to

explain the prolonged fo¡ce maintenance, low energy expenditure, low level of

myosin phosphorylation, and an intermediate [Ca2+], between resting and maximal
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Aotivation(Dillon d ul lesl; silver and stull 1982; chanerje€ and Murphy 1983). CaldeSmOn iS an attfaCtiVe

candidate as a regulator of actin-myosin interaction and, the contractile state of the

smooth muscle cells since caldesmon is located in the thin filament, it inhibits the

actomyosin ATPase, and its effect is regulated lry Ca1*. It is suggested that

caldesmon is always bound to the thin filament, but its interaction with myosin is

regulated by phosphorylationo"r'h res). If latch bridges are formed when caldesmon

is dephosphorylated, they could be disrupted upon phosphorylation of caldesmon

as the caldesmon-myosin interaction would be lost. The contractile state of the

muscle would then be governed by the phosphorylation state of myosin: active

force development would occur when myosin is phosphorylated, and relaxation

when it was dephosphorylated; and (3) organization of actin and myosin filaments

into a co-ordinated contractile network, The possibility that caldesmon plays a

more stn¡cturâl role in smooth muscle, perhaps in the organization of actin and

myosin filaments into a three-dimensional network is suggested by Hoar and

KerrickG€rrick et ar 1e8e). Perhaps the protein-protein interactions serve to hold actin

and myosin filaments in register in the muscle so that they have the proper

orientation and spatial distribution for effective force development upon

stimulation. Although there is evidence to suggest the role of caldesmon and

calponin in modulating the myosin Mg2+ATpase activity, the establishment of thin

filament linked regulatory mechanism needs further investigation.

1V,4. Protein Kinase C and Smooth Muscle Contraction

As a result of agonists binding to a specific receptor, G proteins activate
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phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C, which catalyses the hydrolysis of

membrane phosphatidylinositol 4,5-diphosphate (plpr), generating second

messengers inositol triphosphate (IP3) and 1,2-diacylglyerol (DAG)G*,jdce re84). The

lipid-soluble DAG remains within the sarcolemma where it activates pKc(sraber a¡d

Parker reel). Phorbol ester, a PKC activator, can induce vascular smooth muscle

contraction(Hdl" "t 
a lem), which is characterized by a slowly developing, sustained

contraction. It has been noticed that PKC activation by phorbol ester results in

elevation of ICa2+1.{n"",o"ta "nd 
Murphv re88) probably because of the phosphorylation of

L{ype voltage-gated sarcolemmal Ca2* channels, sarcolemmal receptor-operated

Ca2* channels, and the SR IP, receptor/Ca2* release channels, and the Ca2*

extrusion pumps in sarcolemma and SR membrane, Furthermore, phorbol ester

induced contraction did not involve a change in [Ca2+], or myosin light chain

phosphorylatio Jians ånd Morgan 1e87i Iroh a¡d Lederh 1987). It has been suggested, for example,

that PGF2cr induced contraction is partly due to the activation of pKC and

phosphatase inhibitio K'o"v,^å a¡d Morsan lee3). Nevertheless, the importance of pKC

in mediating agonist-induced smooth muscle contraction remains debatable.

Interestingly, an increase in smooth muscle MLCro phosphorylation transiently

induced by carbachol was accompanied by a slow and progressive increase in the

extent of phosphorylation of desmin (a and B), synemin, caldesmodAdams etar rese),

and four othe¡ small-molecular mass unidentified cytosolic proteinseark and Rarmussen

le86; rakuwa €tål re88), These proteins become phosphorylated later than does MLCro,

and their phosphorylation persists as long as agonist is present. Therefore, it is
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posfulated(Ralmussen er âr re8?) that some of these late-phase phosphoproteins are the

mediato¡s of the late or sustained phase of contraction. The fact that intermediate

and actin-binding proteins become phosphorylated during the sustained phase of

the response raises the interesting possibility that a structural rearrangement of the

components of the filamin-actin-desmin (F-A-D) domain, in distinction to the

caldesmon-tropomyosin-actin-myosin domain, brings about the sustained change

in smooth muscle tension as suggested from ultrastructural studies(snìâu et ar re86). The

phosphorylation of the late-phase proteins may lead to the stabilization ofthe F-A-

D protein domain in a new configuration such that it is maintained in this

configuration even when MLCro phosphorylation ensues(Rasnìussen et at leeo).

Nonetheless, the evidence in support of the pKC model is incomplete. The

majority of the low-molecular-weight, late-phase phosphoproteins remain to be

identified and functionally characterized. on the other hand, one of the identified

phosphoproteins, caldesmon, may be of importance in modulating contraction as

has been dealt with earlier.

1V.5. Ca2+ sensitivity of regulatory proteins

Studies in which force and [Ca2*], were simultaneously measured in intact

smooth muscle tissue have suggested that the force/[Ca2+], ratio is greater in

agonist-stimulated as compared to high K+-stimulated contraction. The modulation

of Ca2* sensitivity has been identified not only in intact smooth muscle

preparations(Mo'can a'd Morsan le82; Morsån a¡d Morsa'ì le84) but also in permeabilized smooth

muscle preparations(KobavÀshi et al 1e8e). Evidence shows that stimulation of receptors
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significantly increases myofilament Ca2+-sensitivity of smooth muscleNishimura e¡ ar

199r),

The inhibitory effect of GDPpS on agonist induced contractions and the

preferential requirement of GTP for agonist-induced contraction of the c¿-toxin

permeabilized tissue demonstrates that the enhanced Ca2* sensitivity of contraction

follOwing agonist activation is mediated through G protei¡scib*'u".t ur rese; Nishinìura et

ar reeo). The fact that the c¿-toxin, permeabilized preparation can be activated by

phorbol esters with a similar increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity as that

elicited by agonist stimulation indicates that PKC may be intimately involved in

this process.

Another potential mechanism for changing the Ca2* sensitivity of myosin

light chain phosphorylation involves regulation of protein phosphatase activity.

The activities of protein phosphatase types 1 and 2A are regulated in other tissue

by inhibitory proteins and phosphorylation of inhibitory proteins and regulatory

subunits(cohen rese). A G protein may also be involved in regulation of protein

phosphatase activity tor.vard smooth muscle myosin. GTPyS increases the

sensitivity of the contractile response to activation by Ca2+ in permeabilized

SmOOth muscleGujiwaÌa et al 1989; Kir"Tawa er al 1989; Nhh¡mura er al 1988). Recent eXpefimentS haVe

shown that the increase in tension due to MLCro phosphorylation appears to be

mediated by inhibition of protein phosphatâse(Xubotu "r "r 
reeo).

Also, purified MLCK from smooth muscle is phosphorylated by cAMp-

dependent protein kinase, PKC, and, the multifunctional Cam kinase IL Since
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phosphorylation of a specific site (site A) by any one of the kinases desensitizes

MLCK to activation by Ca2*/calmodulin, phosphorylation of MLCK could play

an important role in regulating smooth muscle contractility. Thus, study of these

possibilities was carried out and revealed that phosphorylation of myosin light

chain kinase at site A by cam kinase II may play a role in reported desensitization

of contractile elements in smooth muscle to activation by Caz+(siùll er ar leel).

Furthermore, a protein of molecular weight in the range of 15-40 kDa distinct

from calponin or caldesmon(P,i,.hard a¡d Marston ree3), has been suggested to be the Ca2+-

sensitizing factor. Nevertheless, the functional role of changing the sensitivity of

contractile response to Ca2+ remains unclear. It may be useful in obtaining a fine-

funed regulation of smooth muscle contraction.

It should be pointed out that through out this manuscript, the readers will

see the concept of normally cycling crossbridge and latch bridge defined as the

sequentially recruited mechinery. However, there is no evidence so far to support

such idea. Therefore, we should deem latch and normally cycling crossbridges as

co-existed crossbridges that predominate sequentially. There is also no theoretical

justification for partitioning shortening attributable to phosphorylated crossbridges

and fo¡ce latchbridges,
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

L Biophysical Studies

h onchial smooth muscle preparøtion

Lungs obtained from 10 mongrel dogs killed by intravenous injection of

saturated KCI after pentobarbital anaesthesia were placed immediately in a beaker

of ice-cold gassed (95 % O2-5% CO2) Krebs-Henseleit solurion composed (in mM)

of 115 NaCI, 1.38 NaHrPOo, 25 NaHCOr, 4.7 KCt, 2.46 MgSOoTHrO, 1.91

CaClr, and 5.56 dextrose. The proximal bronchial airways were dissected from

the lung and placed in cold, fresh Krebs-Henseleit solution. Since the muscle fiber

orientation may be complex at a bifurcationGrahr 1e64ì Mackrin re2e), rings (0.7-1.5 mm

in diameter) were cut from the non-branching segments of fifth generation

b¡onchi. Bronchial generations were identified according to a method reported by

Shioya et al(re8?). Each ring was cut to yield a rectangular strip that was then

pinned to the bottom of a silicone tray filled with fresh Krebs-Henseleit solution.

The cartilages and connective tissues extetior to smooth muscle in the bronchial

wall were carefully removed under a binocular dissecting microscope (Figure g).

The epithelial layer was removed because the removal of airway epithelium

augments the responses of canine b¡onchial smooth muscle to contractile

agonis¡5(ei-'"" "t "¡ 
1e88; Fravara¡ €r ar 1e85). Tfuee muscle strips (tracheal and b¡onchial with

and without cartilages) were obtained f¡om each animal. A tracheal smooth muscle

strip was dissected free of connective tissues and epithelium as previously

described(srephens et ar re6e). Each strip was mounted in a muscle bath (60 ml) that

contained Krebs-Henseleit solution aerated with a 95% Or-5% CO, mixnrre to

maintain PO, of 600 Torr, PCO, of 40 To¡r, and pH of 7.40 at37'C. The lower
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end of the strip was anchored to a clamp at the bottom of the muscle bath, and the

upper end was connected to an electromagnetic lever system(Brürsaen et al le71; Mitchell a¡d

stephens 1e83) with a 6-mm length of braided 7-0 surgical thread. To obtain a steady

level of maximal tetanic isometric contraction (P"), the strip was stimulated at 6-

min intervals by a 14-V 60-Hz current (pulse duration of 16 msec) applied to a

pair of platinum wire electrodes positioned 2-mm from the muscle. In this system

plate electrodes did not augment the contractile response,
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I
bronchiolring

Figure 8. Schematic demonstration of cart age removar from bronchial strip.

Bronchial ring (1) from 5th generation of bronchial was cut open into a

rectangular strip (2). under dissecting microscope, cartilage was isolated from

surrounding tissue and removed exteriorly from bronchial strip (3).



Detennínation of optimal length and maximum isometric force

Muscle strips were equilibrated in Krebs Henseleit solution a:t- 37oC for 2

hrs which is found to be optimal. The strips \rere not stimulated for the first hour,

since it made no significant difference to the ultimate force developed. At the end

of equilibrium, force development was measured using a stimulation of voltage-

regulated 60 Hz AC current at 5 min intervals until the maximum rate of tension

development was steady. The voltage strength employed was 16 v, l0% hrgher

than the voltage that actually elicited maximal muscle response. conventional

length{ension curves were determined as previously described(st€Phens et al le6e; st€phens

re85i riang and stephens res). The length at which maximal isometric force (p") developed

was identified as the optimal muscle length (1"). A drop in p" greater than l0%

between the beginning and the end of the expèriment led to the rejection of the

individual data set.

The totâl compliance of the lever system was 0.2 ¡rmlmN, and the total

equivalent moving mass was 225 mg. Because the th¡ead connecting the muscle

strip to the lever possessed compliance, the latter was measured for correction of

the L-T curve. Average compliance of the thread was 4.2 ¡.rm/mN. The time

resolution of the lever system was 2 ms, and the sampling frequency used by the

computer for recording the force and length signals was 200 Hz.

Determination of averøge cross-sectional area of muscle strip

This was required for the normalization of force developed by the muscle

strip. Because of the small size and weight of the preparation, the conventional

method of obtaining cross-sectional area, dividing the net wet weight of the

muscle by its optimal length, may not be accurate and measurement errors could

be prohibitive. Therefore, a Sony AVC-DS black and white video camera was
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used to capture images of muscle strips at 1". A calibration grid with 100 ¡rm

resolution was placed in the bath beside the muscle strip. The glass wall of the

bath incorporated two ports of non-distorting glass allowing the width and

thickness of the muscle strip to be clearly visualized. The total cross-sectional area

(CSA) of the strip was computed from the average of measurements of width and

thickness made at the top, middle, and bottom levels of the muscle strip. In

comparison, the CSAs of the same muscle strips were also calculated with the

following equation:

CSA (rnm'z) strip vol (mm3)/1" (mm)

[density (mg/mm3) x strip werwt (mg)]/I" (mm) rar

r)

which has been used in previous studies whe¡e the density of the smooth muscle

StripS WaS taken tO be 1 (mg/mm3¡tstephens 1984; Jians ånd stephens l9e0).

The CSA obtained for strips is a composite of that of smooth muscle cells

and nonmuscle components, To enable force normalization to smooth muscle CSA

alone, the strips were fixed at lo with formalin fixative for histological analysis.

Longitudinal and transverse sections (5 ¡rm in thickness) were made and treated

with either haematoxylin-eosin or van Giesson stain to discriminate between

smooth muscle cells and other components. The proportion of smooth muscle CSA

in the total cross section was determined by planimetry of multiple sections cut

from the top, middle, and bottom of the strips. Sections were magnified and

projected onto a sheet of paper via a projecting microscope and muscle tissue
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outline traced. The tissue outline and the muscle cell component were

subsequently cut out and weighed. The ratio of the latter to the former was used

to estimate the proportion of muscle in the tissue's cross section. This proportion

was applied to convert strip CSA to smooth muscle CSA, In addition, fractional

water content of muscle strips was determined by comparing tissue dry wight with

tissue wet weight.

Determínation of optimøl muscle fiber orientation for measurement of

force

The maximum isometric tetanic tension (Po) generated from a series of

tracheal and bronchial strips cut at different helical angies, was measured and the

transverse cut was found to yield the development of the maximum tension. Since

the orientation of muscle fibres in smooth muscle strips is critical for the

development of Po(sterhens 
et at tssa), the arrangement of fibres in the transversely cut

bronchial and tracheal strips used in mechanical studies was evaluated using

electron microscopy.

D etem,ination of isotonìc variables

At 2 and 8 sec, isometrically contracted muscle strips were quickly

released to a set of randomly chosen different loads, which were lighter than the

maximal tension (Po) that the muscle strips develop, so that the strips shortened

to various extent. This resulted in a rapid transient due to shortening of the

muscle's series elastic component (SEC) followed by artifactual oscillations and

a slow transient. The maximum slope of the slow transient (the maximum slope

in the period between 180-220 msec after quick release) was computed and

identified as the maximum shortening velocity of contractile element (CE) for the

given load at that time (Figure 9). The velocities and thef respective loads
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expressed as millinewtons per square millimetre of the cross-sectional area of each

muscle were fitted with the Hill equation(Hil re38), which states that (p + a)(V +

¿) = (P" * ø)b, wherc P is load, P" is maximal isometric force developed by

muscle, V is velocity, and ¿ and å are constants with units of force and velocity,

respectively. The maximum shortening velocities under zero load were obtained

from the force-velocity curves. Also, the means of velocities and their respective

loads, expressed as fractions of their P" from each group were plotted.
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Electricol stimulol¡on

Figure 9. Original recordings of force, shortening, and derived velocity data

obtained by quick release to various loads at 2s in a contraction whose contraction

time is 10 s, Top: force traces, electrical stimulation, and load clamp. The

muscle strip was quickly released to 3 different loads (1, 2, and 3). Middle:

corresponding rapid length transient of series elastic component (SEC) recoil and

slow transients of shortenings of contractile element (cE). with a customized

computer program, maximum shortening velocities of CE were computer directly

by obtaining average of 20 data points 180-220 ms after quick release when

oscillation caused by quick release had ceased. Bottom: derived shortening

velocity (Vi, V2 and V3) as a function of time, where maximum shortening

velocities of strip under different loads are pointed out by arrows. All the

contractions were optimally damped.
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The maximum shortening capacities (ÂL",*) of the muscles were directly

measured from another set of isotonic shortenings under a load equal to the

predetermined resting tension of that particular muscle. To determine the

proportion of shortening contributed by early, normally cycling crossbridges and

latch bridges, respectively, the percent shortenings developed within the first 2

sec, with respect to maximum shortening, were measured from isotonic

contraction curves. The reason for studying the shortening development within the

first 2 sec is that in the trachealis 75% of the total shortening (ÂLn,,*) is completed

in this interval. This indicates that it may be chiefly the normally cycling

crossbridges that subserve the shortening function.

The properties ofthe normal SEC that enable it to transmit force developed

by the muscle's contractile element (force and shortening generator) to the outside

environment, have been reported for canine tracheal smooth muscle(stephens and Kromer

1e7r). Because alterations in these properties could affect the maximum shortening

velocity, it was necessary to examine them in control and sensitized muscles so

as to obtain valid measurement of velocity of CE, The quick-release technique

described above was used to measure the properties of the SEC (Figure 9). The

active muscle was abruptiy released at the selected time to a series of diffe¡ent

loads. The rapid transient, as mentioned above, represented the elastic recoil of

sEC. Because of the immediately artifactuâl oscillations following quick releases,

the magnitude of the recoil could not be directly measured. However, the slow

transient that followed and stemmed from contractile element shortening was

graphically extrapolated backward to the point of intersection on the recoil trace.

The magnitude of recoil so obtained was plotted against the isotonic load, The

points for the data for the different loads deiineated the length-tension curve for
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the SEC.

To complete one experiment, a muscle strip would be stimulated

approximately 30 times (at 5-6 min intervals). The stability of the muscle during

the entire experiment was crucial in obtaining accurate and precise values. The p"

was assessed every 30 min to demonstrate the stabitity of the muscle. If p"

changed ) 15% between the beginning and the end of the experiment, the data

were discarded.

Development of ø relaxation index

At L", the muscle strip under a series of loads was supramaximally

stimulated so as to elicit maximum isotonic shortening. The stimulus was turned

off at peak shortening and the muscle strips were allowed to elongate. Relaxation

depends on load, state of activation, and the length of the muscle's CE at the onset

of relaxation. Thus to describe the mechanical characteristics of relaxation, a

specific parameter (half relaxation time), which accounts for these variables, was

developed. A similar analysis could also be carried out by using the appropriate

rate constants for the different curves. The half-relaxation time represents the time

needed for the muscle to re-elongate from peak shortening to half of its shortening

length under the load (Figure 10) borne by the muscle. As this parameter was

load dependent, it was plotted against load. A regression equation was fitted to the

curve and from this the load-independent (zero load) half-relaxation time was

computed.
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Eleclricql slimulolionn

o20
ïtME (sec)

Electricql stimulotion

-

o2040
TIME (sec)

Figure 10. Isotonic relaxation of bronchial smooth muscle after 10 s of electrical

stimulation. A: muscle strip was allowed to shorten and relax under different

loads. Times needed for muscle strip to elongate to half of its shortening from lo

were designated as T,,r,.u. B: muscle strip was allowed to shorten under same

light preload (0.05 P") and at a specific point in time quickly clamped to different

heavier loads. It can be seen that, muscle strips relax faster at heavier loads.

Values of T,,r,", for these relaxation curves were obtained and plotted against

their respective loads.
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Although the half{ime of ¡elaxation yielded a load-independent index, it

must be pointed out that for each of the relaxation curves in Fig. 10, because of

the different loads on the muscle, the initial lengths of the CE at the onset of

relaxation were also different. This produced a second source of va¡iability in the

index of relaxation for which adjustment had to be made. To eliminate the effect

of the varying initial CE lengths the muscle was allowed to shorten from Lo

bearing the preload (0.05 Po) required to set it at that length. At a desired time

point a series of load clamps were applied (Fig. 10). The application of the load

clamp at the same point in time for each contraction ensured that the muscle strip

started to relax at the same cE length. The ¡elaxation trajectories for the different

load clamps are shown in the upper panel of Figure 10. The fast transients

represent re-elongation of the series elastic component ofthe muscle, and the slow

transients represent re-elongation of CE from the same initial length. The half_

times for these slow transients under their respective loads were fitted with an

exponential function (a coefficient of determination, P, of 0.9ggg and p < 0.01

indicating a good fit) and the zero load half-time was extrapolated from the plot

as shown in Figure 10. The coefficient of the equation gave the relaxation index,

T,,r,"r, which is load- and initial contractile element length-independent.
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T=ox exÞ (-kP)

o(sec)=9.ó
k=0.0ó92
r--o.99ó2

Figure 11. Typical T,,r,"" vs load curve fitted with exponential function. Coefficient

of equation, (a), gives value of T,o,.u, which is a load- and initial contractile

length-independent index of isotonic relaxation.



The muscle strips from sensitized and control bronchial smooth muscle

were allowed to shorten isotonically under the preload, and then, during

relaxation, quickly clamped to loads ranging from a preload (equal to resting

tension at L") to P". To assess the relaxation properties of early normally cycling

crossbridges and latchbridges separately, two load-clamping tirne points were

chosen. First, the muscie strips were stimulated isotonically for only 1 sec and

abruptly clamped to various loads at the 2-sec point to test the relaxation from

early normally cycling crossbridges. second, the muscle strips were stimulated for

10 sec and then released to different loads at l1 sec. This was intended to test the

latchbridge relaxation as we have shown that the shortening velocities are

quantitatively different at these two time points(ri*s and stephens reeo). Measurements

were made from the relaxation curves with a computer program, and the half_

times of relaxation under different loads were fitted into an exponential

relationship (as shown in Figure 11) from which T17r, 
", 

values were obtained.

Muscle relaxation has been described as inactivation of the active state of

the muscle(B*ßu"n er Âr 1e78). This inactivation was estimated by quickly releasing the

relaxing muscle strip to zero load at different points in relaxation period during

isometric and isotonic contractions (Fig, l2). The zero load shortening velocity

of the contractile element (the slow transient after quick releases in Fig. 12) is a

good index of crossbridge Cycling ratg(Brhr te67; ctose teizi Dillon et al lesl). Therefore,

shortening velocities after quick releases at different time points during relaxation

were obtained when muscle strips were stimulated for 10 s for the estimation of

the crossbridge cycling rate during isotonic relaxation.
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Figure 12. zero-load velocities (v") during isometric and isotonic relaxation. A:
isometrically contracted muscle strip was quickly released from afterload to zero

load at different points in time during relaxation. Vo (maximum slope of slow

transient after quick release) decreases with time after turning off the stimulator.

B: zero load clamps were applied at various points after lightly loaded isotonic

contraction. vo decreased for the first 5s and then started to increase without any

external stimulation, indicating a spontaneous reactivation of crossb¡idge cycling.
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II. Biochemical Studies

C ontractile protein quantification

Protein Extraction. Tracheal and fourth to sixth-order bronchial smooth

muscle tissues stored frozen following dissection were used to extract myosin and

actin. All the extractions were performed at 0-4 oC. Tissue was minced with

scissors and homogenized in a Potter Elvehjem tissue grinder with 4 volumes of

extraction buffer [40 mM NaoPrOr, 1 mM MgClr, 1 mM ethylene gtycol-bis (p_

aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N',N'-rerraacetic acid (EGTA), 20 pM leupeptin, 1 mM

dithiotfueitol, 250 p.M phenylmethylsulfonyt fluoride, pH g.Sl. Crude extracts

were centrifuged (i5,000 g,30 min), and the supernatant proteins were

guantified(¡ra¿to'¿ re76) and then denatured with SDS-sample bufferG.aemmri te?o). The

pellets that remained after the initial tissue extraction and centrifugation were

furthe¡ extracted by resuspending them in SDS-sample buffer and heated at 95 "C

for 15 min. Pellet extracts were then centrifuged (15,000 g, 10 min), and the

supernâtant was removed and filtered through 0.45 ¡im Nylon_66 membranes to

remove unpelleted debris. No extractable myosin or actin remained in the pellets

after this treatment.

Electrophoretic analysis/Western blotting. To quantify actin and myosin

heavy chains, SDS-polyacrylamide electrophoresis (pAGE) was carried out

according to the procedure of Laemmli(re?0) using 4-20% linear polyacrylamide

gradient separating gels with 3% stacking gels. Gels we¡e stained with coomassie

blue R-250. Myosin heavy chain isoenzyme stoichiometry was assessed using 4%

SDS-PAGE minigels (8 x 10 cm), which were stained using a commercial silver

stain kit (Rapid-Ag-Stain, ICN Biomedicals, Cleveland, OH). Band identity of

myosin and actin was confirmed by lvestern blottingcrolvbìn ând Gordon re8a). Blots were



incubated in PBS (1.3 mM NaHrPOo, 9 mM NarHpOo, 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.6)

containing either 5 pglml rabbit anti-chicken thrombocyte or fibroblast myosin

IgG to confirm that the heavy chain bands were not non-smooth muscle in

origin(G'oscttet'st"'""r er al 19?s; orosch€l-sre\var et al l98s). Blots were developed using goat anti-

rabbit IgG conjugated with horseradish peroxidase, diluted l:2000, as per

manufacturers instructions (ICN ImmunoBiologicals, Cleveland, OH).

Laser densitometry. Myosin heavy chain and actin contents of supernatant

and pellet extracts were determined by quantitative densitometry of the 4-20%

SDS-PAGE gels using an LKB Ultroscan XL laser densitometer. With the use of

this densitometer, entire widths of specific protein bands were scaruted by

consecutive parallel and adjacent passes, which covered 40 pm path width each

sweep. Data for each scan was captured by using Gel Scan XL 2400 software.

Absorbances within individual scanning profiles were collected, and customized

software, Scanplot, was used to convert the raw data into X- and y_plane

positional data and Z-axis into absorbance data. After subtraction of background

absorbance, integration of the th¡ee-dimensional raw data yielded a volume

(absorbance units x mm2) that corresponded to a specific amount of stained

protein in a given band. Quantification was made possible by comparing

densitometric profiles of myosin heavy chain and actin bands with those of known

amounts of bovine serum albumin (BSA). The amount of myosin or actin in a

given sample was therefore estimated by comparison with the band volumes of the

BSA standard. BSA was run at several concentrations as an internal standard on

each gel and subjected to an identical staining-destaining-storage regime as the

tissue unknowns. The relative dye binding capacities of MHC, BSA, and actin

were determined as desc'ibed by sut6¡ttesÐ. For standards we used mvosin and
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actin puified from chicken fiiZz¿¡d{wurstr 
et at re83i Nsai et ar leso. The total amount of

myosin heavy chain and actin in the supernatant and pellet extracts were summed

and then normalized to the original wet weight of the tissue sample to obtain an

indication of the content in either tracheal or bronchial tissues. In addition to the

quantification of myosin heavy chain, the relative contents of the two isoforms of

myosin heavy chain (MHC, and MHCr) were determined by laser densitometry

of sample lanes from the 4% SDA-pAGE mini-gels.

Detemination of myofibrillar ATpøse activity

Smooth muscle preparation. Dogs were sensitized to ragweed pollen

according to methods described by Kepron and colleagues(lsrr). Newborn littermate

dogs were randomly divided into sensitized and control groups. The sensitized

group received, intraperitoneally, ragweed pollen injection once a week until the

day of experiment. The controls received adjuvant only. In previous studiesß"p,on

et al le?7i Be'ker et al tese), sensitized dogs with passive cutaneous anaphylaxis titers >

1:64 developed marked increases in specific airway resistance upon

bronchoprovocation with ragweed extract ae¡osol, as well as greater response to

acetylcholine challenge. Eight sensitized and eight control dogs, 6 to g months of

age, were killed with i.v, injection of saturated KCI after pentobarbital sodium

anaesthesia. smooth muscles from the third to sixth generation of bronchi and

trachea were dissected out and stored at -70 "C for biochemical analysis.

ATPase assay. The activity of actomyosin ATpase was determined as

described previously(steoh"ns etat tert) in myofibrillar homogenates from sensitized and

control TSM and BSM. Myofibrils were prepared according to the method of

Sobieszek and Bremel(re7s).

To initiate the reaction, Mg2*-ATp (2 mM final concentration in 1 ml
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assay medium) was applied to each assay tube containing homogenates. The

reaction was stopped with the addition of trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at l0 sec to

obtain maximum ATPase activity. The concentration of inorganic phosphorus (p,)

produced by myosin ATPase was obtained using the malachite green method of

LAnZefiA and aSSOCiateS(le7e) With SeVeral mOdifiCatiOnS(A"n€¡ and Moosmayer te75; rtaya and u¡

1e66). Absorbency was read at 620 nm with a pyE Unicam Sp lg00 Ultraviolet

Spectrophotometer. Aliquots of KHrpOo/lO % TCA were employed each time for

preparation of a standard curve, which showed a linear increase in absorbency up

to 18 nmol of KHrPOo,

The rates of ATP hydrolysis by actomyosin ATpase were standardized to

myosin heavy chain (MHC) content in myofibrillar homogenates as

described(stephens €t ar leel). MHC content was obtained using a method described

above(ri-s e¡ âr reel). Briefly, sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) separated MHC bands were scanned with a laser

densitometer (ultroscan XL, LKB) connected to a computer, which reconstructed

the bands' images and quantified MHC contents by comparison with bovine serum

albumin standard on the same gel. The activity of ATpase was then expressed as

Pi liberated in nmol/¡rg MHC/min.

Determination of MLC phosphorylation

The 20 kDa regulatory myosin light chain (MLCro) monophosphorylation

was measured employing a method modified from those of Hathaway and

fl¿sþs¡ls(te8s) and Persechini et af1e86). TSM strips were dissected free of

connective tissues. In a 50 ml organ bath, the strips weighing 4 to 7 mg were

allowed to equilibrate in Krebs Henseleit solution for t hr and then quickly frozen

by immersion in a d'y ice acetone srurry (-80 "c) containing TCA solution. The
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two points in time at which strips were frozen were at rest and, at 4 to 5 sec after

onset of stimulation; this represents the time when electrical stimulation elicits

maximal values of MLC phosphorylation6anìn snd srul re8s). The frozen strips were

treated in a TcA/acetone mixure (5%, wt/vol, -g0 "C) for t hr and in i0 mM 1,4

dithiotfueitot/acetone (at room temperature) for another hour. The strips were

frozen with liquid nitrogen and pulverized with a crescent dental amalgam mixer

for 30 sec and were then mixed in urea sample buffer containing 6.4 M vea, 17

mM Tris, 19.5 mM glycine, 10 mM 1,4 dithiothreitol, O.O4% bromophenol blue,

10 mM EGTA, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM NaF, and I mM pheylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride for 1.5 h¡ at room temperature. Sample tubes were centrifuged at 15,000

x g for 15 min.

The non-denatu¡ing l0% polyacrylamide urea gel method, modified from

those developed by Hathaway and Haeberle(le8s) was employed to separate the

monophosphorylated and unphosphorylated MLCro, as the two possessed different

electrical charges. The running tank buffer contained 20 mM Tris, 22 mM

glycine, 1 mM sodium thioglycate, and 1 mM 1,4 dithiortueirol. All gels were

subjected to pre-electrophoresis for t hr at 350 v. A crude extract of 50 ¡rl sample

was applied to each well. Electrophoresis was conducted at 350 v for 15 to 1g hrs

at 15 "C and was stopped i fu after the bromophenol blue tracking dye exited the

gel. The gels were then srained with a silver staining kit (ICN Biomedicals). The

band identity was confi¡med by \ryesÞrn blotting using anti-MlC.o monoclonal

antibody (Sigma Immunochemicals).

Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose sheets under buffer solution

containing 25 mM NarHPOo, The blotting was conducted at 27 v, 75 oC for t hr.

Nitrocellulose sheets were shaken in biocking buffer of 10 mM Tris saline, 5To
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bovine serum albumin, and 01% gelatin for at least 2 h¡s and then were rinsed

3 times (3 min each) with Tris saline buffer * 0.1% Tween 20 (TBS-T) solution.

The sheets were incubated in a monoclonal mouse lgM-ant!smooth muscle MLCro

antibody solution (1:500; Sigma Immunochemicals) for at least t hr before and

then washed 3 times wirh TBS-T. Amersham bloÍing detection kit (RpN 22) for

mouse antibodies (biotinylated, species-specific) was used for staining the blots,

This method yields highly specific binding of MLCro @igure l3).
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Figure 13. Western blot of phosphorylated and unphosphorylalated 20 kDa

myosin light chains. Lane A: sensitized tracheal smooth muscle (TSM) at

4 s contraction; Lane B: sensitized TSM at rest; Lane C: control TSM at

4 s contraction; Lane D: control TSM at rest. MLC: unphosphorylated

myosin light chain; MLC-p: monophosphorylated myosin light chain. The

biphosphorylated band is only faintty seen in Lane A. The sensitized

smooth muscle clearly demonstrates greater MLCro phosphorylation both

at rest and at 4 s after onset of electrical stimulation.

c
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The developed nitrocellulose sheets were rendered transparent with a

plastic embedding method described below (pharmacia LKB Biotechnology).

Polyvinyl chloride write-on films for the overhead transparency were used to

sandwich the nitrocellulose sheets. Benzoin methyl ether (0.5 g) dissolved in 25

ml trìmethylol propane trimethacrylate (2-ettryl-2-(hydroxymethyl)- 1,3-propanediol

trimethacylate) was applied to one half of the fitm. The nitrocellulose sheet and

the other half of the film were then placed on it. The embedded sheet was pressed

with a roller to squeeze out the air bubbles between the plastic films. The

sandwich was then irradiated with long wave uv light for 3 min for each side to

polymerize the sheet. The embedded transparent sheets containing band images

were then scanned with an LKB laser densitometer and the images of MLC we¡e

analyzed, using methods similar to those described before. The ratio of

monophosphorylated to total MLCro was obtained and expressed as the level of

MLC phosphorylation.

MLCK quantification

MLCK content in tissue homogenates of sensitized and control TSM and

BSM was obtained by quantitarive 75% miru SDS-PAGE. The protein loads for

both control and sensitized groups were the same ( 5, 10, and 15 pg in respective

lanes). Bands of MLCK were identified and quantified by laser scaruring and

comparison with a smooth muscle MLCK standard obtained from chicken

gizzard(v"hh "t 
a 1e83) on the same gel. As it was possible that bands identified as

MLCK might consists of other proteins, Cleveland peptide mapping was

performed in our preliminary experiment. The primary structure of MLCK bands

was similar to that of MLCK standard, indicating that there was no significant

contamination try other proteins in the MLCK band. The intensity of laser
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scanÌìing signal was linearly correlated with the loading of MLCK standards over

range of 0 to 4 þg in our preliminary experiment. The identity of the bands was

also confirmed by western blotting employing a monocÌonal anti-smooth muscle

MLCK antibody (sigma Immunochemicars). MLCK contents were determined by

two-dimensional laser densitometry as described before. Digital data derived from

the scanned bands' images were stored in a computer, and a custom derived

progranìme enabled me to obtâin the volumes of the bands. This technique is

superior to one-dimensional scarming in that it analyzes the whole band instead of

one peak, the latter having the potential of overestimation or unde¡estimation of

the band. Three-D scanning is now a standard procedure for us and has been

proven reliable.

Determinøtion of MLCK activity

TSM and BSM strips were homogenized in a buffer containing 20 mM

imidazole, 60 mM KCl, 1 ÍIM cysteine, 1 mM MgClr, i mM ouabain, 10 mM

sodium azide, 0.001 % leupeptin, 0.25 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 1 mM

1,4 dirhiothreitol, and, 2 mM CaClr. Myosin light chain phosphorylation is

regulated by MLCK and myosin phosphatase, which can be experimentally

inhibited by okadaic acid(Bi"rojan et ar 1e88). In order to evaluate the rores of MLCK and

myosin phosphatase separately, 5 ¡,M okadaic acid (Molecular probes) was added

to each assay tube. Three samples from each group were also assayed without

okadaic acid. Phosphorylation of MLCro was initiated by adding Ca2+ (CaClr) and

[yJ'P]Afp (specific activiry: l0 Ci/mmol; final concentration: 5 ¡rM; NEN

Research Products ) into each tube and was stopped by ice-cold I0% TCA af l0

sec, by which time a time study had demonstrated the maximum level of MLCro

phosphorylation had been achieved. The samples were centrifuged at 13,000 X
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g for 30 min. The pellets were treated with acetone to eliminate TCA and to

disrupt membranous structures, and pellets were solubilized in the same urea

sample buffer as described before. The samples were centrifuged for 15 min after

being fully mixed in the sample buffer. No traceable MLCro was found in

supernatant. The same non-denaturing urea gel as described above was employed

to separate the monophosphorylated and unphosphorylated myosin light chains.

Monophosphorylated MLCro bands containing radioactivephosphorus were

excised after silver staining using a silver staining kit (ICN Biomedicals) and were

digested in 0.5 to 1 ml NCS solubitizer (9:1, NCS:HrO; Amersham) at 50 0C for

2 h. Acetic acid was added to neutralize NCS base. scintillation solution (5 to 10

ml) was added to each counting vial and the activity was counted in an LKB

wallace 1216 Rackbeta Liquid scintillation counter. The activity and specific

activity of MLCK were then expressed as the incorporation rate óf 32p into

MLC/mg fresh tissue weight/min and the incorpo ration ratelp.g MLCK/min,

respectively.

MLCK peptide møpping

In order to compare the primary structure of MLCK from sensitized and

control ASM, a peptide mapping method described by Cleveland and co_

workers(cleverand er år le77) was employed. Homogenates from both groups were first

electrophoresed in a7.5% SDS-PAGE gel for 3 h'. MLCK bands, stained with

coomassie blue, cut out with a razor blade on a light box and then soaked for 30

min in 10 ml of an equilibration solution containing 0.125 M Tris/HCl, ph 6.g,

0.1% SDS, l0% glycerol, bromophenol blue, 0.03% p-mercaptoethanol, and I

mM EDTA. The bands were then placed in the wells of a second 4_10% SDS gel

(1.5 mm thickness) with a 3% stacking gel. Gel slices were further overlaid with
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equilibration solution containing either 20 ng of Stâphylococcus aureus Vg

protease or 100 ng of chymotrypsin. The digestion of MLCK was enhanced in the

stacking gel during the subsequent electrophoresis, ftrrning the power off for 30

min after all samples had entered the gel. The gels were stained using a silver

staining kit (ICN Biomedicals), and peptide maps were then scanned with an LKB

laser densitometer and the profiles from both groups were compared.

MLCro phosphorylation was also estimated during muscle isometric and

isotonic contractions of the smooth muscle, Twenty to thirty muscle strips from

each canine trachea were divided into isometric and isotonic groups and then

equilibrated in K¡ebs-Henseleit solution for an hour before contractions were

allowed. After dete¡mining 1", we rapidly froze the strips at diffetent points in

time during isometric and isotonic contraction. The frozen tissues were then

processed using the same method desc¡ibed above to obtain myosin light chain

phosphorylation.
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III. Measurement of Time Course of Intracellular [Ca2+] during Isometric

And Isotonic Contractions

Since the catalytic subunit of MLCK is activated by elevation of

intracellular Ca2+, and the binding of a 4Ca2*-calmodulin complex to MLCK, the

intracellular ca2+ concentration during both kinds of contractions was determined

using a Muscle Research System (MRS, Scientific Instruments, Heidelburg,

Germany, Fig. 14), which monitored the Ca2+ indicator fura-2 fluorescence

signal, and isometric contraction or isotonic contraction signals simultaneously.

The system is controlled by customized computer software. A muscle strip less

than 1 mm in width and 4 mm in length was incubated in 250 p.l Krebs Henseleit

solution containing 8 pM of fura-2 AM (Mol probes, Eugene, OR) for 2-3 hr at

30-37 "C befo¡e it was mounted into a quartz cuvette (3 ml) between the two

tweezers connecting a force transducer at one end and a servo-motor at the other.

Preheated, aerated Krebs Henseleit solution was constantly perfused tfuough the

cuvette. The muscle strip was stimulated every 6 min with an electrical stimulus

(frequency = lQ Hz; pulse width=3 ms; and 5 volts). Such parameters elicited

submaximal muscle response (0.5 P.) with a minimum generation of bubbles

within the cuvette that could interfere with the emission light and fluorescence

signals. The optimal muscle length (L") that generated the maximal response (p")

was determined by changing the muscle length with the help of the servo-motor

control. With the computer software, the MRS system allowed the load on the

muscle to be changed at any desired time point within 5 ms. The servo_motor

secured isotonic shortening under any pre-adjusted load.
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Figure 14. schematic drawing of Muscle Research System (Scientific Instruments,

Heidelburg, Germany). The system allows measurement of muscle force, length,

and intracellular ca2* simurtaneously. An IBM computer enabres the data to be

collected and stored. It also controls servomotor in the events of isotonic

shortening.



The fluorescence signals excited at 340 and 380 nm by a mercury burner

were received by a photometer and a monitor that were conllected to signal

amplifiers and sorters, which then sent out the ratio of the two wave lengths

fluorescence to the data processing computer. The latter stored these data and

allowed the analysis to be carried out later. The ca2+ concentration was obtained

by calibrating the changes in the ratio of 340 to 380 nm wave length against the

Ca2+ standard using a calibration kit (Mol probes, Eugene, OR). In order to

delineate the mechanisms underlying smooth muscle activation, different kinds of

stimulation including acetylcholine, KCl, histamine and electrical were employed

under both isometric and isotonic conditions.

fV, Statistical Analysis

Group results were expressed as means * SEs, which were compared

using unpaired two-tailed Student's t test with p set at 0.05. A one way analysis

of variance (fixed-constants model I) was performed on data obtained from the

Hill equation. Individual means were compared using Duncan's new multiple

range test' with P set at 0.05. The least significant difference method was used

to compare values between sensitized and control as well as between 2 and g sec.
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RESULTS

L Bronchial Smooth Muscle Preparation

Morpholo gical examination

As shown in Figure 154, the smooth muscle cells lie subjacent to the

epithelium. They are not attached to the overlying cartilage plates directly but by

loose connective tissue. This anatomic arrangement facilitated removal ofcartilage

without muscle bundle damage. As shown in Figure l5B, the dense outlines (bâsal

membranes of the outer layer of muscle cells were intact, illustrating that the

muscle cells were not damaged. Figure 16 (Ä and B) shows cross sections of

TSM and BSM. Analysis using planimetry demonstrated that smooth muscle tissue

occupies 77, 30, atñ 72.9% of the total cross-sectional area of TSM, BSM, and

BSM + C (cartilages), respectively. Upon removal of cartilage, the total

cross-sectional area of bronchial strips was reúj.cedby 57 To. Morphometric study

also indicates the parallel arrangement of smooth muscle fibres in tracheal and

bronchial strips.



Figure 15. Histological sections of 5th order canine bronchi. A: before

removal of cartilage, smooth muscle layer is locâted right beneath

epithelium and does not directly attach to cartilage outside. B: after

removal of cartilage, muscle layer is unimpaired. SM: bronchial smooth

muscle; EPI: epithelium; CT: cartilage. Hematoxylin and eosin stain,

x200.
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B

c

Figure 16. Cross secrions of TSM (A,, x210) and BSM (8, x200). Smooth

muscle tissue occupied 77 and 30% of total cross-sectionar area of strips

for TSM and BSM, respectively. C: longinrdinal sections of BSM ( x200)

showing parallel arrangement of smooth muscle fibers,



Len gr h-î e ns io n re lat i o n s hip

F igure 17 shows the L-T relationships obtained from isometric contractions

of cartilage-free TSM and BSM strips. The tensions developed by the tissue were

normalized with respect to the area of microscopically identified muscle cells in

the cross section. There was a considerable and significant difference between the

two L-T curves. Po generated by TSM was 18.2 + 0.S1 (SE) x lOa N/m2 (n =

10), whereas that generated by BSM was 7.1 * 0.19 x 104 N/m2 (n = l0). As

illustrated in Figure 18, the BSM and BSM * C showed no difference in force

development. The active tension was 6.8 t 0.21 x 104 N/m2 for BSM + C. The

resting tension, at a length of 1.1 L" for BSM * C, was significantly higher than

that of BSM (Figure 18). Figure 19 shows rhat ÂLn,,,s were 0.76 f 0.03, 0.41

t 0.02, and 0.24 X 0.02 L" in TSM, BSM, and BSM + C, respecrively. There

are significant differences (P < 0.05) among the values of ÁÇ** of the thee

groups as judged by Duncan's new multiple-range test,
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Figure 17. Superimposed length{ension curves of TSM and BSM. Tensions of
muscle strips are expressed as x 104 N/m2 cross-section of histologically

identified muscle tissue. Lengths are normarized by dividing actual strip length

by L.. Active tensions of the 2 groups differed, whereas resting tensions were

similar. a: active tension; r: resting tension.
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Figure 18. Length-tension curves of BSM without and BSM with cartilages

(BSM+C). The two groups showed no difference between active and resting

tensions.
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Figure 19. Maximum sho¡tening capacities. Isoronic shortening (^L",,) of TSM was

significantly greater than that of BSM. After removal of cartilage, BSM showed

greater shortening than BSM+C.



. Force-velocity properties

Figure 20 displays the typical F-V curves of TSM and BSM at various

time points. The linearized transform of the Hill equation was fitted to the data.

Goodness of fit is shown by the r2 values in Figure 20; they are significant (p <

0.05). The V"'s in the three groups af 2, 4, and 8 sec, obtained by the

quick-release method, are shown in Figure 21. The quick releases were applied

during the course of an isometric contraction to allow the muscle to shorten at

various time points. All thIee groups demonstrated highest velocities at 2 sec, and

all were slowest at 8 sec. Significant differences in Vo's were found among the

three groups at all time points. In Table 1, muscle constants obtained from

quick-release force-velocity experiments are shown. constant d at g sec tended to

be higher than at 2 sec, whereas å tended to decrease from 2 to g sec. The

constant a/b increased significantly f¡om 2 to 8 sec in all three groups. constant

a and b were asymptotes of X and y axes with force and velocity units,

respectively.
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Table 1. Constants derived analysis of force-velocity data using the Hill

equation

(n= 8) (n=7)

2 sec 8 sec 2 sec 8 sec

a,mN/mm2

b,L"ls

alP"

a/b

t/b

11 .06 + 1.51

0.052t0.008

0.197t0.003

246.9t37.97

24.44xs.083

12.20+L96

0.040f 0.009

0. 195 +0.004

385. 1 +71.38*

38.89r 10.31

12.88+ 1.56

0.06410.007

0.206 t0.004

209.9t22.66

16.99xl.733

t4.46+1.65

0.032+0.006

0.201È0.003

503.3t67.02*

31.17 +5.3s1

Constants are means + SE. TSM, tracheal smooth muscle; BSM, bronchial

smooth muscle. * P < 0.05, denotes significant differences compared with values

at 2 seconds.
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Figure 20. Force-velocity curves for TSM (4, n=6) and BSM (8, n=7) at 2 and g

s of isotonic contraction. Analysis of variance indicated that É values were high

(P < 0.05)
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Figure 21. Changes of maximum shortening velocity as a function of time. All 3

groups showed a decline in Vo from 2 to g s. BSM demonstrated smaller values

of Vo than TSM at 2, 4, and 8 s. BSM+C shortened more slowly than BSM at

2, 4, and 8 s.



II. Normalization of Force Generated by Airway Smooth Muscles

M orp ho lo g i cal mea s ureme nt

Photographs of cross sections of tracheal and bronchial strips obtained by

light microscopy have already been shown in Figure 16. There was no statistical

difference in the percent water content of tracheal and bronchial strips (Table 2).

The mean total tissue ctoss-sectional areas, determined using the video camera

system, for tracheal and bronchial strips were 0.299 X 0.015 and 0.243 X 0.019

mm2, respectively, and were not statistically different (Table 2). In addition, when

total tissue cross-sectional areas were calculated for the same strips using Eq. 1,

the values obtained were not significantly different from those obtained via the

video camera. On the contrary, the area identified

Table 2 Mechanical and mor.phometric data for TSM and BSM str.ips

TS*

Lo, mm

P", mN

7.16+0.468 7.50+0.54 0.28

44.82+5.03 8.54+t.55 <0.01

CSAr,mm2 0.299+0.015 0.243+o.ot9 0 t3

CSAno,mm2 0.23+0,012 0.082*0.006 <0,01

csAM/csAr 0.792x0.014 0.30+0.009 <0.01

Water content 85.1+7.7 85,8+9.2 0.56
(% wet wt)

Values are m€ans * SE of 9 dogs. L", optimal length; p", maxirnal active force; CSA',
total cross tìssue c¡oss-sectional area; CSA^,, muscle c¡oss-soctional ar€a.
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as muscle in the total cross section of tracheal strips (0.23 + 0.012 mm2) was

significantly greater (P < 0.01) than that in bronchial strips (0.0g2 + 0.006 mm2)

(Table, 2). Hence the ratio of the area occupied by smooth muscle cells to the

total cross-sectional area in tracheal tissue strips (0.79 + 0.014) was significantly

greater (P < 0.01) than in bronchiat tissue srrips (0.30 + 0.009) (Table 2). Light

and electron-microscopic analysis also showed that muscle fibres were o¡iented

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the bronchial strips used in mechanical studies

(Figure 22).



Fig:ure 22, Longitudinal view of bronchial smooth muscle strip. A: light

microscopy of hematoxylin-eosin-stained 5th generation bronchial strips

(x198). B: an electronmicroscopic longitudinal section (x2,0g0) of

bronchial smooth muscle fixed at optimal length. parallel arrangement of

b¡onchial smooth muscle cell fibers is confirmed,
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Contractile protein quantificatíon

The binding of Coomassie blue R-250 stain to BSA, myosin heavy chain,

and actin standards in SDS-PAGE was linear for loads up to l0 pg of protein per

lane. Linear regression analysis of dye binding (Sutoh 1983) yielded relative dye

binding capacities of 0.88, 0.46, and I for BSA (r, = 0.9907), myosin heavy

chain (r2 = 0.9868), and acrin (r, = 0.9959), respecrivety. MHC (200-204 kDa)

and actin (43 kDa) bands were well resolved from other proteins using tlre 4-20%

gradient gels employed (Figure 23).

€

t
43KDa

Figure 23. Typical 3-dimensional laser densitometric tracing ofbands obtained

by 4-7 .5 % sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of
a tracheal sample lane (A) and actual Coomassie-stained gel patterns of
tracheal (B) and bronchial (C) crude homogenates (sample loads : 10 pg).

Purified chicken gizzard myosin heavy chain (D) and actin (E) are also

illustrated (sample loads, 1.5 and 1.0 ¡rg, respectively). AU, absorbance

unit; a, actin; m, myosin heavy chain.
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Table 3. Contractile protein values for tracheal and bronchial smooth
muscle

TSM BSM

myosin, mg/g tissue

actin, mg/g tissue

actin:myosin, tissue

MHC,:MHCr, tissue

myosin, mg/g muscle

actin, mg/g muscle

actin:myosin, muscle

1.30t0.14

2.10t0.22

t.62t0.23

1.36+0.11

1.65 f 0. 18

2.68x0.27

1.62+0.18

0.61 +0. 15 < 0.05

1.12+0.L9 <0.05

1.83 +0.13 0. 18

1 .23 t 0.09 0.25

2.04+0.50 0.09

3.72t0,62 0,08

1.82t0.t7 0.i1

Values are means f SE of 9 dogs. Actin:myosin ratios are by weight
(mg/mg). MHC, and MHCr, myosin heavy chain isoenzymes.



Positive immunodetection of MHC bands was displayed on lVestern blots

using antibodies specific for smooth muscle MHC (not shown), however, no

detection was shown using non-muscle (platelet and fibroblast) myosin antibodies.

These results confirm that the MHC band was derived from the smooth muscle

component of the tissues. The 4% SDS-PAGE minigels confirmed the existence

of two MHC isoenzymes (MHCi and MHC2) in both rracheal and bronchial

tissues (Table 3). The bands corresponding to MHC were clearly distinguishable

from other bands on both the 4% and 4-20% gradient gels, indicating that

contaminating proteins(De Marzo €r ål 1e87r Ka\vÙnoto a¡d Adelsrein le8?) had been separated.

Tracheal strips possessed approximately 2.2 times as much myosin heavy chain

as bronchial strips (Table 3).

The difference appears to be correlated \¡/ith the difference in muscle cross

section (CsAM)/tissue cross section (CSAT) (Table 2) between rhe tracheal and

bronchial strips. This was indicated in that MHC content per unit muscle celi was

not statistically diffe¡ent between tracheal and bronchial smooth muscte (Table 3).

Quantitative measurement also revealed that the same situation exists for muscle

cell actin content (Table 3). Data from densitometric analysis of the 4%

SDS-PAGE minigels revealed rhat the relative ratio of MHCl:MHC2 in bronchial

and tracheal tissue was not statistically different (Table 3).

. Force generation and notmalization

I.ig. 24A, shows stress-strain curves for tracheal and bronchial smooth

muscle strips whe¡e force has been normalized with respect to total csAT (tissue

stress) detelmined with the video camera system. Tissue stress obtained from

tracheal strips was 4.27 times that of bronchial strips (Table 4), and this

difference was significant (P < 0.01). In Figure 248, force has been normalized

t17



to the proportion of smooth muscle in the total tissue cross-sectional area and

represents muscle stress. Tracheal strips developed 1.60 times the muscle stress

of bronchial strips, which represents a significant difference (Table 4). The

stress-strain curves with force normalized to mean tissue MHC content, and

myosin stress, are depicted in Figure 24C, Tncheal strip myosin stress was only

2.16 times that of the bronchial strips, a significant difference (p < 0.05) (Table

4). The 1.6-fold difference between tracheal and bronchial muscle stress was not

statistically different from the 2.16-fold difference between tracheal and bronchial

myosin stress (P = 0.11).
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Length (l/to)
Length-tension relationships oftracheal (opencircles) and bronchial (filled circles) smooth

muscle computed enploying different methods of normalization. A: active and resting tensions

normalized with respect to total cross-sgctional area of total stfip were plotted against relative

lengths of the tracheal (TSM) and bronchial (BSM) muscle strip (tissue stress), B: tensions were

normalized vith respect to actual muscle proportions in the muscle strips (muscle stress). Ci
tensions were normalized with respect to myosin heavy chain concentrafio¡ì of lhe t¡ssue cross-

section (myosin stress). Although the initiar difference in unadjusted tension between TsM and

BSM was 5.24-fold, after normalization with respect to tissue cross-sectional area (tissue stress)

this differelce was reduced to 1.60. Normalization with respect to myosin cross seclioD as a

tÌaction of total tissue cross section yielded a differe¡rce of 2.16-fold,
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Table 4. Stress normalization using different parameters

Tissue (CSA) Muscle (CSA) Myosin (CSA)

TSM

BSM

P

1.499:t0. 1 1.893 +0. 12 1153,08 +76. 15

< 0.01 < 0.05 < 0.05

Values are means t SE; Stress is measured x 105 N/mz.

To demonstrate that tissue weight is not a suitable parameter for

normalization of force (even at the expense of belabouring the obvious) as used

b! oths¡s(shiora "t "r 
re87; Mapp er al tese), an experiment was conducted in which a single

strip of canine tracheal smooth muscle was dissected out and cut into two smalle¡

strips. The length of strip 1 (Figure 254) was 8 mm and that of strip 2 was 4

mm. The figure shows that though their lengths we¡e dissimilar, as were their

weights (5.8 mg vs 2.8 mg), the maximum force was the same. The baselines in

the figure were displaced with respect to each other simply to enable separation

of the two records. In Figure 258 strip 3 was 2 mm wide while strip 4 was 1 mm

wide; their length were the same. The records confirmed that force is a function

of cross-sectionai area rather than total weight of the muscle tested.

0.351+0.05 1.171+0.15 533.43+75.99
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Figure 25. (A) Isometric myog¡ams of strips 1 and 2 of canine tracheal smooth

muscle. strip t has a length of 10 mm and st¡ip 2 only 5. The two showed similar force

production ability; (B) Isometric myograms of strips 3 and 4. Strip 3 is twice the

thickness of the strip 4. The former generated twice the force of the latter. This suggests

that it is the cross-sectional area, rather than the length of the muscle that determines the

force generation.
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III. Mechanical Properties of Bronchial Smooth Muscle from Sensitized

and Control dogs

Isometric sîudies

længth-tension relationships ofthe two groups are shown in Figure 26. No

significant difference was found between sensitized and control when forces were

normalized with respect to smooth muscle cross-sectional area in the total tissue

cross section. The values ofPo for the two groups were not significantly different.

The slopes of the two resting tension curves are also simila¡, indicating

operatively similar static properties between sensitized and control bronchial

smooth muscles at rest.
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Figure 26. Length{ension relationships of sensitized (sBSM) and control bronchial

smooth muscle (CBSM). Active and resting tensions are shown. Both groups

demonstrated similar length-tension relationships. Maximum active tensions (p")

are similar for both groups as well. Note that stresses were normalized to muscle

fraction of total tissue cross-sectional area. Lo, optimal length.
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Isotonic studies

Force-velocity relationships. Figure 27 depicts the force-velocity curves

for sensitized and control bronchial smooth muscle (SBSM and CBSM,

respectively) at2 aÍd 8 sec. The force-velocity relationships were fitted ,,vith the

Hill equation from which the muscle constants were obtained (Table 5). SBSM

demonstrated greater maximum shortening velocity than the control at 2 sec (p <

0.05). Both groups showed higher shortening velocities 2 sec after the onset of

stimulation than at 8 sec (P < 0.05). Also the value of a/b, reported, to be an

index of internal resistance to shortening(stephen! and Krome¡ le71), was lower in SBSM

than in CBSM.

The maximum elongations of SEC when the muscles developed their po,s

we¡e 0.087 t 0,004 and 0.087 + 0.004 (SE) of L" in CBSM and SBSM,

respectively. No statistical difference was found between them. Furthermore these

values are not statistically different (P > 0.05) from those we have previously

reported for the trachealis(stephens ånd Kromer 1e7l).
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Figure 27. Mean force-velocity data elicited from SBSM and CBSM by quick-release

load clamping technique. Mean shortening velocities are normalized with respect to

optimal length per second; and their respective loads are expressed as fractions of po's,

2s (A) and 8s (B) after onset of stimulation. At 2s, sensitized groups showed greater

maximum shortening velocity (V") than controls, whereas po's rvere the same.



Table 5. Bronchial smooth muscle constånts obtaÍned from Hill equation

SBSM (n= 13) CBSM (n:11)

2 sec 8 sec 2 sec 8 sec

V",L "/s 0.35 +0.02*$ 0.19+0.02

P",mN/mm, 68.26 t9.01 58,43 + 8.16

a, mN/mm2 13.25 + 1.81 10.0311.4

b, L"A 0.06210.007 0.03ó +0.007

0.27 +0.02+ 0.18 +0.01

78.9019.59* 68.24!8.29

16.96+1.98 13.84 + 1.83

0.06010.005 0.03910.00
5

alP. 0.193t0.007 0.173t0.007 0.219+0.009 0.201+0.00
7

alb 209.6+30.85+$ 291.7t39.019 301.2t41.07+ 374.4+43.6
2

llb 15.90+0.83+ 30.2112.53 17.80t|.44+ 30.13+4.53

Values are means t SE; a and å, constants with units of force and velocity,
respectively; t P < 0.05 compaled with values at 8 sec; g p < 0.05 compared wiih
control at the same time point.
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The values of maximum shortening capacity (ÂL.,") under resting tension

(0.05 P") are displayed in Figure 28. The ÁL,,* for SBSM [0.67 t 0.033 L",

(SE)l was significantly greater rhan that for CBSM (0.51 + 0.038, p < 0.01).

A significant difference (P < 0.01) was also found in the proportion of isotonic

shortening occurring within the first 2 sec between control (0.51 + 0.049) and

sensitized (0.81 + 0.032) muscles. There is no difference between the two

optimal lengths.

Morphological studies

Quantitative planimetric analysis showed no difference in the smooth

muscle fraction in total tissue cross-sectional area of the strips. The proportions

of muscle tissue in the total cross-sectional area were 0.301 + 0.02 and 0.311 +

0.03 for CBSM and SBSM, respectively. Hence, no correction for this factor was

required in comparing tissue stresses developed by the CBSM and SBSM. Neither

inflammation and cellular infiltration, nor smooth muscle hypertrophy or

hyperplasia were found in the sections of b¡onchi from sensitized dogs.
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Figure 28. Maximum shortening capacities of SBSM and CBSM. SBSM showed a

greater shortening capacity (Almax) than CBSM. Al.max at 2s (Lr,,) is grearer

in SBSM than in CBSM. Values for SBSM are significantly higher (p<0.01)
than for CBSM.
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fV. kotonic Relaxation of Bronchial Smooth Muscle

Half relaxation time

Figure 29 shows the values of T,,r.", obtained from bronchial smooth

muscle after 1 and 10 sec of stimulation. Sensitized bronchial smooth muscle was

found to have a significantly increased T,,r,", after 1 sec of stimulation when

compared with that of the control. There is no difference between T,,r,""s in

relaxations after 10 sec of stimulation of muscles from the two groups. Thus it is

only the normally cycling crossbridges that show prolonged relaxation.

Mechanisms of relaxation: sture oÍ actívation of uossbridge cycting

Figure 30A. demonstrates that isotonic relaxation consists of an initial slow

phase (phase i), the convexity of which is upward, followed by a linear phase

(phase ii) and then a final slow phase (phase iii), the convexity of which is

downward. Phase i represents the balance between the elongation effect of the

load on the relaxing muscle and the retarding effect of residual activation. phase

ii represents the continued elongation, effected by the load on the muscle, the

activation of which may have been almost absent. whether passive recoil of the

compressed internal resistor reported by s5(St+t'ens erut re88) also contributes to the

relaxation is a possibility that needs fiiture study. It would have contributed even

mo¡e to relaxation in phase i but its effect would be obscured by the relatively

greater activation of the muscle at that time.
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Figure 29. Mean half-relaxation time (T,,r."r) in sensitized and control bronchial

smooth muscle. Value of T,,r,.u in SBSM was similar to that of CBSM after los

of stimulation. However, after 1s of stimulation it was almost doubled in SBSM

than in CBSM, índicating alrerations in properties of early normally cycling

crossbridges.
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Figure 30. Inactivation of bronchial smooth muscle's active state during isotonic

relaxation. A: isotonic shortening recording showing 3 phases during relaxation. B: zero

load velocities (v") from quick release during isotonic relaxation (shown in Figure 118).

During phase 1, Vo decreased gradually as the relaxation became faster in A. In phase

2, Vo started spontaneously to increase and reached its peak in phase 3 accompanied by

slowing down of relaxation.
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The zero-load velocities (V") obtained by quick-release techniques during

isometric and isotonic relaxation are shown in Figure 308. The state of activation

of the crossbridges in isometric relaxation, as judged by analysis of the temporal

behaviour of V", decayed gradually after the withdrawal of stimulation. However,

what was unexpected was that, during isotonic relaxation, activation decayed in

the first 2-5 sec after turning off the stimulator and then started to increase again

(Figure 308). This reactivation coincided with the final phase of relaxation (phase

iii) in which the relaxing velocity of the muscle began to slow down. This

spontaneous reactivation of the crossbridge cycling has been observed in tracheal

smooth muscle also (unpublished observation). It has never been reported before

in either striated or smooth muscle. No difference was found in the state of

âctivation ofcrossbridges between sensitized and control bronchial smooth muscle.
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v' Biochemical Properties of sensitized and contror Airway smooth Muscles

ATPase activity

As residual Ca2+ in homogenates could bind to calmodulin and activate

MCLK and ATPase subsequently, EGTA was included in the assay buffer to

eliminate it. There was no difference between ATpase activity with and without

EGTA, indicating that there was no significant myosin ATpase âctivation before

external trigger ca2+ was applied. when maximally activated, actomyosin ATpase

activity in sensitized ASMs was significantly higher (Figure 31) in both rhe

tracheal and b¡onchial myofibrillar homogenates than in their control counterparts.

MLC phosphorylation

A Western blot of MLCs has already been shown in Figure 13. Ten

percent polyacrylamide urea gel electrophoresis, as previously described by

Hathaway and Haeberle(1e85), was well suited to separation of the

monophosphorylated and unphosphorylated MLCro bands with high resolution. As

shown in Figure 13, the unphosphorylated MLCro bands are predominant whereas

the biphosphorylated bands are hardly seen. The resting state phosphorylation of

MLCro in sensitized rsM was elevated to almost the same level as that of control

at 4 sec. The maximum level with neurogenic stimulation (electrical field

stimulation) in sensitized rsM was significantly increased when compared with

that in control TSM (Figure 32). Also, the absolute increase in MLCro

phosphorylation after electrical stimulation in sensitized rsM is significantty

higher (0.247 t 0.03) when compared wirh thar of rhe conrrol (0.14g t 0.02; p

< 0.05).
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Figure 31. Actomyosin ATPase specific activity of airway smooth muscle in

myofibrillar preparation. Both TSM and BSM from sensitized dogs show

increased ATPase specific activity when normalized to myosin heavy chain

(MHC) content. * P < 0.01.
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Figure 32 Myosin light chain (MLCro) phosphoryration at rest and during electricar

stimulation. The ratio of monophosphorylated MLC20 (MLC-P) to toral MLCr0

rvas found to be elevated at both time points. * p<0.01. The absolute increase

in MLCro phosphorylation after electrical stimulation in sensitized TSM is

significantly higher (0.247 f 0.03) when compared with that of the control

(0.148 + 0.02; P<0.05).
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MLCK properties

Laser densitometric analysis of MLCK bands (Figure 33, upper panel) on

7 .5% mini SDS-PAGE gel revealed a significant increase in its content in

sensitized BSM and TSM (lower panel of Figure 33).

Okadaic acid inhibited phosphatase activity, thus significantly and

considerably increasing the activity of MLCK in TSM from sensitized and control

groups (Table 6). The activities of MLCK for sensitized and control TSM were

intensified by similar amount after applying okadaic acid, indicating similar levels

of myosin phosphatase inhibition for both groups. As the okadaic acid stock was

dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (MerSO), the effecr of MerSO on MLCro

phosphorylation was also tested. It was shown to have no effect. The

incorporation rate of yJ2P into MLC per minute was found significantly elevated

in sensitized TSM and BSM in comparison with that in control (left panel in

Figure 34). However, when the content of MLCK was taken into account, i.e.,

the y-32P incorporation rate was expressed as nmol Py'¡rg MLCK/min (specific

âctivity), the difference between sensitized and control groups disappeared because

of the increased amount of MLCK in sensitized groups (right panel of Figure 34).

Cleveland mapping disclosed no apparent change in the primary structures of

MLCK in sensitized TSM and BSM when compared \¡/ith those in control.
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Figure 33. Myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) quantification. Upper panel: A typical

7.5 % mini SDS-PAGE gel showing MLCK bands. A = high molecular weight marker;

B = smooth muscle MLCK standard; C,D = CTSM and CBSM (control TSM and

BSM); E,F : STSM, SBSM (sensitized TSM and BSM). Lower panel: MLCK contents

were found greater in sensitized airway smooth muscles than in controls. ** P<0.05 *

P < 0.01. FWT = fresh tissue weight.
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Figure 34. MLCK activity in sensitized and control TSM and BSM. Upper panel:

the incorporation rate of 32p into MLC (MLCK activity) in TSM and BSM was

significantly higher than in control. Lower panel: when expressed as the

incorporarion rate of 32p into MLC/¡rg MLCIlmin, i.e., the MLCK specific

activity, the difference between sensitized and control smooth muscles vanished.

FWT : fresh tissue weight.
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Table 6, Effect of okadaic acid on myosin light chain kinase activity*

CTSM STSM

oA-

oA+

28.5 +s.7(n =3)

46.99 +8.33(n = 8)

70.3 f 8.2(n =3)

91.916.43(n:8)

Values a¡e means t SE; OA: okadaic acid; *: activity expressed as 32pi nmol/mg
tissue/min; : P < 0.01 when comp ed with that of confrol.

VI. MLCro phosphorylation ånd intracellular Ca2+ transient during isometric

and isotonic contraction.

MLCro phosphorylation

The resting value of MLC2. phosphorylation was the sâme for isotonic and

isometric groups and was within the range of those reported b/ oths¡5(De Lanerotte ano

Paur leer). The mean isometric MLCro phosphorylation (X'igure 35) reached its peak

of 43% at 7 s after the onset of electrical stimulation. The level of MLC20

phosphorylation had already started to descend while stimulation of 10 s duration

was still on and remained elevated above resting level for at least 200-250 s.

Isotonic MLC20 phosphorylation, on the other hand, started at the same rate of

MLC, phosphorylation as that of the isometric, but did not reach to over 27 % at

3 s under same electrical stimulation and fell back to almost resting level at about

6 s, while the muscle was still shortening with the maximum shortening being

attained at about 12 s (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Myosin light chain phosphorylation during isomerric (upper curve) and

isotonic (lower curve) contraction. A significant difference was found between

the levels of MLCro phosphorylation under the same magnitude of electrical

stimulation. Around 20 sec, isotonic MLCro phosphorylation level started

spontaneously to increase without stimulation.
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MLCro phosphorylation during isotonic relaxation showed spontaneous

elevation for a relatively long period of time (Figure 35). Such spontaneous

increase in MLC26 phosphorylation coincides with the spontaneous activation of

crossbridge cycling assessed by maximum shortening velocities as mentioned

before (Figure 30).

The relationship between muscle length and MLCro phosphorylation was

then investigated by measuring MLCro phosphorylation of muscle strips stretched

to different static lengths using the same techniques mentioned above. As shown

in Figure 36, MLCro phosphorylation correlated positively with the muscle lengths

both at rest and during electrical stimulation. At 1.5 L", the resting value of

MLCro phosphorylation was even higher than the stimulated value at 0.5 L".
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Figure 36. Myosin light chain phosphorylation levers at different lengths ofmuscle.
MLCro phosphorylation level correlates positively with the length of the muscle.



Intracellular Ca2+

Upon stimulation, the fluorescence signals excited at 340 and 3g0 nm by

a mercury lamp, increased initially and declined subsequently in a length_

dependent manner during muscle shortening. Similar to the levels of MLCro

phosphorylation, [Ca,*], was less in isotonic shortening than in isometric

contraction under the same magnitude of stimulation. The more the muscle

shortened, the less was the intracellular Ca2+ concentration (Fig 37). Also, during

isotonic relaxation, there was a slight spontaneous increase in [Ca2*]i, which

corresponds with the spontaneous elevation of MLCro phosphorylation during

isotonic relaxation (Figure 35).
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DISCUSSION

I. Bronchial smooth muscle preparation

The majority of in vitro mechanical sn¡dies of airway smooth muscle has

been Caf¡ied OUt On tfACheA inStead Of bfonchi(Aizåwa er ar leBBì Anrhon;ssen er ål t97e; cunsr ãnd

MiPner l98l; Kroeger and steph€ns l97l; Mitchel a¡d srephens 1983; shioya er ål 1987; srephens e¡ al I969; srcphens 1973; srephens

Iess) because obtaining a strip of pure bronchiar smooth muscre is technicalry

difficult. work in our laboratory has shown canine trachear smooth muscre to be

fairly suitable for mechanical stualies6ro€cet â¡d srEphens l9?li Mitchell and srephens 1983i seow ãnd

sr€phens 1986i seow and stephens 198?; srepbens er ar 1969) since it is easy to p¡epare, remains quite

stable during the 3-hr experiment, possesses low resting tension at optimal length,

and can be easily tetanized. However, the primary consideration in sn¡dying

bronchial smooth muscle was that it was a direct approach to the study of a ergic

bronchoconstriction because the major locus of resistance to airflow is located in

the third to seventh generations of the bronchial tree(Pdr"y "r"t 
re?o) and because it has

been indicated that the early astrrÌnatic response to antigen cha enge is rikery to

involve constriction of the central âirwayGo't"in et al le48i Dulrano ånd Hew€rson 1e66),

Furthermore, smooth muscle hypertrophy has been found in the segmental bronchi

of asthmatics(H"ber and Kocssrer 1e22; Dunnir et ar re6e). These data suggest that it probably is

the central airways that are constricted during the early asthmâtic response even

though the exact site of asthmatic attack is not established.

The main technical difficulty in studying bronchial smooth muscre was the

presence of cartilaginous plates. Any study attempting to elucidate muscle

contraction at crossbridge level should include delineation of force-velocity and

instantaneous stiffness vs time curves. In presenting additional inertia and viscosity

that would invatidate such studies, the plates were a major problem. on the other
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hand if the behavior of intact airways were to be described, the removal of plates

would be self-defeating. All the muscle strips for mechanical experimentation

were also studied morphotogically. The para[el arrangement of smooth muscre

fibers in non-branching bronchial segments and the absence of any direct

attachment of smooth muscle to cartilages rendered it possible to remove cartilage

and connecfive tissues and to obtain an intact muscle strip preparation

mechanically describable. Therefo¡e the cartilages that were expected to exert

ine¡tial and viscous effects on the dynamic properties of the muscre were veÍy

carefully removed from the bronchial walls. Cartilage removal exerted no

untoward damage on muscle contractility for the following reasons: 1) the

normalized P'os were similar in both bronchial smooth muscle strips with and

without cartilage; 2) v"s of BSM were significantry greater than those of

BSM+c; 3) no evidence of muscle damage was found in the historogical study;

and 4) the value of ÂL.,* was greater in the BSM than in the intact groups

(BSM+C).

The percentages of smooth muscle tissue in the cross_sectional area of

tracheal and bronchial strips were obtained to normalize the length-tension and

force-velocity relationships. This normalization allowed the effects of different

quantities of muscle in TSM and BSM strips to be eliminated and comparison

made between groups. However, the close to theefold difference bet\ryeen the

active tensions of rSM and BSM carurot be totally accounted for by the

difference in smooth muscle tissue content between these groups and this w r be

discussed later.

The isometric tension developed at the time when muscle was quickly

released, P"(t), varied slightly from one contraction to another, mainly because of
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the intrinsic instability of the muscle, which may be increased by application of

load clamps (especially zero load clamp). The steady-state value of p"(t) is very

important in fitting data to the hyperbolic Hill equation. Any significant decrease

in P"(t) invatidates the experimentar data because it may indicate progressive

functional deterioration of the muscle preparation. Therefore only those results in

which Po varied ( 15% between the beginning and the end of the experiment

were accepted for analysis. From such carefully controlled experiments, the force-

velocity relationship and maximum isotonic shortening capacity were computed.

The fact that 
^L',, 

was greater in BSM than in BSM+C proves that

cartilaginous plates, though discontinuous and compliant, could have a significant

role in preventing bronchial muscre from shortening maximalry. Therefore, any

study to elicit valid force-velocity relationship and maximum shortening capacity

of BSM, where the data are to be anaryzed in terms of crossbridges, should be

conducted in tissue free of cartilage. our preliminary experiment showed that the

remaining connective tissue in the BsM strips, from which all cartilages had been

removed, had no significant effect on the contractility of the muscle. No furthe¡

effort was made to remove the remaining connective tissues because the possibility

of muscle damage would increase.

Although the ÂLn,,, of the isolated strip of TSM was greatet than that of

the bronchus, it must be pointed out that the former muscle bridges between the

two ends of the horseshoe-shaped cartilage, i.e. , TSM extends for onry about one-

fifth of the tracheal circumference with the length of four-fifth of the that

circumference unchangeable, whereas the BSM extends over the entire

circumference of the bronchial wali. Therefore, one could expect that resistance

to airflow in bronchi would be increased much more than that in the trachea for
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equivalent degrees of muscle shortening. This is another important consideration

in choosing bronchial smooth muscle.

Both bronchial and tracheal groups showed reduced maximum verocities

at the 8 -s point of contraction. our results agreed with that reported by Dilron et

afresr), who showed sim ar behavior in hog carotid arteriar smooth muscle and

suggested that the decreases a¡e due to development of latch bridges. ln nact, a/b,

which was an index of an internal viscous resistance factor as reported by seow

and stephens(1e86), increased significantly from 2 to g sec in our study. The source

of this internal resistance is not known but could be the so-called latch bridges.

It has been suggested@illon er ål leslr siesmâ¡ e! al Ie76) that smooth muscle contraction is

subserved by two types of crossbridges recruited sequentially. Early in

contraction, normally cycling crossbridges are activated; later, slowly cycling ones

become active. It is not clear whether they berong to the same population or two

different ones. Slowly cycling crossbridges are believed to be responsible for the

major portion of force development and force maintenance, whereas isotonic

shortening may be effected mainJy by normally cycling ones. Our results showed

that the "latch bridges" are operative in BSM, just as they are in TSM. During the

first 1-3 sec, normally cycling crossbridges were activated and produced more

rapid isotonic contraction. when slowly cycling crossbridges were recruited later,

the muscle strips presented decreased veloeities,

It is likely that the slower velocity of BSM compared with TSM is due to

the presence of comective tissue still remaining in the BSM after the cartilage has

been removed. It is quite clear, however, that in removing the cartilage we have

removed a considerabie part (57 % of cross-sectional area) of the extraneous load

on the smooth muscle as estimated by pranimetry. This extraneous road may have
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been greater than estimated, in view of the fact that the cart age is much denser

than the connective tissues, which appear light and spongy. What is clear is that

removal of the cartilage improves the mechanical performance of the BSM strip

and allows bettef interpretation of the mechanical data in terms of crossbridges.

Inasmuch as it presents a very loose strucnJre, the aggregate amount of connective

tissue is possibly very small and makes a very minor contribution to the

visco-inertial properties of the strip. confirmation of this will have to await the

development of techniques that remove cormective tissue tota y without damaging

the adjacent muscle.

The finding that maximum velocity of isotonic shortening at 2 sec in

cartilage-free bronchial strips was greater than in those with cart age intact

suggested that bronchial cartilages prevented the muscre from shortening at

maximal velocity. More important, it displâyed that ¡emoval of cartilage did not

impair contractile activity and that the preparation deveroped was a reriabre one.

Therefore, to better anaryze the force-verocity characteristics and length-tension

relationships ofthe BsM at the crossbridge level, the cartilages should be removed

from the muscle. It must be pointed out that the use of bronchial strips is

preferable to the use of bronchial ring preparations. when rings are not fu y
stretched, it is difficult to accurately measure muscle length and it is the¡efore not

possible to accurately estimate cross-sectional area. This renders normalization of

force almost impossible.

il. Force Normalization

comparison of tension developed by smooth muscres from different roci

or at different developmental stages mandates that techniques used yield valid
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results and that reliable normalizations are employed. The former consideration

entails the use of supramaximal stimulus, the ability of muscle to be easily

tetanized, and the existence of parallel orientation of the contractile filaments to

each other such that the cellular forces are exerted in the same axis(r¡anc a¡d stephens

reeo; stephcns er at le84). We have identified the optimal functional orientation of airway

smooth muscle strips for force production by cutting them at a va¡iety of angles

and comparing the forces they develop. Transverse cuts of both tracheal and

bronchial muscle tissues effected the greatest tissue stress; these values were, on

average, 20-30% higher than those from strips cut ât 45o from the transverse

plane. In conjunction with mechanical data, histological data show that muscle

cells are oriented parallel to each other and with the longitudinal axis of the

transverse tracheal and bronchial strips. An electron-microscopy study of human

airways also confirms that bundres of smooth muscres are arranged in a para el

fashion along a direction perpendicular to the longinrdinal axis of subsegmental

bronchiGbina e¡ al res). Based on these data, transversely cut strips were used in all

experiments. These results also suggest that the contractile filaments are arranged.

parallel to the long axis of the cell and, not obliquely, at least in TSM and BSM,

The field of asthma research currently shows considerable activity in the

contractile properties of airway smooth muscle, whereas, most investigations in

the past have focused on evaluating force produced by whole tissues@app €r ar lesei

MurPhv et al lese; Rùssell le?8; shiova et ar le87). This fepresents a switch in inte¡est in the

mechanics of the whore organ to one of anarysis of ce ular mechanisms of

contraction. The measured force has been normalized to represent the properties

of the muscle component of the tissue in a variety of ways(Armou.etat Ie84; cohen andMurphy

1978; lìa1,8 ar'd Slephens 1990, JiÂ¡g et at l99l; Ma¡p er åt 1989; Murphy et at l9B9; Russell 1978; Shioya er al t9B7)
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rendefing comparison of reported values difficult. commonly used normalization

is as grams force or tension developed per gram wet weight of tissue@åpp er Âr re8e;

shiovâetar le87). In addition, force has been rerated to the area of the longitudinal face

of the muscle(A''our €t ar le84). cohen and Murphy(rere) ¡uua 
"roloyed 

stress and strain

as normalizing parameters to analyze force development by smooth muscle. Their

snrdies, however, dealt mainly with vascular rather than airway smooth muscle.

Theoretically, only the crossbridges in the harf-sarcomeres of a given cross

section of a skeletal muscle cont¡ibute to force generated by the tissueovoh¿e" a ,r

1e85). The rest of the crossbridges in the remainder of the muscre are in se¡ies and

do not contribute to the force transduced externally. The force generated by

adjacent crossbridges on both side of the Z-line neutralize each other as show in

Figure 38. That is, of two muscle strips with equal weights, the one with the

greater cross-sectional area (csA) exerts more fo¡ce if myosin filament lengths

are equal. This theory is likely to be true for smooth muscle, in which mini-

sarcomeres likely exist. The evidence in Figure 25 supports these ideas and

mandates the no¡malization of force as stress with respect to the cross-sectional

area of smooth muscle tissue i.e. stress. Force normalization in terms of tissue

weight or longitudinal side a¡ea may be based on the notion that alr the

crossbridges in a muscle strip contribute to the externâlly transduced force.

Howeve¡ this assumption, (quite apart from being physiologically correct) as

indicated above, renders such normarizations unsuitable for comparing tissues

which a¡e not of exactly the same dimension and origin. Given that cross-sectional

area is an appropriate normalization parameter, when determining CSA using Eq.

1 one other desiderahrm to be satisfied is that tissue water contents should be the

same, as tissue weight is used in the calculation, our data confirm that there was
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no difference in the water content of tracheal and bronchial strips.

Furthermore, normarization of force with respect to cross-section area has

to consider the following issues. when force is normarized with respect to csA"
(tissue stress) it is presumed that the entire csA, is made up of contractile units.

Although this is almost true for striated muscle, it is certainly not so for smooth

muscle(coh€n a¡d Mùrphv 1e78i Jians a¡d srephens reeo). In the current snrdy I have assessed the

fraction of the tissue cross section that is made up of muscle. The muscle fraction

we report for canine trachealis (0.79) is very similar to that reported for pig

trachealis (0.71trc"1* ånd Mù'phv le78)) where low-power electron microscopy was

employed. on the other hand, muscle constituted a smalrer fraction (0.3 + 0.009)

in bronchial tissue cross sections. In fact, when differences in cross-sectional

muscle cell content were taken into account when normalizing the force (muscle

stress) developed by tracheal and bronchial strips, greater than 62% of the

difference in their respective tissue stresses was negated.
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The correct normarization parameter is based critica[y on the mechanism

by which isometric force is produced in the muscle. The common approach is to

use that of skeletal muscle physiologists, which in turn is based on delineation of

muscle structure. The unit of structure and function of skeletal muscle is the

sarcomere, with the crossbridges being the force and shortening generators. The

polarity of the crossbridges is such that the orientation of their power stroke is

towards the centre of the sarcomere. crossbridges in adjacent half-sarcomeres that

exert force in opposite directions in the muscle can be thought of as being in

series and therefore exert force on each other. It is only the crossbridges in the

last half sarcomere that âre unopposed and exert force on the outside worrd via

tendons. These crossbridges transmit their force via the actin f ament, and hence

it is the force in the cross section to which these actins rerate that is important.

Normalization with respect to cross-sectional area yields, of course, stress.

Fo¡ce is a function of the numbers and characte¡istics of the crossbridges

operative in the muscle's cross sectionoolerse et ål ress). Normalization with respect

to the crossbridges activated in the c¡oss section is not yet possible for smooth

muscle, however, as an immediate substitute we have employed the mean myosin

content in the crossbridges present in a half sarcomere that operate in the muscles

c¡oss section. considerable differences have been reported for smooth muscle

tissue myosin and actin content from different tissues and species(cohen ånd Murphy re?8;

Murakami and Uchida 1985i sobiesz€k ard Bremet 1975¡ Treseår and Squire 1973). OUf estimates fOf MHC

content in canine tracheal and bronchial tissue (Table 3) fall within range of other

smooth muscle estimates, which have been as low as 0.0r mg/g wet wt in chicken

gizz¿¡do'ru'uru'ni6'"d uchida ress) and as high as 1,6,2 mglg wet wt of pig oesophagus(coh.n

a¡d Murphv re78). A similar scenario is true for our actin measurements. The resorution
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of MHC and actin bands by the gradient polyacrylamide gels showed and, in

addition, western blotting confirmed that the MHC band was not contaminated by

non-smooth muscle myosin. In fact, a previous study(coren a,rd Murphv reTs), which

employed less-effective 5 mm-diameter tube gel electrophoretic methods, was able

to achieve resolution high enough to show that actin and MHC estimates from

va¡ious smooth muscles were not compromised by unknown proteins.

Furthermore, the three-dimensional densitometric technique that we employ

enabled us to ensure that band shapes and sizes did not introduce quantitative

anomalies into our measurements. with the development of the ín vitro moriliry

assay(Shetø "r 
a tler; Kron et Âl 1991; umenìoro ånd sellers 1990) it may not be too long before we can

measure the exact force generated by a single crossbridge of any muscle.

It has been suggested that higher actin-to-myosin ratios resurt in higher

force generating ability(cot'"n "n0lirurphv 
re78). Smooth muscle actin contents have been

reported ranging from 1. 1 to 3.5 times those of MHC by weight(coh." *d Murphy re78;

small ånd sobierz€k le?7; sobiesz€k and Bremer te?5). More specifically, Cohen and Murphy(rezal ¡uu"

shown a 1'8: I (mg:mg) actin{o-MHc ratio for pig trachealis. This result is quite

similar to those reported he¡e for canine airway smooth muscle. From our

measurements of actin and myosin content (Table 3) we estimate molar actin-to-

MHC ratios (assuming the molecular weights of MHC and actin to be 200 and 45

kDa, respectively) in bronchial and trachear smooth muscles to be about g.2:1,

which corresponds with previously accepted values(snìaìl ånd sobieszek 1e77; sobieszek and Bremer

reTr). our data show that between canine tracheal and bronchial smooth muscre

the¡e are no differences in the rerative amounts of actin and myosin; therefore,

this factor does not account for the differences we have measured in force

production between the two tissues.
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Tissue MHC content for tracheal samples was 2.2-fold (Table 3) of that

fo¡ bronchial samples. This difference was of similar magnitude to the difference

found in histological studies where we estimated muscle content of tracheal strips

to be 2.6-fold of that for bronchial strips (Table 2). Hence the content of myosin

per unit of muscle cell was not significantly different in tracheal and bronchial

muscles. In this situation, normalizing force as muscle stress is equivalent to using

myosin stress, and the former would be sufficient to accurately compare force

developed by airway smooth muscles from different loci and species. In fact, the

1'60-fold difference between tracheal and bronchial muscle stress was not

significantly diffe¡ent from the 2. 16-fold difference between tracheal and bronchial

myosin stress. When comparing the mechanical properties of airway smooth

muscle obtained from animals or humans at different levels of developmental or

pathophysiological states (e.g,, asthma), measu¡ement of muscle cell contractile

protein content is necessary to âccount for potential variations in muscle stress that

may exist in these states.

After normalization with respect to cross-sectional smooth muscle content

and contractile protein content, quantitative differences in force production by

tracheal and bronchial strips exist, although the initial4.3-fold difference between

tracheal and bronchial tissue stress is considerably reduced to a 1 .6-fold difference

in their respective muscle stresses. The nature of this apparent difference in

tracheal and bronchial smooth muscle properties is not obvious from our data.

subtle differences in fibre orientation could potentiate disparity seen for force

development, such that normalization based on muscle content alone would be

essentially incomplete. our assessment of the muscle fib¡e orientation in the

tissues used in this study was qualitative; that normalized tracheal smooth muscle
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force is different from that for bronchial smooth muscle might warrant quantitative

analysis of fibre orientation. ultimately the nature of the crossbridges responsible

for generating force in any smooth muscle will determine function, and it seems

likely that properties of this type will need to be examined in some detail to fullv

unde¡stand differences between tissues.

III. Mechanical properties of sensitized and contror airway smooth muscles

Post-mortem analysis from status âsthmaticus patients have been reported

to demonstrate bronchial smooth muscle hypertrophy@r*ill et al le6e; Huber and Koes!ler le22;

lakizawa ând rhur¡beck le?l). only, one study(sobonyâ lÐ), however, reported that bronchial

smooth muscle content was not significantly increased in asthmatic patients who

had died from non-asthmatic causes. In the studies where smooth muscle

hypertrophy was reported, the effective factor was likery the incidence of repeated

asthmatic attacks \.vhich somehow resulted in the smooth muscle hypertrophy

before death. smooth muscle hypertrophy in either trachea or bronchi from our

ragweed pollen sensitized dogs has never been indicated in morphometric study(ri-c

€r ar ree2a) and in DNA, RNA quantificatioíHaravko er a req), probably because these

animals have never been challenged. Inflammation and the concomitant cellular

infiltration are not seen either. This suggests, in turn, that although inflammation

may be responsible for the chronic asthmatic response, it likely plays almost no

role in the acute response. Furthermore these young animals are likely to show

only the early primary disease changes, which should facilitate the elucidation of

primary causes of the disease.

The importance of investigating smooth muscle from bronchi has been

dealt with in the Introduction section. It is obvious that the smooth muscle from
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this segment be investigated. Therefore we deveroped a bronchial preparation from

which the cartilage plates and con¡ective tissue were removed while leaving

smooth muscle structurally and functionally intact(riune and srephens res). From this

preparation, the length+ension relationships of sBSM and cBSM were delineated.

The Po in sensitized dogs was unchanged, indicating that isometric parameters are

insensitive indicators of disease.

Isometric properties of airway smooth muscle rerate to the stiffness of the

bronchial wall only, and their role in regulating resistance is minor. Inasmuch as

the resistance to flow in a tube depends inversely on its diameter (a quartic

function of its radius), flow regulation in airways or blood vessels, which are

directly controlled by shortening or elongating rather than stiffening of smooth

muscle, is best studied in vitro by evaluation of isotonic parameters such as the

force-velocity relationship and ÁL,,,, However, very few studies of these

parameters(stephens et Âl 1988) have been carried out.

An increase of 31.4% in maximum shortening capacity in SBSM has been

found. This is significant with respect to allergic bronchoconstriction, because

computations using Poiseuille's equation, which applies here because the flow in

this part of the respiratory tree is laminar, indicate that this increase in shortening

in the sensitized model (assuming that all other variables held constant) would

translate into 386.1% increase in airflow resistance.

Because most of the shortening occurred within the first 2 sec, the early,

normally cycling crossbridges are more important (than appears at first glance) to

snrdy as far as isotonic shortening is concerned. The increased shortening velocity

and amount of shortening at 2 sec in sBSM suggest that early, normally cycling

crossbridges may be responsible for the increased Â\,*. That is, an increase in
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the rate of normally cycling crossbridges would decrease the time that is needed

for achievement of maximum isotonic shortening. These early crossbridges are

activated by phosphorylation of myosin light chain(cMu"¡iee and Muçhy re83). A

concomitant increase in activity of myofibrillar adenosinetriphosphatase (ATpase)

has been shown in the sensitized tracheal, as well as in bronchial and pulmonary

arterial, smooth r¡ggglg(Kone et at 198ó; Rao et al teel; Jiaos et al lee2c). The level of myosin light

chain (20 kDa) phosphorylation has been found to be increased in sensitized

airway smooth muscleGonc et ar reeo;rians etal reec). It is likely that the greater maximum

shortening velocities found in sBSM are the result of increased myosin ATpase

activation brought about by an elevated lever of myosin light chain

phosphorylation. we have also shown an increased celrurar content of myosin light

chain kinase in sensitized airway smooth muscle(ria¡c er al ree2c).

Another factor that could affect the magnitude of shortening is the

compliance of the so-called internal resistor. The evidence that it exists is

straightforward. Ifa resting muscre, stretched to beyond Lo, is released, it returns

to Lo. Furthermore, if stimulation is removed from a maximally shortened muscle,

the muscle re-elongates to its original length. It is as if there were an elastic

sffucnrre to resist shortening and stretching within the cell. In the shortening

phase, this resistor is compressed and stores potentiar energy. when the stimulus

is tu¡ned off, the resistor re-expands and restores the muscre to its original length.

It has been reported that the internal resistance to shortening, inferred from the

parameter a/b$teqhens et at le87) or directly measured(seow a'd srephens le87) of the sensitized

tracheal smooth muscle is more compliant than that of the control(s,.phens €r ar leBB).

This could partly account for the increased shortening in sensitized muscle. The

mechanism for increased compriance of the internal resistor in sensitized muscle
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is still unknown. changes in properties of collagen, elastin, and other structures

in the extracellular and extrafascicular spaces are strong contenders. However, the

finding that the passive properties (resting tensions) from both groups were the

same does not support the idea that changes in collagen and elastin are responsible

for increased shortening. The cytoskeleton is thus another contender. It has been

reported that low doses of ionizing radiation of skinned skeletal muscle cells

induced changes in two cytoskeletal proteins, nebulin and titin, resulting in

decreased passive and active tensions in response ts s¿lslum(Horowirs e¡ år 1e86).

Although titin and neburin have been found in smooth muscle, there is a large

numbe¡ of other smaller-molecular-weight cytoskeletal proteins present in smooth

muscle(Rasmì']lsen er al re87) such as filamin, desmin, vimentin, vinculin, pectin, c{,_

actinin, and synemin, all of which could contribute to the structure of the internal

resisto¡. Additionally, Rasmussen et afle'?) have shown that these proteins are

phosphorylated late in contraction. The purpose of this phosphorylation is not

clear; however, it could alter the mechanical properties ofthe cytoskeletal netwo¡k

and, therefore, change the properties of the internal resistor. presumably such

properties could be quantitatively different in sASM to account for the increased

shortening. our recent study, intracellular free ca2+ transient during isotonic

shortening of airway smooth muscle does not reach the same level as that in

isometric contraction(rì"ns et al lee3). This reduced ca2+ elevation during isotonic

shortening may result in a lower level of MLCro phosphorylatioír jans etar ree2b). It

is possible that there may be an intracellular system that senses the length change

(shortening) and negativery feeds back to decrease the ca2+ mobilization

mechanisms, thus prevents excessive shortening, which is, in most cases, an

undesirable situation that could lead to increase in airway o¡ vascular resistance.
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This last possibility might be another mechanism for the operation of the so-called

inte¡nal resistance,

ry. Airway Smooth Muscle Relaxation

Antigen (ragweed pollen) sensitization of the newborn dogs has resulted

in a series of mechanical alterations, such as increased maximum shortening

velocity and capacity in early contraction in airway smooth muscle(Amonhsen er at reTe;

Jians eral lee2a;stePhens and Kroeger 1e80). These changes in smooth muscle shortening occurred

much earlier than any other mechanical changes that develop in airway

hyperresponsiveness, for \ryhich the mechanisms are not understood. Neither

changes in isometric force deveropment nor evidence of inflammation, cellular

infiltration, and muscie hypertrophy at this stage were observed(rianc erar lee2a). The

elevated isotonic shortening velocity and capacity noticed in sensitized airway

smooth muscle(Antonhlen et at te7e; lians et at tse2at may be responsible for the

hyperresponsiveness reported in intact antigen sensitized dogsGeck",.t I tesei Keproner

^l 
t977) 

.

All the studies of mechanicar properties of airway smooth muscle in the

past have focused on the interpretation of contractile response, whereas the

properties of relaxation, the other equally important half of the whole contractile

response, have not been systematically studied0hitedar resE), although the latter could

play a key role in abnormality of airway hyperresponsiveness just as much as

displayed by the shortening. The hypothesis that failure of airway smooth muscle

relaxation could be partly responsible for allergic bronchospasm originated from

the findings of a similar functional disorder in hypertensive vascular smooth

muscle The study of vascular smooth muscre from spontaneousry hypertensive
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rats (sHR) has suggested the arterial smooth muscle's failure to relax which may

have contributed to the development of hypertensionctrin€r €r al re75). Isometric

relaxation of thoracic aorta from SHR has also been shown to be impairgd(cohen una

Berkowi¿ 1976; shibaÞ and chens t9??), and caudal artety(Pr.ker ånd sr€phens 1985) and mesenteric

artery(Packer and stcphens le87) from SHR show prolonged isometric and isotonic

relaxation, which may play roles in maintaining the hypertensive stateeacke,and sreph€¡s

1985t 1987),

It must be pointed out that any sh:dy intended to delineate the functional

properties of smooth muscle has to look at the dynamic properties rather than

static (isometric) ones. smooth muscle in airways serves as an effector to regulate

the calibre of the lumen and thus the resistance of airway to ventilation. such

regulation is subserved by smooth muscle shortening and elongation.

unfortunately the bulk of the research in the field has only described mechanical

properties of smooth muscle in physiological and pharmacological studies, by

measuring the isometric variable, an index that merely provides information about

the stiffness of the vessel wall. It has been shown that isometric force development

remained completely normal, whereas isotonic variables had undergone significant

alterations(An,onh,en et Âl leTe; Jians er ar 1e92") in sensitized canine airway smooth muscle.

These have led us to conclude that isometric parameters are tardy indexes of

disease, and further, they hardly relate to the parameter of relevance, viz,

resistance, Therefore, it is only meaningful to study isotonic contraction and

relaxation ifone wants to depict the physiological and pathophysiological dynamic

properties of smooth muscle of any hollow organ.

Goethals et al(re82) have shown that muscle relaxation is "load dependent" .

This referred only to the isometric phase of reraxation. present sn-rdy further
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shows load-dependence of smooth muscle isotonic relaxation , which means the

time course of relaxation is a function of the load that the muscle is bearing. The

isometric phase of relaxation is, of course, of the "inactivation-dependent,' type

described by our previous sfudyoacker ana steplens re85i 1e87). Another factor that has to

be accounted for is the initial contractile element (cE) length from which the

muscle starts to relax. The longer the cE length (less shortening), the shorter the

¡elaxation time. Therefore, a load- and initial cE length-independent index of

relaxation would ensure evaluation of the relaxation process without any influence

from those factors.

In the present study, it was necessary to determine whethe¡ the relaxation

process was also affected in sensitized airways smooth muscle given the fact that

¡elaxation changes in vascular smooth muscle from spontaneously hypertensive

rats (SHR) have been reported(Pa"k", and stephens 1e85). We have published evidence

suggesting that early crossbridge cycling rate increases, while latch bridge cycling

rate remains unchanged, which has provided the rationale for evaluation of the

¡elaxation characteristics of early recruited, normally cycling crossbridges. In an

attempt to functionally differentiate the two kinds of crossbridges, experiments

were conducted in which muscles were stimulated for only 1 sec and 10 sec,

respectively. It was anticipated, though the approach is simplistic, that with 1 sec

stimulation we would be able to register the relaxation contributed mostty by

early, normally cycling crossbridges, and with the 10 sec stimulation, that of

predominantly latch bridges,

Under such an assumption the half-relaxation time (Tr¡z,c¡) f¡om sensitized

canine bronchial smooth muscle after 1 sec stimulation was found to be increased

by 83 % compared wirh conrrol (Fig 29). The ¡elaxation time of latch bridges afrer
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10 sec stimulation showed no change. This again, supported the idea that it is the

normally cycling crossbridge of airway smooth muscle that undergoes alterations

with the development of sensitization(rians et ar r,n2a). The increased myosin ATpase

activity found in such preparati6¡sGonc et al le86; Rao €¡ al teel) may explain the increased

maximum shortening velocity at 2 sec and the greater 
^Ln,,*. 

It would therefore

take more time for a sensitized muscle to elongate and relax than the control under

the same load, as the former has shortened more. Another factor is the increased

compliance of the muscle's internal resistance to shortening(stephens etal rele), which

might also contribute to the increased 
^L^,* 

of the sensitized muscle and

prolonged relaxation time of the early crossbridge probably due to the reduced

elastic recoiling force of the internal resistor. It is not clear at present what is the

structural basis of such an internal resistor.

To obtain insight into the isotonic relaxation process, which could be

arbitrarily divided into three phases as described in Results, the changes of v"
during the entire relaxation phase were delineated. This represented the temporal

waning of the muscle's activation state. Relaxation-phase (phase i) was srow as the

activation state was relatively high at this time. phase ii was rapid because

activation state was at minimal level and the road in the muscre was unopposed by

muscle resistance. The unexpected finding was the redeveropment of partial

activation in phase iii of relaxation. This occurred in a muscle essentially at rest,

was therefore spontaneous, and suggests, the slowing in muscle elongation was

due to reactivation of crossbridges opposing the effect of the toad. The

mechanisms of such spontaneous activation of airway smooth muscle are not

understood at this time. Since the original work of Bülbringoess), it has been

known that stretch of smooth muscre can cause depolarization of the ce
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membrane, increased frequency of action potentials, and subsequent

COntfaCtiOícobÙn 1987; Harder er at 1987i JohaJìsson and Me ajì¿er r97s), i.O., the SO_Called myOgeniC

response. Smooth muscle cells have been shown to contain a large number of

stretch-activated, nonselective cationic chan¡els which conduct Na*, K*, and Ca2*

upon mechanicai stretching{ri,u* "rar 
re88). Coincidentâlly, stretching has been shown

to induce maximal phosphorylation of the 20,000 Da myosin light chai¡{e*a^r " "t

less' rians et al lee2b). It is therefore postulated that during isotonic relaxation (but not

during isometric relaxation) the stretch of airway smooth muscle strips produced

by the preloads activated a myogenic response. It is obvious that the rate of

elongation slows down at the period where the reactivation of crossbridges takes

place as indicated by the two different slopes of phases ii and iii in F.ig. 308. The

physiological significance of such reactivation is not clear bu: slowing produced

by spontaneous ¡eactivation of crossbridge cycling during relaxation would

minimize the turbulence in flow that could result were the relaxation to have

continued in the rapid linear fashion of the immediately preceding phase. The

difficulties with these explanations are the following: l) the stretch required to

induce the biophysical and biochemical concomitant of the myogenic response is

from 1.0 L" to beyond; in our experiment the elongation was from 0.3 L"

(maximal shortening) to 1 .0 L" and thus not a stretch in strict sense; 2) the

myogenic response is usually seen in single-unit smooth muscleKro€ger ând srephens re75)

and not in multiunit, of which the tracheal and bronchial smooth muscles are

examples. Perhaps the failure in the latter muscles is due to the fact that activation

was judged by the development of active force (a relatively crude measure) rather

than by measuring so called , zero load velocity, active state.
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V. Activities of Myosin ATpase and Myosin Light Chain Kinase in

Sensitized Airway Smooth Muscle

In vitro physiologic studies on airway smooth muscles from these ragweed

pollen sensitized dogs have revealed increases in ÂÇ* and V" early in

contraction(An,onissen ct al le?e; riarìs e¡ âr lee2a). The greatef actomyosin ATpase activity of

sensitized airway smooth muscle provides an explanation for the increase in v"

and the associated increase in ÁL.,, seen in these animals.

The ATPase activities we¡e obtained from myofibrillar homogenates,

where the major regulatory and contractile proteins such as myosin heavy chain

(MHC), light chain (MLC), acrin, rropomyosin, calmodulin, caldesmon, and

myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) are present in physiologic concentrations(sobielzek

and Bremer reTs). Therefore, the possible explanations for the increased ATpase activity

of airway smooth muscle from sensitized dogs could stem from any of the proteins

mentioned above, although the protein involved in the rate-limiting step is most

likely to be responsible. Ir is known rhat rhe globular subunit (s1) of MHC of

skeletal and cardiac muscle carries the site for ATpase activity and exists in

several isoforms. In cardiac muscle, for example, there are fast (v1), intermediate

(v2)' and slow forms (v3). Fast cardiac muscle (rat) contains a higher ratio of

the Vl form and slow heart muscles, more V3(Hoh et al l9?8; Hoh Ând Yeoh 1979; schwårr¿ et al

1e81). In smooth muscle, two isoforms of MHC have been identified as wellßovner

et årre86). However, previous investigation in this laboratory has failed to distinguish

any modification of MHC isoforms in ragweed pollen-sensitized airway smooth

muscle(Kon, etai res) indicating thât it is unlikely the shift of MHC isoforms that âre

responsible for increased ATPase activity.

It has been shown that both the ATpase activity and Vo are positively
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corfelated with the level of MLCro phosphorylatioísobiesz€k and Bremel le?5; Kons d ar reeo),

which is catalyzed by MLCK. It was necessary then to evaluate MLCro

phosphorylation and the properties of MLCK the enzyme responsible for activating

actomyosin ATPase by phosphorylating the regulatory MLCro; it \¡/as necessary

also to study the properties of myosin light chain phosphatase, which is

responsible for dephosphorylation of MLC20ß"" and sru¡r 1e8e). Control MLCro

phosphorylation levels at basal (rest) and maximal activity (4 to 5 sec after onset

of electrical stimulation) were of a similar order to that reported by others in

bovine trachealis(Perse.hini et a¡ le86). The levels of MLCro phosphorylation in sensitized

airway smooth muscle were significantly higher at both time points (0 and 4 sec)

when compared with those of control, indicating either a higher MLCK activity

or a lower phosphatase activity. As mentioned earlier, the level of MLCro

phosphorylation correlates positively with myosin ATpase activity and crossbridge

cycling rate, The fact that the absolute increase in MLCro phosphorylation after

elect¡ical stimulation is higher in sensitized rsM than in control suggests a greater

magnitude of activation in sensitized muscle. There is no direct evidence to

explain why the resting MLCro phosphorylation lever in sensitized rsM is armost

the same as that of control at 4 sec while there was no mechanicar activity

(isometric) at 0 sec in sensitized rsM, However, this phenomenon indicates that

the coupling mechanisms between MLCro phosphorylation and smooth muscle

contraction might also be altered, in addition to change in MLCK, by ragweed

pollen sensitization.

The inhibition of myosin phosphatase by okadaic acid was significant in

both control and sensitized rsM. The extent of inhibition was the same for both

groups, Thus, it seems unlikely that phosphatase plays any role in the up_
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regulation of MLCro phosphorylation in sensitized ASM. A recent repo¡t supports

SUCh an ideaGiu er al 1993).

The most intriguing piece of data probably is that per minute incorporation

rate of T-32P into the MLC20 per fresh tissue weight unit from the sensitized rSM

and BSM was significantly higher than from their controi counterparts. This

higher MLCK activity could have resulted from (1) intrinsic structural

modification of the enzyme that led to increased specific activity, (2) increased

quantity of the enzyme, or (3) changes in other upstream regulatory mechanisms

that regulate MLCK.

First, the greater activation of actomyosin ATpase could have resulted

from altered intrinsic properties of MLCK. Therefore, Cleveland mapping of

MLCKs was carried out. This did not reveal any notable change in the primary

structure of sensitized MLCK, opposing the possibility of intrinsic modification

of MLCK. Secondly, the specific activity of MLCK from sensitized TSM and

BSM was the same as that from control. Neither the primary structure nor the

specific activity of MLCK from sensitized airway smooth muscles evidenced any

modification in intrinsic properties of MLCK. The second explanation for elevated

MLCK activity in sensitized tissue was the increased content of the enzyme itself.

such an increase in airway smooth muscle MLCK content in an asthmatic animal

model has never been reported before. The mechanism for the increase in MLCK

from sensitized smooth muscle is not clear. The level of MLCK-mRNA has been

shown unchanged(Halåvko et al Iee3) which suggests that translation and not transcription

may be responsible. The increased MLCK concentration in airway smooth muscle

cells from sensitized dogs seems to be sufficient to account for the elevated

MLCK activity. we have recentry reported that the shortening of normal rSM
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inlibits MLCro phosphorylation(riãrìs ct ar ree2b), preventing smooth muscle from

further shortening. Such a negative feedback mechanism, which may be one

contender for the operation of the so-called internal resistor, could be inactivated

by the increase in MLCK concentration in sensitized airway smooth muscles, thus

resulting in more shortening. The last possibility is the influence from upstream

regulatory mechanisms on MLCK activity. Such mechanisms, including increased

Ca2n, and calmodulin, or decreased caldesmon, calponin, protein kinase C, and

CAMP-dependent kinAsg(K¡Jnnì and stull 1989; Morsâ¡ et al l99li srockler et ål 1987; winder and watsh t9m)

could be involved as well. our recent shrdy, however, does not provide supportive

evidence that alteration in calmodulin content and activity is involved in the

airway hyperresponsiveness of ragweed pollen sensitized dogsßuo.r,t tee3i rìane er al

1993b).

VI. Biochemical Mechanisms Underlying Smooth Muscle Isotonic

Contraction and Relaxation

The resting value of MLCro phosphorylation in control airway smooth

muscle was the same for isotonic and isometric groups and was within the range

of those reported by others{D" LaÍerolle and Paur leel). Maximum isotonic MLC20

phosphorylation was significantly lower than its isometric counterpart when

maximally stimulated(ri-e er ar ree2b; Hai reer) indicating that shortening itself might

trigger a negative feedback mechanism which off-sets excitation-contraction

coupling. The relationship between resting muscle length and MLCro

phosphorylation was then investigated by measuring MLCro phosphorylation of

muscle strips stretched to different lengths and a positive correlation between the

two was found. The resting value of MLCro phosphorylation at the length of i,5
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L" was even higher than the stimulated value at 0.5 L" , suggesting that stretch is

a strong activator of myosin light chain kinase or its upstream regulatory

mechanisms. The elevated basal level of MLC20 phosphorylation in the absence

of stimulation during late relaxation has not been reported before and its

physiological role is not clear since there was no fo¡ce production at this time

(Fig. 354). Such dissociation of force from low level of MLCro phosphorylation

indicates roles played by other regulatory factors, which might inhibit actomyosin

ATPase activity. This is in contrast with the co¡relation of low level MLCro

phosphorylation with maintained tension in so-called latch bridge state as reported

by others(H'i and Mùrpbv re88). Physiologically, the importance of proportional

relationship between muscle length and the state of activation might be that: 1) it

serves as an internal resistor to prevent the muscle from extreme shortening; 2)

it protects the muscle from being over-stretched by activating the contractile

apparatus against stretching. Such speculations, of course, require further

investigation.

The mechanism(s) behind the length regulation of MLCro phosphorylation

was/were not fully understood. The ca2* concentration of isotonically shortening

muscle was much lower than that of the isometrically contracting one(rianc etal lee3a),

indicating that the shortening of the muscle may have uncoupled excitation-

contraction coupling. It is then also possible that the ca2+ release mechanism is

inhibited or the sequestration of ca2+ is enhanced. It is possible that the

diminished intracellular ca2+ concentration ¡esults in the subsequent lower level

of MLCro phosphorylation and the restriction of shortening. Spontaneous

deactivation of smooth muscle at the lower levels of [Ca2*], and MLCro may serve

as a limitation to smooth muscle shortening. It may in fact be the internal resistor
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described by stephens et al(re88). The mechanisms of deactivation are not fu y

understood. Isotonic shortening involves actual sliding movement of actin and

myosin filaments whereas no, or very little, relative movement between the

filaments occurs in isometric contraction. As muscle shortens, the arrangement of

the proteins involved may undergo conformationai changes. It is also possible that

the ion channels on the membrane are modified by length change which may

result in the modification of erzyme activities. calcium-troponin c affinity in

cardiac and skeletal muscles may be influenced by length change(ch"nc od rerz). ¡1

is conceivable that similar alterations in the ca2+-calmodulin-MLCK mechanisms

may occur when smooth muscle shortens. Mechanical stretching of the muscle

result in changes in membrane properties such as the activation of a Caz+

channel(Kirber er al le88r walsh andsinser leeo). However, no study on MLC20 phosphorylation

and intracellular ca2+ during dynamic isotonic shortening ând relaxation had been

carried out. we postulate that an intracellular o¡ memb¡ane-related sensing system

detects the direction and the extent of muscle length change and inactivates or

activates Ca2+ regulatory mechanisms and subsequently the MLCK. Such a

negative feedback mechanism may be physiologically significant since it prevents

excessive smooth muscle shortening and keeps muscle from being over-stretched

by sensing the length changes. In addition, it is logical for an isometrically

contracting muscle to be activated maximally since it is, in effect, operating

against a load that exceeds its maximum ability to develop force. In isotonic

shortening, on the other hand, the muscle shortens under a load lighter than its

maximum force producing ability, and therefore it would be more efficient for

muscle not to be activated maximally,
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1.

CONCLUSIONS

This study showed that a novel, viable and quite stable BSM preparation

can be obtained. It should be the preparation of choice in sfidying in vitro

mechanical and pharmacological characteristics of BSM. The cartilage_free

bronchial strip preparation affords the opportunity to pursue such isotonic

experimentation.

Fo¡ce normalized to the weight of tissue or the area of longihtdinal face

of the muscle strip as reported in the literature provided incorrect indexes

of smooth muscle strength. Even tissue stress is not an adequate

normalization when the muscle content of the two tissues being compared

is not the same. Muscle cell stress is the most reliable index because the

contractile protein content in the tissue cross section is the same in tissues

being compared.

The maximum shortening capacity and early maximum shortening velocity

of ragweed pollen-sensitized canine tracheal and bronchial smooth muscles

are significantly greater than those of controls. Such increases may have

resulted from the changes of properties of early, normally cycling

crossbridges and could account for airway hyperresponsiveness seen in

these anirnals. The maximum force generating ability is not changed by

sensitization suggesting that it is an insensitive index and should not be

used solely.

A new index of isotonic relaxation of smooth muscle that is independent

of load and the initial length of muscle,s contractile element has been

developed; it validates comparison of relaxation processes in different

7

3.
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muscles. It has been shown that isotonic relaxation of early, normally

cycling crossbridges ofsensitized airway smooth muscle is prolonged when

compared with that of muscle from littermate controls. The spontaneous

development of reactivation of smooth muscle crossbridges during the late

of relaxation phase has also been found and it may serve as a feedback

regulatory mechanism to minimize mechanical distu¡bance during isotonic

relâxation, as could occur during blood or air flow.

In sensitized airway smooth muscle, there is a higher MLCK activity due

to the increased quantity of MLCK rather than the intrinsic properties of

MLCK. This snrdy supports the idea that the increased MLCK activity

results in elevated actomyosin ATpase activity, which may be responsible

for the increased maximum shortening velocity, and thus fo¡ the increased

maximum shortening capacity seen in airway hyperresponsiveness.

Intracellula¡ Ca2+ concentration and level of myosin light chain mono_

phosphorylation, have been shown to correlate positively with smooth

muscle length. During isotonic shortening, a postulated sensing system in

the muscle cell may feed back the signal of tength change and reduce the

activation of muscle by lowering [Ca2+], concentration and thus the level

of myosin light chain phosphorylation. Such a regulatory sysrem prevents

the smooth muscle cells from excessive shortening and serves to optimise

the magnitude of constriction of airways or blood vessel. In addition, I

have shown that late in isotonic relaxation, a spontaneous increase in

intracellular Ca2+ and re-activation of myosin light chain phosphorylation

and crossbridge cycling rate occurs simultaneously with a dec¡ease in

relaxation rate. This is a novel finding.
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